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Mike Tyson said, “Everyone has a plan until they get punched in the mouth.” I believe millions of
Canadians feel as though they have been sucker punched by their government again, and
again, and again over the last two years.
On January 15, 2022, the Trudeau Liberals went one step too far, and we are now seeing the
ramifications of a government thinking it could get away with its insanity indefinitely.
When the Prime Minister decided to bring greater restrictions by forcing vaccine mandates on
essential workers as a requisite for crossing the border, he unleashed his personal hell in the
form of a freedom movement driven by hundreds of thousands of Canadians across the
country.
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As most other jurisdictions in the country and around the world were loosening
restrictions, Justin Trudeau was mandating more. Whoops!
What has emerged out of the increasingly oppressive state control has been glorious. The
effects of which may not be fully visible for weeks or even months to come. There has
been a transformation in the spirit of the people where hope and joy has replaced fear
and sorrow.
As the largest convoy in history rolled across the country, the Canadian people were filled
with hope for tomorrow. Men, women and children cried tears of joy and relief waiving
their hands and our flag as the convoy drove past them responding with loud, resounding
and assuring blasts of their horns.
As photos, videos, art and music of the Freedom Convoy filled our social media pages, an
uncontrollable sense of expectation and anticipation began to mount for its eventual
arrival in our nation’s capital.
I live in downtown Ottawa. From the very first moment the trucks arrived, I went outside
almost every single day to walk around, speak to the demonstrators and to capture
footage of what I was witnessing.
I have been so moved and impacted by these heroes. These men and women have ignited
a spirit of unity, hope and peace with their love for our country, its and people and
freedom.
As I would walk through the streets lined with massive semis covered in signs declaring
freedom, I could not wipe the smile from my face.
What took place over these last three weeks in Ottawa was a celebration by the people
and for the people. The Freedom Convoy was a symbol of the nation’s unwillingness to let
the government continue to infringe on Charter rights and freedoms unjustifiably.
One night, I walked up to the Wellington St. to the intersection right in front of the Peace
Tower. The trucks were blowing their horns continuously for about ten minutes. Many of
the people around me were crying, some were pacing and waving the Canadian flag as the
horns continued to blow. It was emotional. It felt as though the truck horns were sending
off a cry and interceding for the millions of Canadians who have felt voiceless, ignored and
abused by their government over the last two years. I will never forget that experience.
When I walked around during the day, I could actually see full smiling faces. It was
beautiful. There were more Canadian flags on the streets and on Parliament Hill in the last
three weeks than I have seen during any Canada Day celebration.
The truckers would walk around at night picking up garbage, they shovelled snow off of
the sidewalks, they stood guard around the National War Memorial to ensure no one
disrespected it with foolish actions. I have never before witnessed such honour and
respect for this city from a mass demonstration.
At night, it was a party. A party for freedom. Music would play, people would dance and
there was a tangible sense of joy in the air.
Over the weeks, the demonstration grew, multiplying in size on the weekends as
Canadians traveled to Ottawa to witness and take part in this epic stand for freedom.
I believe the Prime Minister and his advisors felt things shifting. As more and more
Canadians began to vocalize their opposition to the government’s unjustified prolonging of
pandemic mandates, Justin Trudeau got scared. He knew that in order to save face, he had
to shut down the surging display of dissent.
He vigorously attempted to shut the protest down with the help of state sponsored
broadcasters by maligning and name-calling the protestors very early on, characterizing
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them as a “fringe minority” with “unacceptable views.” After coming out of hiding, he and
his party tried to paint a picture of the entire group as racists and white supremacists who
were terrorizing the city and holding its residents hostage. Nothing could have been
further from the truth. And because the truth does prevail, his attempts to quell the
demonstration verbally, failed.
I do believe the Prime Minister was strategically and intentionally trying to get a visceral
reaction. He wanted to provoke and build upon the division he had already fostered in the
country, but thankfully, the truckers never took the bait. They responded continuously
with peace, love and resolve.
So, what else could the Prime Minister do to quash this movement? Declare a state of
emergency in order to bring down the hammer.
As of right now, most of the trucks have moved out of the downtown core. People
continue to gather to peacefully protest in opposition to the incredible amount of state
force, which has descended upon the city.
By invoking the Emergencies Act, Trudeau isn’t stopping a crisis, he’s creating one.
Hundreds of heavily armed police officers are lined up in streets ready to use force on any
protestor who pushes it too far. Images of masked up and helmeted police standing face
to face with freedom protestors are making their way around the world, and the
responses have largely been of shock, horror and ridicule.
It never had to get to this point. All they wanted was to be heard and to have the
constitutionally protected rights and freedoms of Canadians restored. But, the Prime
Minister had his mind made up about these freedom loving Canadians before they even
arrived. These truckers are literally the backbone of our economy and he wouldn’t even
give them the time of day. Instead, he ridiculed, demonized, slandered and targeted them
with vile words of hate and derision.
To my fellow Canadians, the trucks may be gone from the streets of Ottawa, but the . It is
up to us, the people, to pick up the baton and run with it. This is our country. It does not
belong to a few politicians. We have the right to express ourselves, to speak, assemble and
protest peacefully.
Though it may look like Justin Trudeau is getting away with authoritarian actions right now,
he will not. Truth and justice will prevail; it is only a matter of time. He turned against his
own people in order to protect his image and seat of power. But something has changed
in this country. The people have stepped out of isolation and have stood together as a
force to be reckoned with.
I am so filled with hope and optimism about the future of this nation in the hands of a
freedom loving people.
Good days are ahead. Keep pushing and keep standing together. You are being seen and
heard, not only in Canada, but around the world.
*
Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@globalresearch_crg. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
Featured image is from Uncancelled
Original Article: https://www.globalresearch.ca/pick-up-baton/5771528
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The revolution is now. A movement away
from vaccine genocide and tyrannical
insane satanic leadership.
Anyone with a functioning brain cell can
see the covid lie for what it is and the
killer vaccine for what it is.
2020 No Excess Deaths + No Virus Proven
To Exist = No Pandemic
Therefore all covid measures have been
crimes against humanity an must be
immediately halted and everyone
responsible for the covid scam be
arrested.
2021 Increased Overall Deaths 40-65%
directly caused by the killer vaccine.
Millions of people Injured and killed that
have been reported to the VARES which
represents 1% of the actual number.
Yet knowing this, Trudeau, Trump, Biden
and the rest are still telling you to to kill
yourself by deadly “vaccination“
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Police and armed forces, the time has
come, a final decision. What side of
history are you going to be on.
Police, armed forces and all government
officials promoting this violation of our
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human rights and vaccine genocide. You
are personally liable financially and
criminally accountable and can be
charged under the Canadian crimes
against humanity and war crimes act and
sentenced to life in prison for violations
of our human rights.
122 countries signed on to the Rome
Statute that clearly states following
orders is not a defence.
The Canadian charter stands. The
requirement in section 1 in order to
violate the charter has not been met.
Police must uphold their oath and protect
Canadian charter rights.
All police and military have to do is stand
with the people and you will be hero’s.
Go against us will only give the satanic
cabal what they want. They want us to
fight each other.
Don’t give them what they want.
This ends now.
Armed with the truth, we all stand united!
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they have only received one shot, they
are also considered to be unvaccinated.

Ottawa Police Chief declares ‘Occupation
Over’ Video

The hospitals are full of the vaccinated
with vaccine side effects. There still is no
virus. There is no delta, just vaccine
injuries.

Citizens of Quebec Canada out in the
streets to protest the systems tyranny.

Whistleblowers testify that there were no
excess deaths in 2020 at all, and as soon
as they started the vaccine campaign,
deaths increased and all were vaccinated.
Millions of people have been injured for
life or murdered within days of receiving
the death shot so called vaccine.
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vaccine-related myocarditis after being
forced to take it to go to school
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And on the other side, thousands of
medical professionals are complicit in
genocide and have violated the
Nuremberg Code. Not providing
information on the side effects and risk
factors, or the full ingredient list to
people makes it impossible for them to
give informed consent. If found guilty
they could be sentenced to death.
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Ottawa Freedom Convoy: “It’s a Murder
Shot ”
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THE COVID-19 SCAMDEMIC
We have hundreds of articles on
Truth11.com exposing the truth about
COVID-19 and all measures taken in
response to it. Here is an 11 point
summary of the big picture and some key
focus articles.
1) COVID-19 CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY
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are coming for the covid plandemic
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#Trudeau(Regime)Tyranny | Ottawa
police fought for their rights to not have
to get jabbed to keep their jobs, yet here
they stand (brutalizing) and arresting
truckers and peaceful protestors who
want (and deserve) the same rights.
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to Cover Costs Incurred by City
Since flu was renamed Covid-19, and
other diseases and deaths have been re
branded covid last year, unprecedented
harm was inflicted on countless millions
of people. Western mass media, health
professionals, organizations and
governments world wide are complicit in
the greatest ever public health crime
against humanity. They should all be
prosecuted and held accountable for
their endless mass deception campaign.
Read Article Here

Cold Fusion (1)

The Questions For Canadians to Ask |
The burden of proof is on the
government and police. They have to
prove their jurisdiction and authority. Or
shut up and stand down.

College and University Debt Scam (2)

2) COVID-19 BIGGEST SCAM IN HISTORY
The Covid Outbreak: “Biggest Health
Scam of the 21st Century.” Report by
1500 Health Professionals. Read article
here
3) FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
REQUEST 1 = NO VIRUS PROVEN TO
EXIST
There have been several requests of
information that have been replied to
and they clearly state there has been no
isolation of “Covid-19” The virus does not
exist. You can read one of the Freedom
Of Information Requests from Canada
here
4) FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
REQUEST 2 = NO DEATHS FROM COVID19
Another freedom of information request
from the UK asked how many people
have died from covid-19 alone, not
counting those who had other reasons
for their death. The answer was NONE.
View the request here
5) MASKS GIVE NO PROTECTION AND
CAUSE HARM
Mask Test Showing Carbon Dioxide
Levels + Mask Test Showing Oxygen
Levels = DO NOT WEAR MASKS Read
Article Here
Hazardous Mask Wearing, read article
Here
Mandatory Masks and Vaccines Break
the 10 Points of the Nuremburg Code,
Read article here
STUDY: Long term mask use breeds
microbes that infiltrate the lungs and
contribute to advanced stage lung
cancer Read Article Here
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Communal | Community Living (1)

Consciousness (9)

Continuity of Government (8)
Contrived Nuclear Disaster (5)
Control Matrix (6)
Control Systems (9)
Controlled Economic Collapse (145)
Controlled Oposition (1)
Controlled Opposition (3)

In the Age of COVID, We’re Reminded an
Unjust Law Is No Law at All

Coronavirus Bio-Weapon (12)

Nuremberg 2.0 Grand Jury hearings days
One, Two, Three and Four

Corporations (39)

ARCHBISHOP CARLO MARIA VIGANÒ:
CANADIANS DON’T GIVE UP WE ARE WITH
YOU
The Great Reset: World Economic Forum
Unveils Global ‘Digital Identity’ Scheme
CDC & Pfizer Issue Warning: “EVERYONE
Is at Risk for Blood Clots”
LEAKED FASCIST CANADIAN POLICE
MESSAGES: ‘Time for the protesters to
hear our jackboots on the groun d’
Ottawa Police Shoot Rubber Bullets and
Tear Gas on Peaceful Freedom Protesters
On Saturday Night
More police brutality from police in
Ottawa
AUSTRALIA’S PARLIAMENT LAUGHS AT
THE USE OF ENERGY WEAPONS ON
PEACEFUL PROTESTERS…
Trudeau’s Deputy, Chrystia Freeland,
Whose Grandfather Was a Prominent
Nazi and Who is Director at t he World
Economic Forum, Says She Plans to Make
Her Emergency Powers Permanent
UK covering up THOUSANDS of COVID-19
vaccine deaths

Corporate Corruption (14)

Council Of The 13 Families (2)
COV "id" -1984 (80)
COVID -19 + Bill 6666 (16)
COVID -19 No State Of Emergency Exists
Or Existed (2)
Covid -19 Vaccine is the Mark Of The
Beast 666 (2)
COVID 19 Deaths actually from the Flu
Shot (1)
Covid 19 | Masks Cause Bacterial
Pneumonia (23)
COVID Businesses Do Not Comply Wirh
Illegal Public Health Orders (2)
COVID Crimes Against Humanity Class
Action Law Suits (70)
COVID Death Shots “Vaccine” People Are
Not Giving Informed Consent (2)
COVID Oxygen Deprived Grapheme Oxide
Brain Damaged Karens Are Becoming
Viloent Irrational Zombies (1)
COVID Vaccination: Babies Borm From
Vaccinated Mothers (2)
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6) LOCKDOWNS CAUSE HARM AND
PROVIDE NO BENEFIT
Lockdowns Are Based On Fraud, read
article here
Lockdowns Motivated By Occult
Doctrine. Read article here
Doctors Questions Lockdowns, read
article here
A study of 10 million found that
asymptomatic spread of COVID-19 did
not occur at all, thus undermining the
need for lockdowns, read article here
7) DEADLY COVID-19 VACCINES ARE
NOT EVEN VACCINES THEY ARE GENE
THERAPY AND MUST BE AVOIDED
100,000 doctors & medical
professionals oppose COVID-19
vaccine Read Article Here
Why People Will Start Dying a Few
Months After the First Covid-19 MRNA
Vaccination. Professor Delores Cahill:
Watch Here
Large Scale COVID-19 Vaccination
Injuries and Deaths, read article here
8) NO STATE OF EMERGENCY EXISTS
Each country has its own declaration of
emergency guidelines. Here is the
Canada-Wide Declarations of Emergency
For Covid-19| Understanding how the
Declarations of Emergency have never
existed, read article here
9) INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
RELATING COVID-19
Each country has its own constitution and
charter of rights and freedoms. Here is
the Canadian Charter Rights for
Individuals | Empower Yourself – Know
Your Rights! | Understanding how COVID19 measures violate your Charter Rights,
read article here

Moscow Claims Two Artillery Shells Hit
Russian Territory; Ukraine Counters That
Two Soldiers Killed In Shelling
Clearview AI Wants Every Single Person’s
Facial Data in The World
Divisions and Chaos within the Ottawa
Police. Violence and Brute Force Ordered
by Trudeau Government
Radical Obama Judge Orders Oath
Keepers Founder Stewart Rhodes Jailed
Until July Trial
Trudeau’s government throws pastor
Artur Pawlowski in solitary confinement
for violating covid “safety” protocols
BLOOD IS ON TRUDEAU’S HANDS!
Massive Trucker Convoy Arrives In
Quebec – You Think It’s Over Adolf
Trudeau?
Texas Children’s Hospital Reportedly
Denies Teenager’s Life-Saving Kidney
Transplant Because He Is Unvaccinated
“I Commend them For Their Actions”:
Ottawa Police Chief Claims Officers Used
“Lawful and Safe Tactics” Yesterday When
They Beat Protesters With Clubs, Fired
Pepper Spray, and Trampled an Elderly
Woman With a Horse – (VIDEO)
Video footage showing no bikes thrown,
only an elderly women with a Walker
trampled by horses | From Feb 19 2022
Canadian protesters asked police to join
with the people and stand with us and
some did! Hold the line. Police join with
the people. Be on the right side of
history.
Report from the front line In Ottawa Feb
19 2022
UN Plane In North Bay Canada | Are UN
Troops In Disguise as Canadian Police At
The Ottawa Protest? | Updated |
Confirmed Video of Plane Video Of The
Troops Not Speaking English Or French

10) BUSINESS RIGHTS, FREEDOMS,
VIOLATIONS AND LIABILITY RELATING
TO COVID-19

Non Compliance Ends Mandates | Stand
with the people on the front lines fighting
for freedom by everyone claiming their
freedom

Each country has its own constitution and
charter of rights and freedoms for
businesses. Here is the Canadian Charter
Rights for Businesses | Understanding
how COVID-19 measures violate YOUR
Charter Rights AND Understanding how
COVID-19 measures YOU ENFORCE
violate Your Employee’s and Patron’s
Charter Rights, read article here

Post retraction. Regarding the call for a
Canadian national strike.

11) THE NUREMBERG CODE RELATING

Public Health Scotland Announces it’s
Going to Hide its Dire Fake Vaccine Data

TO COVID-19

A Member of Parliament in Canada just
asked about Klaus Schwab’s infiltration
inside the government and the speaker
cut him off and said the “audio was really
really bad” and then moved on
Canadian ministers to meet to abolish
Canadians right to refuse any medical
treatment or experiment

Covid Vaccine Graphene Oxide + 5G (12)
COVID Vaccine Recipoemts Legally No
Longer Human (1)
COVID-19 (Flu Renamed) | C.O.VI.D-19 =
Certificate Of Vaccination ID-19 | COVID
Vaccines = Genocide Weapon (135)
COVID-19 : RESIST NOW BECAISE THEY
WILL NEVER STOP (1)
COVID-19 = Common Cold (134)
Covid-19 = Covert Operational Vaccine
Induced Diseases (3)
COVID-19 = DIVOC A.I. aka Demonic
Possession By Artificial Intelligence (2)
COVID-19 = Occult Corona-Initiation
Ritual (31)
COVID-19 = THE FLU (3)
COVID-19 And 5G (49)
COVID-19 Army Force Vaccinating Citizens
Or Shooting Them If They Try To Escape
(1)
COVID-19 ARREST ALL THAT PROMOTE
THIS GENOCIDAL PLOT (3)
COVID-19 Calling the Vaccinated,
Unvaccinated To Hide The Genocide (1)
COVID-19 Camps (1)
COVID-19 Caused By Chemical +
Radiation Poisioning (6)
COVID-19 Celebrities Getting Fake
Vaccinations On Camera (1)
COVID-19 Certificate Of Vaccination ID-19
(36)
COVID-19 Citizens Evidence To Give To
Police (1)
COVID-19 Crimes Against Humanity Law
Suits (2)
COVID-19 Deadly Vaccine = Do Not Get
The Vaccine (340)
COVID-19 Destruction Of Economy (110)
COVID-19 Docots and Nurses Walking out
due to Covid Lies (1)
COVID-19 Forced Vaccination (6)
COVID-19 Lock Down (132)
Covid-19 Lockdown Protests (64)
COVID-19 Makss Comtain Graphene
Oxide (1)
Covid-19 Mandates and International Law
(2)
COVID-19 Mandatory Testing and
Vaccinations (99)
COVID-19 Mask Enforcement (59)
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The Nuremberg Code as it applies to
masks, the Covid vaccines and covid
tests. read article here

New Zealand’s Pandemic of the Fully Fake
Vaccinated: Up to 100% of alleged ‘Covid19 ’ Hospitalisations are among the Fully
Fake Vaccinated according to official data

COVID-19 Masks Are Not Effective (110)

___________

40,000 Deaths Following COVID Shots in
European Database — Aletho News

Covid-19 Media Complicity In Genocode
(1)

Videos: Australian ‘Freedom Convoy’
Marches to Parliament Building

COVID-19 Medical Professionals: The
Hospitals Are Full Of The Vaccine Injured
(1)

There Is No Covid-19 Virus
No record of “COVID-19 virus” (SARSCOV-2) isolation by anyone, anywhere
on the planet
Freedom Of Information response from
Canada’s National Research Council: No
record of “COVID-19 virus” (SARS-COV-2)
isolation by anyone, anywhere on the
planet. Read Article here
___________
DR Andrew Kaufman: There is no
pandemic, the governments are faking
the death counts (simply placing all
deaths in the fabricated COVID category),
all the governments are using a
fraudulent RT-PCR machine to mark
healthy people as infected (therefore
driving a fear based case-demic of people
who aren’t ill) plus the vaccine is designed
to kill, cripple and/or cause infertility.
Read Article Here
__________
Top Canadian Pathologist Dr. Roger
Hodkinson, Tells Alberta Government
COVID Is “The Greatest Hoax Ever
Perpetrated on an Unsuspecting Public” |
Masks don’t protect, social distancing
does nothing, tests are also uselessRead
Article Here
___________

The US is Facilitating a Genocide of
MOSTLY CHILDREN in Yemen and MSM is
Focused on Trucker Donations

COVID-19 Measures Violation Of
Constitutional Rights (1)

COVID-19 Operating System Inside
Vaccine (1)

Trudeau’s Deputy PM Chrystia Freeland
Drops Bomb: Emergency Powers Are
PERMANENT

COVID-19 PCR Test (Invalid) (66)

11 Hour Video Broadcast From Ottawa|
CANADIANS ARE HOLDING THE LINE!
February 19th 2022

COVID-19 Police Firing Rubber Bullets At
Protesters (2)

Jackboot Rule the New Abnormal in
Canada

COVID-19 Police Refusing To Carry Out
Unlawful Orders (5)

“Everyone is at Risk for Blood Clots!” –
CDC and Pfizer Issue Urgent Warnings on
Blo od Clots Even in “The Healthiest
Athletes”

Covid-19 Protests | The People Unite (15)

Microwave Energy Againt
Demonstrators…
Athletes Collapsing and Dying from Kill
Shots
Vaccine shedding spreads disaster to
unvaccinated pregnant women?
Freedom is Not Only a Human Right It’s
Your Soul’s Birthright
Arrested Canadians In Ottawa Being
Dropped Off, Not detained | Because the
arrests are not legal
David Icke: Trucker Protest in Canada is
Pivotal to Exposing Growing Fascist
Tyranny
Son of Political Prisoner Held Without
Bond in Canada Calls for Peaceful
Resistance
High Treason = Using A Private Army |
Reports from people on the ground in
Ottawa that many of these “riot police” do
not speak or understand English or
French.
Are these UN “blue helmets” disguised as
police?
Also many police are not wearing badges
or tags
Protestors still in Ottawa after violent
police left | Protestors singing in unity,
picking up garbage and feeding the
homeless. They are still there!
RCMP ESCALATION: Mounted Police on
Horseback Trample Handicapped Woman
with Walker in the Street (VIDEO)
The Nazis weren’t defeated… they went
underground and now run CANADA and

COVID-19 Plan/ScamDemic (225)

COVID-19 Police Join With The People (4)

COVID-19 Scam = Fight Back Legally (4)
COVID-19 Standing Up For Your Rights (7)
Covid-19 Swabs Exposed (1)
Covid-19 Tests (13)
COVID-19 THERE WAS NO PANDEMIC (3)
COVID-19 Vaccinated Athletes Adverse
Reactions (4)
COVID-19 Vaccinated Athletes Dropping
In The Game (6)
COVID-19 Vaccinated Blood (2)
COVID-19 Vaccinated Can Be Scanned For
Bar Code or QR Code (3)
COVID-19 Vaccinated People Dropping
Dead (2)
COVID-19 Vaccination Centers | Police
Ordered To Shut Them Down (1)
COVID-19 VACCINE = IRREVERSIBLE
GENETIC MODIFICATION (2)
COVID-19 Vaccine Adverse Reacrions Not
reported to VARES (1)
COVID-19 Vaccine Deaths Not Covered By
life Insurance Companies (1)
COVID-19 VACCINE DETOX AND
TREATMENTS FOR BLOOD CLOTTING (1)
COVID-19 Vaccine EMF Radiation and
Magnatism (6)
COVID-19 Vaccine Excemptions (1)
Covid-19 Vaccine Exemptions | DO NOT
GET THE DEADLY VACCINE (3)
COVID-19 Vaccine Injuries Blamed On
New Fake Varient (1)
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BRAVE REPORTER GOES O…
O…

the WORLD, pushing eugenics and
depopulation agendas aligned with Adolf
Hitler

COVID-19 Vaccine is Genocide (4)

Why Are Athletes Collapsing on the
Field?… The Vaccines

COVID-19 Vaccine MAC Address (2)

“My Choices Now are Between my Job
and my Life” – Woman Shares Her Tragic
Story Foll owing Pfizer Shots
American Truckers Prepare To Drive
From California To DC In “The People’s
Convoy”
PROOF POSITIVE THAT OXYGEN
DEPRIVATION FROM MASKING LEADS TO
BRAIN DAMAGE
OTTAWA – HEAVY FASCIST POLICE
PRESENCE

Brave TV Reporter Goes Off Script And
Reveals Truth About Covid-19
___________

28:34

Doctors Around The World Issue Dire
Warning:
DO NOT GET THE COVID VACCINE
In an effort to combat Big Pharma
Corporate Media and Big Tech
censorship, doctors around the world
are frantically trying to warn the masses
of the devastating effects of the
experimental COVID vaccines about to be
mass injected into the unsuspecting
public assisted by military forces around
the world.
What could possibly motivate these
doctors, nurses, scientists, and other
health professionals to make such an
impassioned plea? What do they have to
gain by taking the time to educate the
public on the hidden dangers of a new
class of vaccine about to be inflicted upon

Banana Republic: Friday’s Parliamentary
Debate on Trudeau’s Use of Emergencies
Act is CANCEL ED Due to Police
Crackdown on Truckers

COVID-19 Vaccine Law and Our Rights (5)

Covid-19 Vaccine Mandate Does Not Exist
In US (1)
COVID-19 Vaccine Mark Of The Beast (3)
COVID-19 Vaccine Polititians And Elite Get
Fake Vaccine (1)
COVID-19 Vaccine under a microscope (1)
COVID-19 Vaccines Code #s 1,2, and 3 (1)
COVID-19 VACCINES NOTICES OF
LIABILITY (1)
COVID-19 Virus = No Record of isolation
by anyone (85)
COVID-19 Whistleblower Testimony The
Vaccine is the killer (2)

Canadian Trucker Movement Video
Before The Criminal Actions Of Police
Today | Does This Look Like It Needed A
Violent Response Without Even Trying To
Negotiate

COVID-19: THERE IS NO VIRUS (3)

Videos from today in Ottawa: Corrupt
Criminal FASCIST police violating peaceful
protestors rights| Police carrying out
illegal orders | Police Brutality Caught On
Camera | Following orders is not a
defence and the police are personally
liable under the crimes against humanity
and war crimes act | UPDATED

COVOD-19 Forced Vaccine Genocide (2)

Trudeau Donated to Black Lives Matter
and Kneeled in Obedience — Then
Arrests Working Truckers, Free zes Their
Bank Accounts and Steals Their Dogs who
Oppose His Vax Mandates

Cryptocurrency (3)

Lawyer forensically demolishes fascist
Trudeau use of Emergencies Act as
Freedom Convoy activists Tamara Lich &
Chris Arrested
There Is a Limit to the Tyrant’s Power:
Ottawa Freedom Convoy Tears Down
Illusion of Democracy in No rth America
Ottawa Police Begin Making Arrests To
Squash Freedom Convoy Video
BIG STANDOFF IN OTTAWA – Hundreds of
Cops Brought In – Snipers on Buildings –
Trudea u’s Tiananmen Square

Covid19=Covert Virus Infection
Destruction 2019 (44)
COVOD-19 DETOX FROM THE VACCINE (1)

Crimes Against Humanity (113)
Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes
Act | Rome Statute (2)
Crop Circles (1)

Culling Of The Masses (31)
Culling The Human Race (54)
Cure For Cancer | High Potency Hemp Oil
(1)
Cures (4)
Cures For Disease (7)
Currency (32)
Cydonia Mars (1)
D.U.M.B.S Underground Network + Bases
(1)
Dark Winter (1)
DARPA (4)

CRACKDOWN RAMPS UP: Ottawa Police
Clash with Truckers As They Make Mass
Arrests – Begin Smashing Win dows to
Forcefully Remove Protesters from
Vehicles – (VIDEO)

De-Classified Government Documents (1)

Trudeau Orders Major Police Operation
against the Liberty Convoy

Debt Ceiling (1)

Video Reports: Trudeau’s Police
Operation in Ottawa against Canada’s
Freedom Convoy

Deep State (2)

DEA (1)
Debt = Slavery (49)

Decentralize Big Retail (1)

DeepFake Video Creation (1)
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the citizens of countries around the
world?

Doxed Ontario Staffer Loses Job over
$100 Donation to Freedom Convoy

They have NOTHING TO GAIN, and much
to lose, including their careers, and
possibly even their lives. Read article here
___________
100,000 doctors & medical
professionals oppose COVID-19 vaccine
The vaccine is now set to kill and cripple
the seniors and the uninformed in the
first wave of genocide, their vaccine
induced deaths and disease states will be
used as the excuse to force the vaccine

Hydrogen Peroxide zaps flu/COVID and
all other respiratory infections

on everyone else, as the evil media and
corrupt government will simply re-label
the medical genocide as COVID-19 or
something more deadly than COVID. This
has been the plan the entire time. Read
Article Here
___________
Why People Will Start Dying a Few
Months After the First Covid-19 MRNA
Vaccination.
Professor Delores Cahill: Watch Here
___________
Robert F. Kennedy Jr: ‘New COVID
Vaccine Should Be Avoided At All Cost’
Read Article here
___________

Dr Andrew Kaufman presentation to the
red pill expo. An excellent explanation of
the big picture of this global scam. Watch
above or here
___________

Democracy (17)
Demoralization Of The Population (1)

Gutless fascist radio station axes host for
supporting the cause of the truckers –
Your fascist medi a and your fascist
government and your fascist courts are
indivisible Canada

Depopulation Agenda (192)

How To Remove Graphene Oxide from
The Body

Detox (3)

Cult-Owned Fascist New Zealand: Threats
to Seize Property If Fines For ‘Covid-19
Testing Non-Complia nce’ Are Not Paid

Detox Heavy Metals (3)

Public Health Scotland pulls Covid case
rate data over claims it ‘demonstrates
conclusively’ that vaccines are not
working

DHS Department Of Homeland Security
(14)

GREAT DOCTOR SPEAKS OUT TO THE
WORLD your body belongs to you

Diet | Key to good health (2)

Ottawa Health Informed To Expect
Casualties Today

Depopulation (32)

Depression (2)
Derivatives (1)

Detox Fluoride (3)

Detoxify Pollutants From The Body (1)

Dictatorship (67)

Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) (7)
Disability (2)

Benjamin Fulford 2/14/22 Geopolitical
Report: The US Corporation may implode
this week | Full Report

Disarm Police Movement (3)

The Austrian Government are RUNNING
SCARED / Maniac Canadian Gov BEAST
EXPOSED TO THE WORLD

Distilled Water (1)

Update from Canada Unity Ottawa Front
Lines

The Covid-19 Pandemic Fraud Is
Deeper Than You Think

Democide (1)

Corporate Vaccine Mandates and Vaccine
Passports — Brought to You by BlackRock
and Vanguard?

In 1995, Pierre Gilbert said they would
manipulate the electromagnetic
frequencies, which would create an
intentional infection, for which they
would they would then mandate a
vaccine – that would contain a substance
that was highly susceptible and
controllable by EMFs – and then they
would send low frequency waves (delta
waves) altering their cognitive abilities
and essentially turn them into… zombies.
Sound familiar?
@EvolvedTruth

44:22

Deliberate Dumbing Down Of America (3)

Media pushing “HIV variant” narrative as
cover story for vaccine-induced immune
system collapse

Disinformation (2)

DNA Records | Database (2)
DNA Vaccinations (2)
DNA Vaccines | Gene Therapy (15)
DOD Department Of Defence (1)
DOJ Department Of Justice (1)
Domestic Militia (5)
Drones | Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (39)
Drug Laws (44)
Drug War (48)
Dylan Eleven Articles (164)
Earthing (1)
Economical Warfare (4)
Economics = Slavery System (370)

Bisphenol S, a supposedly safe substitute
for bisphenol A, poses serious risks to
cardiovascular health

Economy (467)

Vaccinated people around the world are
showing AIDS-like symptoms

Education System (Government) (19)

Health officials continue to push for mass
vaccination despite VAERS being
overwhelmed with reports of vaccinerelated deaths

ED Department Of Education (2)

Efficiency (1)
EHS Electro-Hypersensitivity (29)
Elders Of Zion (2)
Election Fraud (6)
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Planned Chaos Video and Article Series
This past year has offered a great
opportunity for most of humanity to
consider their world and what might be
important to them. Prepare For Change
have put together an excellent
documentary and article series called
Planned Chaos which questions the
madness we are experiencing and its
purpose in our lives as a result of this
mess.
4 Video Documentary:
Video 1 | Media: Tell A Vision + Predictive
Programming
Video 2 | CV19: Plan, Scam & Resulting
Order
Video 3 | Racial Divide = Civil War
Video 4 | No Ordinary Election
9 Part Article Version
Part 1 | Media
Part 2 | COVID-19: Plan, Scam + Resulting
Order
Part 3 | Racial Divide = Civil War
Part 4 | No Ordinary Election
Part 5 | Swamp Draining Is Real and
Global
Part 6 | Arson and Eco Terrorism
Part 7 | Financial War: Power, Corruption
Part 8 | The Spiritual Connection Of Q
Part 9 | Darkness Drives The Madness
___________

Canada’s controlled media attacks the
word “freedom,” says it’s a tool of the farright… seriously

Election | Voter Fraud (2)

Yes, you can detox from covid “vaccine”
spike proteins: here’s how

Electromagnetic Spectrum (5)

Canada Freezes Convoy Bank and Crypto
Accounts, Threatens Dogs

Communist China also gave the Canadian
Dominion voting machine company a
$400 million financial boost through a
Swiss bank account, belonging to the

Electromagnetic Weapons (27)
Eleventh Day Of Every Month Until Justice
(4)

Canada Freezes Convoy Bank and Crypto
Accounts, Threatens Dogs

Elon Musk | Genocidal Psychopath (5)

A quick video about the Law

email (1)

Trudeau is busy arresting people based
on False Records that his corporation
created when they were just babies.
Those records create a “implied” or
“presumed” contract between his
corporation and those individuals, which
they are not even aware of. How could
they be aware of something that took
place when they were days or weeks old?
How could their parents be aware of it,
either, as they were given no disclosure?
As it stands, the Birth Certificates, once
protested, stand as proof of international
crime committed against babies and their
parents—- and also crimes against their
National Governments.

EMF Pollution (25)

US/Western MSM Operate as a Fourth
Branch of Government

Energy Healing (3)

Biden Regime Dark Forces Intend
Forever-Toxic Mass-Jabbing
Freedom v. Tyranny in Canada: Part II
Canadians Oppose Trudeau Regime
Mandates
Human meat in sausages on a game
show | Shocking but it is used all the time
in meat, FDA says up to 4% human meat
allowed
Board of Health Suppresses Father’s
Testimony About His Son’s Death
Following Pfizer Shot Be cause It
Disclosed Heath Information of Minor
“Without Authorization” (VIDEO)

EMP (2)
Employee > Employer > Consumer: Loop
(3)
Employment | Unemployment (26)
End Of Debt Slavery (1)
End Poverty (1)
End The Fed (4)
Ending World Poverty (4)
Energy (22)

Engeneered Race War = Further Police
State (1)
Entertainment Industry (1)
Entrainment (2)
Environment (33)
EPA Environmental Protection Agency (3)
EU European Union (18)
Eugenics (120)
Evacuation From Planet Earth (1)
Execution by Guillotine (1)
Executive Order 11110 End The Fed (1)

A Message to RCMP

Executive Orders (43)

Plandemic Criminal Network Leads to the
Gates of Hell

Exopolotics (1)

Does HIV exist? An explosive interview

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Castro
(Trudeau) Complicit In American
Election Fraud

Electromagnetic Energy Pollution (20)

38,983 Deaths and 3,530,362 Injuries
Following COVID Shots in European
Database as Mass Funeral for Children
Who Died After Pfizer Vaccine Held in
Switzerland

Exponential Growth (1)
Extreme Disruption Orders On Dissidents
(1)
Facial Recognition (3)
Facial Recognition Software (1)

Trudeau’s Emergency Bid to Wage a War
on His Political Opponents Is Based on
Fraud and Wholesale Vio lations of
Canada’s Constitution

Fake Images Of Earth (2)

Bank Run? Canada’s Top Banks
Mysteriously Go Offline

False Enemy Fear Campaigns (104)

fake moon landing (2)
Fake War on Terror (91)

False Flag Attacks (257)
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Chinese government. As for Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau, his role in the
massive US election fraud, was to harbor
the George Soros linked criminal election
rigging Dominion voting machine
company and let them commit criminal
activity, across the US border, which
could pretty much be considered as
Canada committing an act of war on
American independence and democracy,
along with China. Read Article Here

Trudeau Labels a Jewish MP a Nazi, Won’t
Apologize, Claims He’s Protecting
Canadians ’ Freedoms by Stripping Their
Freedoms – Ignores that His Deputy
Prime Minister ’s Grandfather Was a Nazi

False Flag Year Sep 2015-2016 (2)

Gulag Canada – Vancouver MD is
Imprisoned & Drugged for Warning Us

FDA (19)

DC Police Suspend Intelligence Officer For
Attempting to Prevent Fights Between
Antifa and Proud Boys

FEMA (32)

Vaccine die-off: Fully vaccinated and
triple-vaccinated deaths skyrocket

Fiat Money (3)

Forced Vaccination Policy In Austria Has
No Impact On Jab Uptake

FBI (24)

Federal Reserve Bank (210)

FEMA Camps (53)

Firmament | Dome (1)
Flat Earth Vs Globe (3)

Canadian Officials Freeze Bank Accounts
of Citizens Who Donated to Freedom
Convoy — State Run Media Brags About
Using Data from GiveSendGo Criminal
Hackers to Target Citizens

Flu Shot (11)

Why Artur Pawlowski Matters

Food As A Weapon (30)

Canadian Government Hired Hackers To
Illegally Provide The Government With
Names Of Patriots Supporting The
Trucker Freedom Movement | CSIS uses
Antifa to Dox and Honeypot Freedom
Convoy

Food Shortages (Planned) (2)

The Eager Willingness of Government To
Murder its Own Is the Embodiment of Evil

Forced Vaccinations (151)

Iceland Lifts ALL Restrictions: “Freedom Is
Better Than Tyranny”

Ford Foundation (12)

Forced Vaccination Policy In Austria Has
No Impact On Jab Uptake
New York AG Issues “Consumer Alert” On
Apple AirTag Tracking
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT ON THE COVID19 PANDEMIC AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO SARS-COV-2 AND OTHER FACTORS
INCLUDING 5G | MAY 13 2020

Fascism (244)

Project Veritas: FDA Executive Officer
Exposes Close Ties Between Agency and
Pharmaceutical Companies (VIDEO)
NZ protests swell, defying police
ultimatum

Fluoridation (46)
Flyers (3)

Food, Water and Air (186)
Forced Covid=19 Testing (10)
Forced Quarantine (48)

Forced Voting (2)

Foundations (4)
Fracking (1)
Fractional Reserve Banking System (22)
Free Energy (11)
Free Trade | NAFTA (2)
Freedom (202)
Freedom Of Assembly (9)

The Association des Officiers De Réserve
(Association of Army Reserve Officers)
spent 50 days investigating issues related
to the 2020 “pandemic”. The report has
been prohibited from disclosure for the
time being. However, in view of the
urgency and seriousness of the situation,
we have chosen nevertheless to
communicate it to civil society.

EMF Weapons Used On Peaceful
Protestors in Canberra Australia Causing
Skin Burns

Freedom of Speech (135)

A report from the front line at Coutts
Crossing Canada from a Trucker

Freedom Of Unreasonable Search (8)

Covid “vaccines” cause AIDS: proof

Gates Foundation (35)

In order to propose a prevention protocol
and to provide information on
therapeutic approaches, it is necessary to
establish the parameters of the
pathogenic agent, which has revealed
serious inconsistencies in the official
version.

Freedom Convoy Protesters Are About To
Get Arrested En Masse

Geneva Convention (9)

Truth About Trudeau By Howie Mandel
Author reveals how Canadian PM Justin
Trudeau really is Fidel Castro’s son:

Clif High – THE VAXXXED ARE GOING TO
GO BALLISTIC
CHD Points Out Potential Human Health
Risks From 5G Rollout

Freedom Of the Press (7)

Freedom Parade (1)
G20 (41)
Gardening (1)

Genocide (161)
Geoengineering (38)
Germ Theory = Never Proven (2)
Global Cooling (12)
Global Currency (SDRs, Globo) (42)
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These inconsistencies have led to the
identification of obvious corruption and
an agenda contrary to public welfare,
culminating in criminal and genocidal
intent, and the implementation of a
totalitarian state, which are reported in
our conclusions.
Read article and download full report
here

CHD and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. to Join
Thousands on January 23 for the Defeat
the Mandates Rally in Washington, DC

Global Financial Dictaorship (81)

Trudeau Admits Real Purpose of
Emergency Powers Is So Canadians Learn
‘Consequences’ of ‘Breaking the Law’

Global Resource Management System (1)

COVID-related crimes to be investigated
by public grand jury

Globalism (13)

Trudeau’s COVID-19 vaccine mandate
violates Canada’s Charter of Rights and
Freedom, says charter signatory
Grieving father reveals how hospital
COVID protocols led to maltreatment and
death of his disabled daughter

Freedom Parade Berlin: 1,300,000
People Protest Covid Pandemic
The video of this peaceful protest was
Banned on you tube. The video was
removed because it showed a peaceful
protest with over 1,300,000 people not
social distancing, not wearing masks and
saying they don’t believe the lie of Covid19.
This is a real protest. The protest that we
should have done as a global population,
but was robbed of us by BLM Antifa fake
Soros backed violent attacks and
pointless destruction by design.
This is a true protest that calls out the lies
of the COVID-19 scam and makes the
statement that TODAY MARKS THE END
OF THE PANDEMIC!.
They are not social distancing, not
wearing masks, see the video for yourself,
this is not thousands, this is over a million
people. Protesters chant “We are the
people. We are fed up. Stop with the lies.
Today marks the end of the pandemic”
“Our demand is to go back to democracy.
Away with these laws that have been
imposed on us, away with the masks that
make us slave!” Read article here

Global Government (109)

Global Warming Hoax (90)

Globalist Shutdown (1)
Globalization (11)
GMO Detox (2)
GMO Genetically Modified Organism (67)
Gold (3)

MUST WATCH: Canadian Parliament
Members Shout Down Trudeau Multiple
Times As He Dodges Questions About His
U nprecedented Use of the Emergency
Act – (VIDEO)

Goldman (Government) Sachs (13)

Two Teen Boys Found Dead in Bed 3 & 4
Days After Receiving Second Dose of
Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine

Govern (control) ment (mind) (2)

Collage of film clips opposed to mass vax
suicide

Government Assassinations (104)

Heart inflammation increasing in young
athletes: In one month, at least 69
athletes collapsed after vaccination
Canada’s Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia
Freeland’s Grandfather Was a Nazi and
She Admires George Soros. It’s No
Surprise She’s Labeling Freedom-Loving
Canadians Terrorists
30% of her patients were vaccine
complications “I have to speak out.”
PROJECT VERITAS: FDA Exec Officer on
Hidden Camera: Biden Wants to Inoculate
as Many People as Possible, “You’ll Have
to Get an Annual Shot”
Hidden old advanced technologies |
video

Google (3)
Google (CIA | Big Brother) (3)

Government (2,232)

Government Conspiracy (294)
Government Corruption (163)
Government Cover-Up (179)
Government Experiments (31)
Government Falsification Of Protest
Movments (4)
Government Free Food (1)
Government Legislation (3)
Government Overthrow Of Other
Governments (5)
Government Paying Farmers To Destroy
Their Crops To Create Food Shortsges (1)
Government Poisoning Of Citizens (138)

Justin Trudeau is invoking non-existent
powers and protections and doesn’t even
occupy any elected Public Office in
Canada or anywhere else. Arrest him and
arrest anyone who does his dirty work,
too. They are committing fraud and
taking actions under color of law that
harm the people who pay his salary. He is
a criminal. RCMP — do your job! | No
“Emergency Powers” Exist — Nor Any
“State” Immunity

Government Seizing Assets (2)

El Salvador President on Ukraine: ‘The
Real War Is in Canada’

Graphene Oxide In Vitamins (1)

The mRNA Covid Shots Are Killing
Teenagers
MORE VAX PEOPLE DYING ON LIVE TV:
ANCHOR COLLAPSES WHILE PROMOTING
MANDATORY VACCINES

Government Tyranny (380)
Government's Secret Kill List (20)
Graphene Oxide (13)
Graphene Oxide + Other Metals In Food
(2)
Graphene Oxide In Medications (2)

Great Barrington Declaration (1)
Guantanamo (33)
Gulf Oil Spill (1)
Gun Control (18)
H.R. Bill 6666 (13)
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Q
THE PLAN TO SAVE THE WORLD
The QAnon global patriot movement has
a plan to fight the evil few. United we
stand. United we can overcome the
satanic few that have enslaved us.
QAnon are a very important group of
people, globally fighting and standing up
for humanity!. Have faith in humanity!.
WWG1WGA! Where We Go One We Go
All!

Covid-19: Denmark “Revolts” and
Announces That It Will Stop Vaccination
In The Whole Country
Scott Kesterson: Canada’s “revolution”
one of the most important fights
currently happening in the world –
Brighteon.TV

This site is an aggregator of these posts
as they happen. WWG1WGA!

https://qposts.online
Article explaining Q Anon also an amazing
documentary. Here

Health (508)

CONFIRMED: Covid “vaccine” vials
definitely contain graphene oxide

Herbicide (3)

No Russian Invasion of Ukraine in Sight
on the Biden Regime’s Designated D-Day

Ontario Still Plans to Roll Out Digital ID,
Even After Scrapping Vaccine Passports

‘approved’ [information] dump in American
history,” giving we, the people
unprecedented insight into a far-reaching
shadow war between patriots (within and
outside of the government and military)
and an evil international cabal intent on
destroying America and quashing its
founding principles. We are witnessing –
in real time – the exposure of past and
present crimes of this cabal, actions to
bring them to justice, and the ushering in
of a great, global awakening.

Healing (4)

Healthcare (178)

Freedom v. Tyranny in Canada

In the fall of 2017, posts began appearing
on anonymous online forums from a
mysterious “Q Clearance Patriot” –
someone within the U.S. government
with top-secret access. These posts have
since become “the biggest ‘inside’

Hadron Collider (7)

Dr. Jane Ruby: COVID-19 vaccine boosters
can cause cancer

Ontario Still Plans to Roll Out Digital ID,
Even After Scrapping Vaccine Passports

Q Anon | Welcome To The Great
Awakening

HAARP | Climate Altering | Energy
Induced Earthquakes (61)

Heart Attack And Cancer Gun (3)

Herbs (2)
HFCS (1)
Hollywood Pedophile Networks (2)
Hollywood Pedophile Satanists (1)
Hollywood | CIA (3)
Holocaust (12)

How Patients Were Over-Treated to
Death

Holocaust Truth (1)

Is Justin Trudeau Waging a War on the
National Security of Canada and
Canadians?

Human Rights (35)

Johns Hopkins University Confirms: You
Can be “Vaccinated” with a PCR Test, Even
Wit hout Knowing
U.S. Cops To Become Brain Scanning
Marijuana Detectors
The Global COVID Vaccination Campaign
Is a Crime Against Humanity

Housing (15)

Human Sacrifice (8)
Human Trafficking (6)
Humanoid Robots (2)
Hunger By Design (6)
Hypersensitivity To Smells (2)
id2020 (21)

Newsweek and New York Post Condemn
Trudeau’s “Power Grab” as
Unconstitutional and F actually
Unsupportable

Idiopathic Electromagnetic Intolerance IEI
(3)

Gym Owner Wins Case

Illegal Detention (7)

TRUDEAU’S IMMINENT FALSE FLAG TO
CRUSH THE CANADIAN PEOPLE

Illegal Search (3)

Ottawa’s Freedom Convoy Protesters Dig
in

IMF International Monetary Fund (106)

How Convenient: Mysterious Extremist
Group of 13 Individuals with Weapons
Arrives at Freedom Convoy Protests –
Right as Justin Trudeau Invokes
Emergency Act
SOLUTION FOR CANADIAN POLICE TO
JOIN 300 OTHER POLICE OFFICERS, TO
END THIS COVID SCAM AND GENOCIDAL
VACCINES

IG Farben (1)

Illuminati (51)

Impeachment (10)
Income | Equality + Inequality (2)
Incrementalism (5)
Indefinite Detention Policy (23)
Indictments (1)
Industrial Food Complex (4)

Levi’s Brand President Was Offered $1
Million To Shut Up About Being Fired
Over Criticizing COVID Restrictions

Inflation (8)

Queen (In other words The People) ‘to
foot part of Andrew’s £12m bill’: Humili
ated Duke’s mother (The People) ‘helps
pay settlement with rape accuser Virginia
Roberts ’ in bid to draw line under

Institutionalization of Kidnapping (1)

Infrastructure (7)

Insurance Industry (1)
insurrection act (1)
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scandal before Jubilee celebrations –
which he ‘will be BANNED from attending’

International Law (1)

Trudeau Admits Real Purpose of Martial
Law Is To ‘Terrify Canadians’ Into
Submission so they do not rise up against
the New World Order

Internet and Phone Surveillance (8)

Internet Continuity | Guerrilla
Networking (6)

Belgium Adopts 4-Day Work Week To Try
And Boost Employment

Internet Identity Program | Government
Permission To View Sites (4)

Italy’s President Mario Draghi: “The
unvaccinated are not part of our society”
– Video

Internet Kill Switch (11)

FDA EXECUTIVE ON A HIDDEN CAMERA
REVEALS FUTURE COVID POLICY –
PROJECT VERITAS!

IO | IIO Inform and Influence Operations
(1)

Investing (111)

IoT Internet Of Things (2)

French Senators Defy Macron: Vaccine
Passports Are ‘Political Measure Hidden
Behind Health Pretex ts’

Irradiation (5)

GiveSendGo Website Back Online After
Illegal Leftist Hack, Issues Statement
Saying ‘We Are in a Batt le’

ISIS (Israeli Security Intelligence Service)
(4)

16 Amazing for the people Policies COL.
GADDAFI Implemented And Probably The
Reason He Was Killed
Bovard: Free Crack Pipes? Time To
Pardon Tommy Chong

This is a very important film by Janet
Ossebaard. It connects many dots that
needed to be connected and brings us to
the point of horrific truth, that needs to
be publicly known. Once known all of
humanity will revolt against this evil. We
are fighting pure evil. Please watch this
film, it is disturbing but the truth is
disturbing and warrants our immediate
response. The Fall Of the Cabal is exactly
what it sounds like. The horrific truth
that will spark a global revolution to bring
these satanists down. The world is about
to change. Watch Film Here or click above
Image

Internet Censorship (69)

Belgium Adopts 4-Day Work Week To Try
And Boost Employment

Canadian Truckers Having Bank Accounts
Frozen

The Fall Of The Cabal

Internet (97)

IRS (8)

Isolation (1)
Ivermectin | Cure For Flu(renamed covid)
and Cure For Cancer (1)
Jade Helm 15 | UWEX 16 (2)
JFK Assassination (9)
Khazarian mafia (96)

Little Castro: Justin Trudeau Is Now
Threatening Tow Truck Drivers – Those
Who Do Not Cooperate with Canadian
Regime And Start Towing Truckers, Could
Face Arrest

Law (13)

Trudeau Widely Mocked With Dank
Memes After Declaring Martial Law
Against Peaceful Freedom Convoy

Legalization of Marijuana (26)

Statue of Stalin On Klaus Schwab”s Book
Shelf
‘West has been destroyed without a shot
fired’ – Russia The Russian Foreign Ministr
y has announced February 15 as “the day
Western propaganda failed”
Trudeau Widely Mocked With Dank
Memes After Declaring Martial Law
Against Peaceful Freedom Convoy
Secrets of Longevity: Want To Live a Long,
Healthy Life? 6 Secrets From Japan’s
Oldest People

Law Of The Land (2)
Legal Notice / Copyrights (1)

Let Banks Fail (2)
Liberty (9)
Life Extension Technology (1)
Life Sequence Of Value (1)
Link Exchange (1)
Lizard People (16)
Low Tech Schools (1)
lsd (1)
MAGA (1)
Magnetic Manipulation (2)

German TV Presenter Pushes For
Mandatory Vaccination – Then Collapses
Live On-Air

Main Core (3)

Canadian government resorts to
FINANCIAL TERRORISM against peaceful
freedom convoy protesters,
demonstrating why We the People can
never trust BANKS (or fiat)

Mainstream Media Complicit In Genocide
(1)

Main stream media (1)

Manchurian Candidate (1)
MANDATORY REQUIRES YOUR CONCENT
= NEVER GIVE IT (2)
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Freedom Convoy Spokesmen – The
Optics Aren’t Good

Mandatory Vaccination (26)

Dr. Lee Merritt asks: Is a US military
takedown happening? – Brighteon.TV

mark of the beast (1)

How Trudeau Purposely Allowed the
Trucker Conflict to Fester In Order to
Invoke the Emergencies Act (aka Martial
Law) in Canada
Governments worldwide rescinding
COVID measures nearly two years after
the start of the pandemic

Corona Debunked By Biochemistry
This excellent video explains the truth
about viruses and how germ theory is still
just a theory and has never been proven.
The Rothschild’s hijacked the medical
industry with their more profitable germ
theory framework and have perverted
medical direction that promotes fake
science.
This video proves you cannot catch the
corona virus or any cold for that matter
from a sick person. They discuss
experiments showing after hundreds of
attempts they could not infect a healthy
person with a cold virus. There is no
such thing as an external virus entering
the body. The body is simply having a
biological response to your body being
not at ease, dis-ease due to certain
deficiency’s such as Potassium deficiency
which is fully explained in this video. The
reason for this response is also explained
and the simple solutions to bring your
body back to health. A must see and
share. Watch above or in the article here

Manhattan Project (4)

Mark of the Beast Microchip (1)
Markets (98)
Martial Law (231)
Martial Law Quarantines (11)
Mass Military Resignations (4)

Vaccine die-off begins: Political activist
Lauren Witzke says US government
pushed an experimental vaccine that is
killing people

Mass Non-compliance is the only wqy out
of this covid scam and gencode (2)

‘We Will Hold the Line’: Freedom Convoy
Organizers Say They’re Not Deterred by
Emerg encies Act

Medical Murder (34)

The Three Phases of COVID Vaccine
Mortality…

Medicinal Marijuana (1)

Pfizer panicking after judge orders
accelerated release of COVID vaccine
documents amid fears “business will be
harmed”

Medical Fraud (10)

Medical Truth (1)

ment=mind) (1)
Mercenaries (1)
Microwave Radiation Shielding (1)

As covid injections spread autoimmune
disease and “VAIDS,” media pivots to
incoming AIDS “vaccine” that will only
accelerate the vaccine genocide

Microwave Weaponry (8)

JUNK SCIENCE: FBI agents LIED in courts
for DECADES claiming a visual “hair
match” was enough to convict people of
rape or murder

Militarization of Police (9)

Canada’s Trudeau Usurps Dictatorial
Powers
“Is Anyone Irate and Tireless Enough to
Save our Republic for our Children and
Children’s Ch ildren?” – Political Prisoner
Jeremy Brown Writes an Open Letter
from Pinellas County Jail
Freedom Convoy Organizers Say They
Notified Police After Being Told
“Nefarious Elements” Plan To Discredit
Protest

Midazolam A Depopulation Tool (1)
Militant Nonviolent Resistance (1)

Military (66)
Military Dictatorship (30)
Military Industrial Complex (296)
Military Refusal (27)
Military Turning On Own Citizens (10)
Mind Control (30)
Missinformation (6)
Missing Children (7)
Missing Children | Adrenochrome (3)

Autopsy confirms Kansas woman died
due to allergic reaction to Moderna
COVID-19 vaccine

Missing Children | Pedophile Rings (6)

Biden’s DHS labels “misinformation”
about 5G to be a domestic terror threat

Money (5)

More high school athletes collapse and
DIE after taking vaccines as pharmapimping corporate media pretends
there’s no link
Crimes against humanity: Complicit
media now attempting to normalize heart
conditions
Trudeau gives banks power to freeze
funds without court order in bid to choke
off protest funding

MKULTRA (9)

Money Sequence Of Value (1)
Monsanto (26)
Moon Landing ~ Faked (1)
Moon Landings (3)
Moral Bankruptcy (2)
Motivational System (4)
MSG Monosodium Glutamates (1)
Multiverse (1)
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Dr. Andrew Kaufman: There Is No Virus
And Now They Want To Genetically
Modify Us With The COVID-19 Vaccine

Trudeau Keeps On Proving That He Is A
Nazi Thug

Spiro and Dr. Kaufman discuss the
expanding curtailment of basic civil
liberties being normalized under the false
pretext of a global health emergency.

Russian Troops Begin Withdrawal from
Ukrainian Border – Video Released of
Russian Heavy Weapons Retu rning to
Russia from Belarus

Doctor Kaufman lays his reputation and
his career on the line as he blows the
whistle on what he describes as a
manufactured crisis to carry out a
planned agenda to facilitate global
governance and population control.
Doctor Kaufman is a well-educated
medical professional who convincingly
illustrates, using the CDC’s own technical
data, how the public has been
manipulated on the grandest scale.
Watch below and read article and watch
two other Kaufman/Spiro interviews
covering Reuters (Rothschild’s) fake fact
checking and if masks should be worn.
(they should not) Here

MSM Fake News About Trucker Protests

VAERS Has Only 50 People Processing
Reports | VAERS Data May Be Woefully
Out of Date
Former Canadian police officer reveals
intelligence that firearms were going to
be planted near the freedom convoy to
discredit protestors – and now they have
been found and the protestors blamed.
You are not even good at deceit Trudeau
The Mind Control Police: The
Government’s War on Thought Crimes
and Truth-Tellers
Prince Andrew Settles Pedo Trial, Pays
Accuser Undisclosed Sum
Canada’s Trudeau pledges more lethal
arms, $500 million loan to fellow despot
in Ukraine
Now the New Zealand Freedom Convoy
Has Arrived
Trudeau’s Former Security Warns Elites
Planning ‘False Flag’ To Discredit Freedom
Co nvoy
UNITED STATES TRUCKERS Support
Group Makes Trip to Canadian Border
With Supplies! “Boots-on-the-Grou nd
Support for Canada’s Freedom Fighters!”

THE REAL REVOLUTION = UNITY
REVERSE THE CONTROL
PYRAMID
The real revolution that is needed is
being hijacked by the corrupt few, the
elite, the satanic cabal, the 1% that have
funded fake revolutionary groups.
Trading one group of ‘few people over
another group of few people is not the
revolution we need. The real revolution
that this planet needs is the global
population, uniting and demanding the

Murder Brigades (1)
mushrooms (1)
Naked Body + Behavior Scanners (3)
Nanoparticles In Consumer Products (3)
Narcotics Trafficking (1)
NASA (9)
NASA Has Never Been Into Space (4)
NASA Humans Cant Pass Through The
Van Allen Radiation Belt (1)
National Covid-19 Testing Action Plan (1)
NATO (8)
Natural Person (9)
Natural Persons vs Enfranchisement =
Status of a Corporation (2)
Nazi (781)
Nazi Fourth Reich (3)
Nazionists (25)
Near-Earth Threats (2)
Neuroscience (5)
New World Order (1,434)
No More Business As Usual (6)
Non-Participation (4)
North American Security Perimeter (5)
North American Union (32)

Watch: Canadian Media Still Pushing
Crackpot Theory That Truckers Are
Russian Agents

NSA National Security Agency (23)

The Top 1% Own 32.1% Of Total Wealth,
Bottom 50% Own 2.5%

Nuclear Power (19)

“Justin Trudeau is going to prison, but
what will it cost Canada and Canadians to
attain justice? ”

Nuclear Weapons (17)

Canadian Civil Liberties Association
Condemns Trudeau For Invoking National
Emergency Over Truckers

Nuremberg Code (6)

Still No Answers On The CIA’s
Unconstitutional Mass Surveillance Of
Americans

Oath Keepers (10)

Trudeau Regime Announces Terrorist
Funding Will Now Include Crowdfunding
Donations for Anything They Don ’t Like

Occupy Movement (1)

Here we go again, BitChute joins the
infamous censorship of Facebook and
YouTube

Off The Grid (9)

The Canadian Emergencies Act Clearly
Does Not Apply To The Trucker Protest
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
RCMP have destroyed heavy machinery,

Nuclear Attacks (6)

Nuclear War (5)

Numerology (1)

Nuremberg Trials (1)

Obamacare (1)

Occupy Wall St (15)

Oklahoma City Bombing 4/19/95 (2)
One World Government (1)
Operation Gladio (1)
Operation JADE Helm (2)
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reversal of the control pyramid. The
masses must unite in a global voice and
build our utopia that benefits the many,
not the few.
This is the perfect time to break free from
the same old bullshit that promotes
genocide, war, famine, the 1% satanists
stealing 800,000 kids per year for their
Adrenocrome addiction. It is time for a
real revolution away from the sick few
controlling billions of people.
We need to scrap all forms of control by
any few.
If the many were in control they would
choose what benefits themselves,
therefore what benefits the interests of
the many, not only the few. This is the
solution = UNITY
A simple connection of every person on
the planet. A unity of our global voice.
Where we can all ask ourselves life
changing questions for the benefit of the
human race and every species on this
planet and beyond. And vote on them to
be implemented.
THIS IS THE KEY SOLUTION: We must
invert the control pyramid to take the
power of the few away. And that means
ANY FEW. No small group of people
should control the many, ever.
Welcome the True Global Revolution:
UNITY = The rise of the 99%. Read article
here

ROSE/ICKE IV

claimed they found a cache of guns on
the protesters, and now have claimed a
truck with 2000 guns has gone missing |
Just As A Reminder, here is a List of past
controversies involving the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police | RCMP Do not
follow in their footsteps, do not carry out
unlawful orders, join with the people and
arrest the genocidal insane maniac
Trudeau and all responsible for this covid
scam and genocidal vaccine
Important Message From The Truckers
Movement In Ottawa | The Organizers Of
The Movement, The 4 People At The Top,
who are deceptively controlling all the
funding campaign money and conducting
unauthorized negotiations are acting in
self interest. They are not even
truckers.Two of them are political
operatives. No money has got through
the truckers, and many are defaulting on
their truck lease payments

Operation Mockingbird (2)
Operation Paperclip (3)
Organic Food (6)
Over Medication Of The Population (4)
Overpopulation Myth (7)
Pandemic Testing Board (PTB) (1)
Pandemics (19)
Patented Viruses (1)
Patsy (2)
Peace (89)
Peace Love Unity and Respect (1)
Peace Movement (25)

Canada: The Emergencies Act That
Trudeau Is Trying To Implement Against
The Peaceful Protestors Links To The
Definition of “Threats to the security of
Canada” Given in the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service Act. Where it states:
Lawful Protests Are Explicitly Excluded

Pearl Harbor (2)

Fuellmich’s Grand Jury Day 2 – Alex
Thomson FULL VIDEO of DAY 2

Pentagon (7)

Canadian Civil Liberties Association
Speaks Out Against Justin Trudeau’s
Declaration of Emergency Ac t to Crack
Down on Freedom Convoy Protesters

Peoples Party Of Canada (1)

Dr. Robert Malone’s Urgent Message To
Freedom Convoy About Canada’s Fascist
Globalist Govern ment

Pedophile Rings (7)
Peer-to-Peer Economy (1)
Pension Fund Shortfall (3)

Pentagon Pedophile Task Force (2)

Permanent Military Occupation (7)
Permanent Peace (1)
Permanently Leaving The US and Canada
(1)

108 PROFESSIONAL SOCCER PLAYERS
OVER 400 ATHLETES DEAD FROM HEART
FAILURE

Perpetual War (47)

Incredible Speech From Brian Peckford,
Last Living Signer of Canada’s Charter of
Rights

Petitions (6)

Everything You Need to Know About
Trudeau’s Decision to Invoke the
‘Emergencies Act’

Pharmaceuticals (4)

Justin Trudeau Declares Martial Law
against Peaceful Freedom Convoy
Truckers

Pesticides (7)

Pharmaceutical Companies (70)

Phone Tracking (1)
Photo Gallery (8)
Pictures of Truth Worth A Thousand
Words (2)

Mainstream Press Runs Fake Headline
That Could’ve Started WW3

PizzaGate (4)

Covid-19: Denmark “Revolts” and
Announces That It Will Stop Vaccination
In The Whole Country

Planet Earth (20)

Russian Troops Withdrawing…
Rose and Icke will discuss:
Who is really benefiting from the
protests, the wider political agenda
behind the funding of Black Lives Matter

Operation Lock Step (1)

Guess Who Kills One Person Every 19
Minutes? Rockefellers, The Godfathers Of
The Global Pharma MAFIA Cartel
TD Bank Robbers Show Peril of Cashless
Society

PlanDemics (5)

Planet X | Nibiru (9)
Planned Obsolescence (4)
Plasma Weapon (5)
Plum Island | Bio Weapon Research (1)
Pole Shift (19)
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and why George Soros and other
multinational technology companies are
involved. Watch on London Real here or
if is not available there it can be viewed
here

Peoples’ Court to prosecute WEFcontrolled globalists who used the
pandemic to commit crimes against
humanity
WHO experts urge countries to continue
using AstraZeneca coronavirus jab
despite dangers
Wholly corrupt FBI guilty of pushing
flawed “bullet markings” junk science in
order to win gun-related convictions

Huge Victory For Humanity As
Khazarian Mafia’s Long-planned 666
Offensive Was Stopped Dead In Its
Tracks
The forces of light scored a huge victory
against the Khazarian Satanists as their
long-planned 2020/06/06/06 offensive
was stopped dead in its tracks, multiple
sources agree. Instead of massive
bloodshed involving armed
demonstrators (million man occupation
of the white house) and the U.S. military,
there was a small, peaceful march against
racism. This was because the armed
saboteurs and their financial backers
were all rounded up before their planned
climax of mayhem, Pentagon sources say.
The plan that was stopped, aimed to use
massive bloodshed to replace the
Republic of the United States with a
draconian totalitarian government. As
Rothschild front man George Soros,
told Bild Magazine in September 2014:
“I’m going to bring down the U.S. by
funding black hate groups. We’ll put
them into a mental trap and make
them blame white people. The black
community is the easiest to
manipulate.”
Note: attempts to label this quote as fake
appear at the top of internet searches
such as “Lead Stories” but NSA sources
say it’s real.
The plan nearly worked as the death of
African American George Floyd triggered
huge, coordinated acts of looting and
vandalism all over the United States.
U.S. military intelligence says the rioting
was stopped only after over a thousand

Health Ranger calls for CRIMINAL
prosecution of Big Pharma executives for
their role in designing, promoting LETHAL
injections falsely labeled “vaccines”
Global cardiac pacemaker market
experiencing MAJOR “uptick” due to
deadly Covid vaccines clogging blood and
straining hearts

Police (41)
Police Brutality (35)
Police Riot Technology (1)
Police State (342)
Police Uphold Your Oath | Join With The
People (3)
Polio | Medical Fraud (1)
Political Correctness = Language and
Thought Control (1)
Political Dissent (8)
Political Spectrum (1)
Politics (616)
Poll Questions | Results and Actions (5)

France, Italy, Germany and Spain
suspend use of AstraZeneca coronavirus
vaccine amid blood clot fears

Population Manipulation (10)

Covid cultists honing craft of
manipulation to guilt, shame people into
getting “vaccinated”

Populist Activism (3)

Trudeau to Invoke War Powers Act
Against Freedom Convoy Protesters;
Police Begin ‘Sabotaging’ Truckers’ Heavy
Equipment
The Genocide Olympics Are Coming To
The USA
People’s Convoy USA
Blood clots anyone? Have a super new
‘vaccine’. Nasal or regular.

Population Reduction / Eugenics (94)

Posse Comitatus (4)
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (3)
Poverty By Design (15)
Predictive Programming (3)
Printed (3D) Weapons (2)
Prisons (20)
Privacy (33)
Private Military Companies (8)

Selling War, Shunning Peace

Project Blue Beam (8)

Grand Theft Regimes

Project Lookinglass (1)

“What F*cking Research? We Are the
F*cking Research” – Grieving Widow Goes
Off on So cial Media After Husband Died
with Myocarditis

Project Maple Resolve/Maple Caravan (2)

Mass genocide 61,654 deaths reported
US/UK/EU due to the killer covid vaccines

Property Ownership Rights (2)

Emergency Protest Called For at All
Canadian Consulates — As is Often the
Case, NYC Will Kick It Off
The Truckers are truly the People’s Army.
The WEF cannot afford for Trudeau to
step down. If he falls, Biden falls,
Australia falls, New Zealand falls and all
of Europe falls. Then the rest of the world
joins in.The sane world is crazy not to
make Ottawa the hill they will die on and
not give in. It is an opportunity
unexpected. Probably an opportunity
that will not come again. | The US
Corporation may implode this week |
The Mandates Are Leaving Europe. Is
Freedom Winning?

Propaganda | Government, Mass-Media,
Advertising (122)

Protesting (122)
Protests (6)
Psy-Op's (8)
Psychiatry (1)
Psyop (3)
Purchasing Power (5)
Pyramids (1)
Q Anon (11)
Quantum Computers (1)
Quantum Physics (22)
Quotes (93)
Race-Based Bioweapon (1)
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armed looters were shot. In addition,
U.S. and Russian Special Forces teams
went around hunting down and killing the
financiers and Khazarian agents stoking
Also, on June 5th U.S. military

the flames.
White Hats found and disarmed three
nuclear devices, seized countless pipebombs, and arrested two snipers,”
according to NSA sources. Read article
here

For the sake of your health? FRENCH
POLICE ATTACK PROTESTERS – PULL OUT
FIREARMS- MSM stays silent

Radiation Levels (45)

Embalmer Reveals 93% of Cases Died
from the Vaccine

RCMP Corruption (1)

Photo Album of the Australia Protest
Movement against Covid Mandates
“Boy Lover” Symbol Used by Pedophile
Sex Traffickers Has Been Discovered on
Police Badges!
Food, Dispossession and Dependency.
Resisting the New World Order
The Plan to Turn You Into a Genetically
Edited Human Cyborg
Our Moment – Our Movement! Beyond
the Covid Mandates. A New Horizon
Canadian Freedom Convoy Wins on
Mandates For Truckers!

We Need A Revolution,
But These Riots are an Anti-Revolution
By Design

Trudeau to Unleash Never-Before-Used
‘Emergency Powers Act’ to End Protests |
This is basica lly the ability to unleash
‘selective’ martial law on Canadians

“When it gets down to having to use
violence, then you are playing the
system’s game. The establishment will
irritate you—pull your beard, flick your
face—to make you fight. Because once
they’ve got you violent, then they know
how to handle you.”—John Lennon

Freedom Convoy Braces For ‘False Flag’
As Truckload of 3500 Guns ‘Goes Missing ’
In Ontario

There is something being concocted in
the dens of power, far beyond the public
eye, and it doesn’t bode well for the
future of this country. (and many others)
Anytime you have entire nations so
mesmerized by political theater and
public spectacle that they are oblivious to
all else, you’d better beware.
And anytime you have a government that
operates in the shadows, speaks in a
language of force, and rules by fiat, you’d
better beware.
What is unfolding before us is not a
revolution. The looting, the burning, the
rioting, the violence: Is an anti-revolution.
The protesters are playing right into the
government’s hands, because the
powers-that-be want this. They want an
excuse to lockdown the nation and throw
the switch to all-out martial law. They
want a reason to make the police state
stronger. Read Article Here

Working Age Deaths Are Up 40% in
America and Nobody’s Allowed To Ask
Why
Pfizer Quietly Drops Vaccine Application
After Regulator Demands Safety Trial

Radiation Poisoning (14)

Re-Writing History (2)
red cross (2)
Reformation of Society (4)
Reincarnation (1)
Religion (5)
Reptilians (15)
Research Links (1)
Resource Based Economy (15)
Resources (15)
Retirement (2)
Revolution (167)
REX 84 (7)
RF Radio Frequency Exposure (12)
RFID Microchipping Agenda (33)
rigged elections (1)
Rigged Elections | Dominion (1)
Rigged Stock Markets (3)
Right To Life (1)
Rights and Freedoms (252)

Sonoma County opens Murder and
Crimes Against Humanity Investigation |
The case # is 220125009

Rise Of The 99% (38)

Who Is Dylan Eleven, Why I Started
Truth11.com And Why the number 11

Rockerfeller Foundation (60)

Sneaky Superbowl 2022 Halftime Show
Designed To Create Fully Readable,
Controllable and Programmable Android
Slaves Living In 5G Smart
Neighbourhoods And Homes!!
AUSTRALIA KEEPS LAUNCHING HUGE
CONCENTRATION CAMPS & EVIDENCE
MOUNTS THAT INMATES ARE BEING
GASSED
Please Stop Getting Swabbed, Spanish
Emergency Physician Says | “Swabs are a
weapon. They contain a substance
developed by military intelligence called
‘DARPA hydrogel’. And the little tip o f the
swab isn’t plain cotton. Those swabs
come from China. It’s not a plastic stick
with a cotton tip. It’s a bundle of hollow
nylon fibres that contain, among other
things, ethylene oxide.
Trudeau Threatens Canadians if they Do
not Accept the Covid Mandates which
Violate Canada’s Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

Robotic Police + Military (5)

Rockerfellers (28)
Rothschilds (68)
Royal Families (24)
Royal Family and Missing Children (4)
Sabbatean Mafia (15)
Sacred Geometry (5)
SAMHSA The Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration (1)
Sanctions (3)
satanism (3)
Satanist Bill Gates (14)
Satanists (72)
Schumann Resonance (2)
Science (43)
Scientific Research (2)
Secession (5)
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The Crisis in Ukraine Is Not About
Ukraine. It’s About Germany
Trudeau Threatens Canadians Who
Uphold the Charter and the Basic Tenets
of Democracy
Tiananmen Square in Ottawa? U.S.,
Canadian governments pushing for
tyrannical crackdown on Freedom
Convoy truckers
TRUCKER CRACKDOWN BEGINS: Wild
Scenes in Canada As Military, SWAT, and
Police are all Sent in to Make Arrests and
Tow Away Vehicles At Ambassador Bridge
(VIDEO)
We Are All Truckers Now
Mandatory Testing… of what?
Authorities claim that testing is important
for public health officials to assess if their
mitigation efforts – “shelter in place” and
“social distancing” and “wearing a mask” –
are making a difference to “flatten the
curve.” Officials also claim that testing is
necessary to know how many persons
are infected within a community and to
understand the nature of how
coronaviruses spread.
Are these reasons sufficient to give up
our health freedom and our personal
rights, being tested and shamed in
public? The answer is no.
Across the nation, police are being told to
not apprehend criminals but instead, to
arrest parents at playgrounds, to arrest
lone surfers on public beaches, to fine
ministers and congregation members
sitting in their cars listening to a service
on the radio, and to restrict movement by
creating one-way sidewalks.
People have had enough. They are
beginning to see the huge scam that has
been perpetrated on the entire world
over a viral infection with a global death
rate of 1.4% (meaning, 1.4% of people
infected with SARS-CoV-2 have a fatal
outcome, while 98.6% recover). This is far
fewer deaths than a severe flu season.
While they shut us down and held us
hostage in our homes, they changed our
society, our lives, our world.
I am not willing to accept this is the
“new normal.”
I won’t submit to testing.
I will refuse mandatory vaccination.
I will stop wearing a mask.

“A Sad, Sad Day For Canada” – Bystanders
Watch in Horror as Police Arrest Elderly
Co nvoy Participant After he Yelled Back
at Them (VIDEO)

Secret Societies (7)
Secret Structures (1)
Seeds and Plants (4)
Self Defence (9)
Self-Government System (16)
Self-Sufficiency (38)
Signs + Advertising; The Truth (4)
Singularity (2)
Skull and Bones (2)
Slavery (116)
Smart Cities (2)
Smart Meter Pollution (7)
Smart-Tech Spy Grid (9)

Nanotech in the shots? Amazing images

Social Security | Pensions (2)

The next battle to win: the globalists’ sly
effort to neutralise key human rights

social-media (1)

Zelensky, Ukraine’s captive and helpless
President Tries to Stop Washington from
forcing war upon Uk raine

Socialism (1)
Solar Flares (1)
Solutions (32)

2 young mothers talk about losing their
unborn babies JUST AFTER A COVID-19
VACCINE

Soros foundation (4)

The 2020-22 Worldwide Corona Crisis:
Destroying Civil Society, Engineered
Economic Depression, Global Cou p d’État
and the “Great Reset”

Sovereignty. Maritime Law. Admiralty
Law. Straw man (1)

Sleepwalking into Hell: The Global Elite’s
Technological Coup d’état Against
Humanity

Soverign Person (2)

Live Updates: Police Forces Attack &
Arrest Freedom Convoy Protesters
Around The World

Space and Alien Life (53)

Police Forces Attack & Arrest Freedom
Convoy Protesters Around The World

Sovereignty (3)

Soverign People Vs Citizens (1)

Soy Products (GMO) (1)

Space Fence (1)
Space Fence Lockdown (1)
Space Force (1)

Police Arrest Ambassador Bridge
Truckers In Dawn Raid After Thousands
Flock To Demonstration In Ottawa

Space Preservation Act Bill HR2977 (2)

Biden Regime Fake News About Russia:
For What Purpose?

Sports (1)

Cop Pleads Guilty to Trafficking Enough
Fentanyl to Kill 4 Million People

Stargate (1)

Canada’s Ontario Province Declares a
State of Emergency
Staying the Course
Democrats who gleefully locked down
economies for TWO years during
pandemic now demand action against
protesting Canadian truckers over “the
economy”
Video: Australian Police Assault, Pepper
Spray ‘Mad Max’ Convoy Driver

Spirituality (37)

Standard Of Living (18)

Starvation By Design (19)
Statistics (2)
Sterilization (6)
Stock Market Manipulation (10)
Street Action | Taking the truth to the
streets (5)
Structural Classism (2)
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I will not be afraid of standing next to
a friend or family member and will not
obey the concept of “social
distancing.”
I will understand that an
asymptomatic carrier is a normal,
healthy person and I will not buy into
the fear that I might “catch something”
from a normal, healthy person.
Be brave. Be bold. It’s time for us to resist
with non-violent civil disobedience. Read
article here

Corrupt Judges and Elected Politicians in
Lockstep with Covid Mandate. A PowerGrab at Levels Never Before S een in the
History of the World | Sanctioning of
vaccine mandates in Canada depends on
judicial rulings tha t highlight the
supposed failure to prove “irreparable
harm.” The evidence has become overwh
elming that the COVID injections are
significant sources of irreparable harm
whether taken voluntarily or as a
condition of either employment or access
to education.

Student Debt (1)

Graphene COVID Kill Shots: Let the
Evidence Speak for Itself

surveillance state (3)

“QR Code, Never Again!”: Police Fire
Teargas at Demonstrators as Freedom
Convoy Enters Paris
Washington’s SCAM Killed Medical
Freedom & Americans
Electromagnetic Radiation Due to
Cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
Technologies: Latest Important
Scientific Paper

Stop the Covid Holocaust! Open Letter

Conclusion: Wireless devices are
“harmful to human health…For now,
wireless technologies must be avoided as
much as possible…People should be
made aware that the EMR from using day
to day cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
devices are harmful to human health.”
Read paper here

“Fact Checkers” Are Professional Liars

In Surreal Plot Twist, Ukraine’s President
Demands Proof From US Over Alarmist
Russian Invasion Claims

“QR Code, Never Again!” – Police Fire
Teargas At Demonstrators As Freedom
Convoy Ent ers Paris
Covid-19 Vaccine: Myocarditis Cover-up
Exposed

The Plan – that some of the most
prestigious universities have contributed
to (Harvard, Yale, Johns Hopkins and
others) – prefigures a real hierarchical
and militarized social model.

Superfoods + Medicines (1)
Support Truth11.com (1)
Suppressed Technology (3)
Surveillance Grid (18)
Surveillance of Citizens (52)

Survival Guides + Emergency
Preparedness (55)
Suspension Of Autopsy’s (1)
Suspension Of Elections (3)
Suspension of the general election (1)
Sustainable Development (3)
SWIFT International Payments System (1)
Synthetic Biology (1)
Systems Theory (1)
T. Shirts (1)
Take Down Of The Cabal (3)
Takedown Of Khazarian mafia (2)
Tax Resistance (No Consent) (8)

Amnesty International Smears Peaceful
Freedom Protesters as Violent Racists

Tea Parties + Town Hall Meetings (45)

Convoy Participants PICK UP Anti-Trucker
Protester’s Car and MOVE IT Out of the
Way After it was Parked in The Middle of
the Road to Obstruct Them – (VIDEO)

The Rockefeller Foundation has
presented the “National Covid-19 Testing
Action Plan”, indicating the “pragmatic
steps to reopen our workplaces and our
communities”. However, it is not simply a
matter of health measures as it appears
from the title.

Superbugs (1)

The United States Needs People Like This
Canadian

Visualizing The Growth Of Lithium
Production By Country

Rockerfeller Foundation Plan For
Militarized Control Of The Population
National Covid-19 Testing Action Plan

Sun Eaters | Sun Gazing (1)

Video: Police Showed Up to Arrest …and
Canadians Did this.
Justin Trudeau Convenes ‘Incident
Response Group’ to ‘Illegal Blockades and
Occupati ons’
California Government Wants to Murder
and Injure Children by Mandating Covid
“vaccine” for a ll Children
Canada’s Freedom Convoy: Unmasking
the Divisiveness of Justin Trudeau
6-year-old gets myocarditis, can’t walk,
after receiving COVID vaccine

Taxation (Consent) (97)

Technocracy (7)
Technology (56)
Tectonic Warfare (7)
Television And Computer Flicker Rate (1)
Television Programming The Population
(2)
The Awakening Of Humanity (2)
The Field (2)
The Great Reset | We Must Reject (8)
The Individual (2)
The Manhattan Project (3)
The Moon (5)
The New Manhattan Project (3)
The Occult (2)

Embalmers Reveal that Blood Clots
caused by Covid “vaccines” Killed Most of
those They P repare for Burial

The Patriot Act (40)

The government is done and they know it

THE RISE OF THE PEOPE | ARMED WITH
THE TRUTH • UNITED WE STAND (6)

THE RESISTANCE (4)
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The plan calls for 3 million US citizens to
be Covid-19 tested weekly, and the
number should be raised to 30 million
per week within six months. The goal is to
achieve the ability to Covid-19 test 30
million people a day, which is to be
realized within a year.
The plan the Rockefeller Foundation
wants to implement in the United States
and beyond. If it were even partially
implemented, there would be further
concentration of economic and political
power in the hands of an even narrower
elite sector to the detriment of a growing
majority that would be deprived of
fundamental democratic rights.
The operation is carried out in the name
of “Covid-19 control”, whose mortality
rate has so far been less than 0.03% of
the US population according to official
data. In the Rockefeller Foundation Plan
the virus is used as a real weapon, more
dangerous than Covid-19 itself. Read
article here

NWO troops in Paris, France unleashed
extreme police brutality against the
French people. Several people were
severely injured. Despite all the police
brutality, protesters continued to stand
their ground and continue into the night.
The protests are quickly escalating in
Paris, France | Videos

The Singularity (2)

Official U.K. Lab Report confirms Covid-19
Vaccines definitely contain Graphene
Oxide

Torture (50)

German doctor confirms that excess
mortality is directly linked to Covid 19
vaccination

Totalitarianism (11)

“We’re At End Days Here” – US Faces
Rampant Shortages Of 116 Different
Pharmaceutical Drugs

Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (2)

Dr. Robert Malone – Truth is Invincible

TransGender Movement (Part Of The
Depopulation Agenda) (1)

Teen girl dies hours after receiving
second Pfizer COVID vaccine

Transgenics (4)

Thermonuclear War (1)
Time Travelers (1)
Titanic Sinking (1)

Torus (1)

Trade Agreements (3)

Transcranial Magnetic Simulation (1)

DEVELOPING: Freedom Trucker Convoy
Gathers on US Side of Border Under Blue
Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan
(VIDEO)

Transhumanism and Technocracy (1)

‘This is far from over’: Freedom Convoy
truckers ‘hold the line’ and continu e to
block access from Canadian side of
Ambassador Bridge after cops cleared
them away earlier. Protesters m arch in
Ottawa and NY Gov. prepares for Niagara
Falls disruption

Travel (3)

Telegram Blocks 64 Channels in Germany
– Just The Start?

True Journalism (53)

Donald Trump: Hillary Clinton Faces
‘Death Penalty’ for Illegal Spying
New Zealand Police Back off as Freedom
Convoy Protests Build
666 The Mark Of The Beast
Satanists And Their Genocidal Agenda

Mandates Are Necessary to Prevent
Further Mandates Says Trudeau

The number 666 is displayed proudly on
the satanic control and genocidal plan
orchestrated by the Satanic Khazarian
Mafia, Rothschilds, Rockerfellers and
other satanists such as Bill Gates.

Oh, how terrified they are – now TorontoDominion Bank blocks trucker funds and
says it will give th em to Ontario Superior
Court of No Justice instead. With every
move they reveal their fascism to more
and mo re people

The mark of the beast, a chip that will
connect to the cloud and your
cryptocurrency account, that is to be put
in a mandatory, harmful, destructive and
deadly vaccine, designed to interact with
your body and send and receive data
from the cloud.

The United States Is A Corporation (2)

NUREMBERG 2 – GRAND JURY DAY 2 – DR.
REINER FUELLMICH
Stasi Tactics: Canadian Police Show Up to
Woman’s Home and Harass Her Over
Pro-Convoy Faceboo k Posts – Admit They
are “Monitoring” Citizens’ Online Activity –
(VIDEO)
Reaching COVID-19 “Turning Point of
Critical Mass”: Is Nuremberg 2 Next?
London Metropolitan Police Criminal
Investigation
THE BREATH OF DEATH – MORGELLONS
(GRAPHENE RIBBONS) IN COVID
INJECTIONS

Transhumanist (11)
Transhumanist Agenda (15)

Treason (1)
Trilateral Commission (9)
Trucker Freedom Convoy (1)

Truth Banners Flyers Stickers Posters and
Signs (4)
Truth By Art (4)
Truth By Comedy (19)
Truth Censorship (2)
Truth From Musicians (5)
Truth Movement (86)
Truth Song Lyrics (14)
Truth Telling Actors (2)
Truth11 Films (24)
Truth11 FIlms | Bitchute Channel (2)
Truth11.com (15)
Truth11.com Stickers (1)
TSA (4)
Turn Off Your TV (3)
TV Programming The Population | CIA (2)
TV | Population Programming (9)
UFO disclosure (1)
UFO | USO (3)
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“QR Code, Never Again!” — Police Fire
Teargas At Demonstrators As Freedom
Convoy Ent ers Paris
Preventing a Third World War: The
Corporate Driving Forces Behind the
Crisis in Ukraine Are the Same Ones that
Led to World Wars I and II
Satanist Bill Gates has the patent for the
technology from your body-to chip-to
cloud to-cryptocurrency, and its name is
WO2020060606 – CRYPTOCURRENCY
SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA.
Read article here

Thousands of protesters swarm
Australian Parliament — End Mandates
Now Video
Police Evict Freedom Convoy Anti-Vax
Mandate Demonstrators and supporters
From key Bridge at US-Canada Border
Macron Police Hurl Tear Gas at
Customers Inside Paris Cafe — Chase
Hundreds of Freedom Protesters Do wn
the Street (VIDEO)

Bill H.R. 6666 which will allow the
government to enter your home, say you
have covid-19 a fake diagnosis as the
virus is a fake. Force you or a family
member to be removed from your home
and quarantined or when becomes
mandatory, forcibly vaccinated. Read
article here
WE MUST RESIST THEIR SATANIC PLAN

Covid Injection Secret Ingredients | UK
Scientists confirm Graphene and New
Zealand Scientists confirm Nanot
echnology; What’s The Aim?
JEFFREY EPSTEIN DONALD TRUMP ABUSE
VICTIM SPEAKS OUT – SAYS DONALD
TRUMP ABUSED HER – FULL TESTIMONY
Supporting Tyranny, Opposing Freedom
Disruptions by US Truckers Planned?
Hundreds of Thousands Demonstrate For
Freedom from Tyrannical Government
Outside Parliament House in Canberra,
Australia (VIDEO)
WINDSOR POLICE MOVE IN – Begin
Removing Protesters Blocking
Ambassador Bridge to US — Sniper s on
the Roof – City Buses Arrive for Arrests

The Hidden History Of The Satanic
Khazarian Mafia | Rothschilds
This evil is trying to use COVID-19
Scamdemic to carry out satanic genocide.
It is time to expose this evil, the greatest
evil the world has ever experienced. It is
time for the world to work together to
eradicate this problem now and forever.
Read article here

THE PLANDEMIC
An excellent film by
StrangerThanFiction.com. Explaining the

UN (1)
UN Agenda 2030 For Sustainable
Development DEVELOPMENT (2)
UN United Nations (38)
Un Vaccinated Control Group To Prove
Genocide Of Vaccinated (1)
Underground Shelters Government +
Civilian (5)
united we stand (6)
unity (3)
Unity Consciousness (1)
UNITY Self-Government System (28)
UNITY The worlds population united |
The rise of the 99% (4)
Universe (6)
US / Canada Security and Prosperity
Partnership (2)
US Congress (6)
US Constitution (62)
US Is Bankrupt (2)
US Prison Slave Labor Gulags (1)
US Weapons Sales (1)
USDA U.S. Department Of Agriculture (1)
Utopia (14)
Vaccinations (197)
Vaccine Genocide (44)

Canadians Form Human Barricade To
Stop Cops Arresting Truckers – The World
Needs To See This

Vaccine Injury (75)

Tyranny: Insane Genocidal Pedophile
Trudeau Threatens To Suspend Licenses
of Truckers Participating in Freedom
Convoy Protest

Vaccine Refusal (73)

Advice for truckers when dealing with
police illegally giving tickets or trying to
arrest

Van Allen Radiation Belts (2)

The virus DOES NOT transfer/transmit
through the air…it is generated by the
body as the means to remove toxins.
With millions now vaxxed, with immune
systems which have been deliberately
destroyed by the heavily toxic,
genocidally intended Vaxx, as 5G is
turned on at 60 Hz globally, massive
death will erupt. This of course will be
blamed on “The Corona Virus”, when in
fact it is a meticulously orchestrated two
step procedure to genocide of the human
race.
Big Pharma will go down like Big Tobacco
as the criminal prosecutions go GLOBAL,
targeting the vaccine fraudsters and mass
murderers

Vaccine Manufactuers (5)

VACCINES = No Proof Of Saftey Or
Effectiveness for ANY Vaccine (14)

Vatican (6)
Vatican Bank (3)
Venus Project (21)
Veterans For Peace (3)
Vietnam War (9)
Viral Theory (1)
Virues Fully Explained = Cannot Be
Caught From A Sick Person (1)
Virus Not Contagious | 1918 “Flu”
Experiment Proves Virus NOT Contagious
(1)
Viruses Are Not Contagious (1)
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current planned scam event COVID-19. A
must watch. 5G exposed as the true
threat. Excellent critical thinking
explanation of the situation that is upon
us all. Lots of information that has been
released by whistle blowers, doctors,
nurses, and people around the world. A
great film documenting this current
genocidal attempt by the elite. Watch film
(click above video) or here
COVID-19 TRUTH
4 Video Interviews By Brian Rose of
LondonReal.tv that are banned as the
Elite few don’t want the truth out there.
These are a must see in this time where
the new world order agenda is in as they
call it “Warp Speed” mode. We must
stand up to this tyranny. Watch all 4
videos to really know what is going on
with this COVID-19 plandemic.
1

2

CANADA The Rise Of The People
Architects of tragedy propagandising
AIDS to shift the blame and avoid a
lynching?
Freedom Convoy Truckers Vote to Defy
Justin Trudeau and His 7 PM Deadline —
Government Threatens Arr ests — LIVEFEED VIDEO
6-Year-Old With Fake Vaccine-Induced
Myocarditis ‘Unable to Walk,’ as Reports
of Deaths , Injuries After ‘Covid’ Vaccines
Climb
Elon Musk-owned Neuralink’s test
monkeys were ‘tortured’ and allegedly
suffered brai n hemorrhages, rashes and
self-mutilation, animal rights group
claims
Canadian Province of Ontario Declares
State of Emergency in Response to
Trucker Protests

Vitamins C + D (12)
Waking The Sheep (1)
Wall Street (2)
War (371)
War Crimes (106)
Warrantless Wire Tapping and
Surveillance (9)
Washington D.C | A Foreign Enclave (2)
Waste (2)
Watergate (1)
Weaponized Airborne Bacteria (2)
Weaponized Cell Towers (9)
Weather Modification (9)

Bodycam Footage Shows Capitol Police
Striking Unconscious Trump Supporter
Who Died on Jan. 6

Whistleblowers (26)

Ottawa Police Chief Worked for
Corporation that Built Vaxx Tracking
System for Government

white hats (2)

The French Convoy’s Supposed to Hit
Paris Today … This Ain’t Ottawa
Citizens Told To Leave Ukraine
Immediately…

4

VITAMIN C (2)

Court Freezes $8 Million for Freedom
Convoy Raised on GiveSendGo at Request
of Government | GiveSendGo wrote in an
apparent response to the court order,
“Know this! Canada has absolutely ZERO
jurisdiction ove r how we manage our
funds here at GiveSendGo.”

The Australian tyranny is just a test run

3

Viruses Have Never Been Proven To Exist
(1)

UPDATE: Trudeau Holds Panicked Press
Conference, Blames Americans,
Consequences to Joining Convoy “T o Get
More Severe” (VIDEO)

Weather Warfare (12)
Welcome to the Great Awakening (1)
Welfare State (3)

WHITE FLAG (1)

White House Murder Program (3)
WHO World Health Organization (40)
Wi-Fi Adverse Health Effects (41)
wifi = Wireless Radiation Weapon (21)
Win-Win (1)
Wind Turbines (1)
Wireless Genocide (21)
Wireless Pollution (43)

Something on the wind

Wireless Radiation 5G (31)

VERY BAD: 5G is setting off no-contact
voltage testers

Wireless Warfare (17)

Statist or Anarchist?
Calling out the main stream media crews
happening more frequently | People are
asking them directly, why are they not
reporting the truth? | Great video
5G Turned On And People Are Feeling
Sick From It | Down The 5G Rabbit Hole
The Canadian Raj
Eighty Years Later, Another American
Mass Incarceration?

WO2020060606 – CRYPTOCURRENCY
SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA (2)
Worker Strikes | Unions (1)
World Bank (18)
World Church Council (1)
World Federation (2)
World War I (12)
World War II (14)
World War III (28)
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Mike Adams talks with Ann Vandersteel
about the “abundance economy” and the
end of artificial scarcity – Brighteon.TV
Poland declares “the beginning of the
end” of COVID pandemic

COV “ID”-1984 Global Psyop
The New World Order Plandemic
World Khazarian Zionist Parasite
controlled Vatican operated Government
Corporations including United States
declares war on Humanity. Their goal is
90% depopulation of the human race
using deadly vaccines and 5G Weapons.
The World is in a Global War between the
Khazarian Luciferian Roman cult and
their sycophants v All of Humnanity. We
are at war with a Luciferian cult that has
taken control of all aspects of world
Society and all so called Governments.
America was couped by the khazarian
Roman Cult in the 1860s and through
proxies, its agents have been destroying
America from within every since.
Their strategy over the last 150 years was
to dumb down Americans and to convert
Americans in to Socialists through
Psycological Warfare techniques,
including endless propoganda/fake news.
The intention was to get the people to call
for and demand a New World Order
Global Governance System [Problem –
Reaction – Solution]. The trigger was the
planned collapse of the current Central
Banking System which was always
intended to be destroyed by the
Luciferian cult to trigger their New World
Order Slave Planet System.

World Wide Walk Out Until Tyrrany Ends
(2)
Worldwide Resistance Movement (5)
Wormholes (1)

Canadian feds caught trying to push
convoy truckers to “overrun parliament”
in Jan 6-style “insurrection” false flag
scheme

WTO World Trade Organization (12)

Biden regime declares those who
question official government COVID
narratives to be terrorists… insane WAR
on the American people has been
launched

Year 2012 (19)

Lunacy: Biden regime to supply crack
addicts with clean pipes rather than focus
on better border security to stop drug
flow

Zeitgeist (35)

WWG1WGA! (7)
WWW World Wildlife Fund (1)

Yoga (1)
YOUR NAME IN CAPITALS (1)

Zeitgeist Movement (27)
Zero Point Energy (1)

Canadian Radio Host Forced Off-Air for
“Dangerous” Pro-Convoy, Anti-Covid
Passport Speech

Zio-Kabbalism (5)

Medical Murder: How “Covid Protocols”
Are Being Used For Eugenics

Zionism (16)

Zionazi (8)

“Eyes of the World Are on Us”: Ontario
Declares State of Emergency Over Bridge
Blockade
Canadian Doctor Destroys The
Treasonous Medical Industry Saying
They’re Complicit in Genocide
Humanity Withdraws Consent from
Globalist Tyrants

Truth11.com | Mission Statement

What Changed? Last Night Ontario
Premier Reportedly Said He Was Going to
Drop Vaccine Mandates But Today He
Declares a State of Emergency?

Dylan Eleven | Truth11.com | Truth11
Films

Ending Mandates Does NOT Strip
Government of the Ability to Do This
Again

Empowered With The Truth, United We
Stand For Peace, Freedom, Health And
Happiness For All.

Dr Vernon Coleman- MYOCARDITIS
COVER-UP EXPOSED
RFK, Jr., CHD Call on FDA to Deny
Emergency Use Authorization of Pfizer
Vaccine for Infants and Children Under 5
Russia Falsely Blamed for Hegemon USADominated NATO High Crimes
Justin Trudeau Warns Freedom Truckers
from Hidden Bunker that Crackdown Is
Coming after Late Night Meeting
The genocidal cabal, who has caused
terror and fear due to their covid lies and
mass death and destruction from their
killer vaccines, are now saying; the truth
and those that speak it, are a threat to
government lies and a challenge of the
legitimacy of governments. Therefore the
DHS has labeled the truth as online
“misinformation” and a terror threat
FDA ready to OK the murder vaxx for
babies; why not just throw the babies off

Welcome to Truth11.com. Dedicated to
the truth, true journalism and to the truth
movement. The articles, quotes, books
and movies are all freely provided here
for one reason; to let everyone know the
truth about our universe so everyone
may be free of propaganda and make
informed decisions about the world
around them.
The mass media provides an untruthful
reality to brainwash the masses.
Independent media sites like
Truth11.com are a growing source of
information that is based upon reality
and fact. Not political control and deceit.
This site does not make money at all. It
does not charge for advertising or for
content. There is no money drives or
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a cliff into a volcano?
Court Freezes $8 Million for Freedom
Convoy Raised on GiveSendGo –
Desperate people always do stupid things
and the authorities in their panic to stop
the truckers are simply revealing what
fascists they have always been and why
the truckers are right to stay firm

This brings us up to the ongoing
Plandemic World Wide shutdown which
has been achived in Fake News, Fake
science and a global psycological Warfare
through CIA Mockingbird Media which is
pumping out 24/7 fear porn.

A suggestion for the trucker movement |
They keep blocking or seizing money
donated to the truckers | An alternative
solution
Archbishop Vigano denounces Catholic
Church’s endorsement of dangerous
COVID-19 vaccines
Watch: DARPA Flies ‘Smart’ Black Hawk
Helicopter With No Pilot On Board

We are witnessing the deliberate collapse
of this system and a move toward The
New World Order End Game.

The Countries Where COVID-19
Vaccination Is Mandatory

The people must organize to ensure that
what emerges from the current
Plandemic False Flag serves the people
and not the cabal that have been running
the world from the Shadows for
millennia! Read article here

The fully vaccinated may already be
suffering from jab-induced AIDS,
government data suggests

A true hero CANADIAN ARMY MAJOR
STEPHEN CHLEDOWSKI breaks rank and
speaks the truth

GiveSendGo Fundraiser for Trucker
Convoy Freezes by Court Order
Pfizer quietly warns investors about tidal
wave of potential fraud revelations soon
to come (op-ed)
7 Current Trends of Operation
Coronavirus as of February 2022
What Is Now Known About Batches

Vaccine Truth
No documents exist proving saftey or
effectiveness of any vaccine

You’ve Got covAIDS! — “New World Next
Week” with James Corbett and James Eva
n Pilato

The US Department of Health and Human
Services and all vaccine makers have
been deceiving the American people for
over 30 years about the effectiveness and
safety of vaccines.

Oprah Winfrey Employee Pleads Guilty to
Raping Children

Government funding was pulled from
Gates Foundation, WHO and CDC (Centre
for Disease Control). U.S. Government
lost a Landmark Vaccine Lawsuit.
Vaccine injury lawyer Robert F. Kennedy
Jr., Del Bigtree, producer of the
suppressed vaccine documentary,
‘VAXXED’ and the Informed Consent
Action Network (ICAN) are credited with
this victory.
They demanded the relevant government
documents proving that all federally
approved vaccines had been tested for

Ontario Premier Orders GiveSendGo To
Freeze Funds For Anti-Mandate
Protesters
Justin Trudeau’s Ceauşescu Moment
Nobel Prize Winner and Vocal Opponent
of Covid-19 Vaccines, Announced Dead
The TRUTH about the Freedom Convoy:
Mainstream reporter spoke to close to
100 protesters. She didn’t find a single
insurrectionist, white supremacist, racist
or misogynist. She did find a diverse
group of dec ent people, who’ve had
enough
Students serve Loudoun County School
Board massive lawsuit at meeting |
“maladministration, and dema nd to
cease and desist enforcing what they said
are unconstitutional mandates on
students.”

requests for donations. The motivation of
this site is to enable the population to see
the forest for the trees and to wake up
everyone to the reality that we are being
controlled by an evil few. Wars are being
waged, millions of innocent lives are
taken for profit and greed. Starvation,
poverty, economic collapse, all controlled
stages of a stupid world game played by a
cabal of corrupt fascists that have been in
power for too long.
The truth will set us free, because we are
imprisoned and enslaved to a corrupt
system that relies on illusion and lies. The
power of programming and propaganda
forged over thousands of years, is
instantly lost forever, once the truth is
known. We have been slaves for
thousands of years. Once in physical
bondage, then economic slavery and
finally their plan is totalitarian fascist
control with perpetual mass genocide in
the name of eugenics and the fake war
on terror.
The time has come to switch the global
understanding of our reality. We must
expose the puppet masters to free the
masses from their grip. This time we are
in is very exciting due to the fact that
more people know the truth today than
ever before, and this tyrannical reign can
finally come to an end. With the power of
the internet, email and activism, the truth
movement is spreading, and the corrupt,
evil, war mongering, genocidal few that
are in power now, are loosing their grip
on the world because people are learning
the truth and doing something about it.
The truth will enlighten, inspire, awaken,
and unite us. United we are unstoppable.
Their first order of business was divide
and conquer, so ours must be to learn
the truth and unite. We out number the
new world order millions to one. Its time
we realized our power of strength in
numbers.
The power of their propaganda is
instantly lost once the truth is known,
add the strength of unity and we can
bring utopia to planet earth as a
collective. We can communicate as a
collective and decide what is best for us
all, we can abolish the structure that
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quality over the past 32 years — and
there were NONE!
LIABILITY: All government officials who
have passed laws legalizing vaccine fraud
at the state, national, or international
level, or otherwise aided and abetted this
vaccine fraud can now be charged with
vaccine fraud, criminal malfeasance and
in some cases, war crimes under the
Nuremberg Code.
Bill Gates needs to be brought to the
Military Tribunal. Read artilce here

A Brave New World Without Rights:
Ending Mandates Does Not Strip
Government of the Ability to Do This
Again
Truckers Abused in Ottawa but World
Support takes off against COVID inspired
Social Control…
President Bolsonaro Censored &
Investigated For Saying Covid Jabs May
Increase Risk Of AIDS
Canadian doctor destroys THE
TREASONOUS MEDICAL INDUSTRY saying
they are complicit in state sanctioned
murder
UK Government data proves the Covid-19
Injections cause damage to the innate
Immune System that worsens by the
week
Dear Freedom Movement, take a win but
stay vigilant and don’t let up

Truth11 Films | Wireless Genocide
Microwave Radiation
Part of the Depopulation Agenda
Truth11 Films 13th release. This film
explains the big picture of microwave
radiation. Cell phones, Smart meters,
Wifi, Cell towers and their connection to
chemtrails. From who invented
microwave radiation, how it has
developed, and the big picture view of
exactly what its doing to us all, by whom,
why they are doing it and how they are
getting away with it, and what we can do
about it.
Microwave radiation threatens the
continued existence of the human race.
Please share this film freely.
www.brighteon.com/6fadffc4-3f3847d7-b375-f140f4486247

Regarding Bob Sagot’s Brain Bleed –
VAERS has 253 reports of “brain bleed” a
nd 1,419 CEREBRAL HAEMORRHAGE
The Truckers Take Abuse in Ottawa:
COVID Crimes Committed Behind the
Cover of “Emergency Measures ”
Not Normal! Two High School Basketball
Players Collapse Mid-Game And Die On
Same Day
Embalmer Richard Hirschman:
Mysterious clotting found in 65% of
deceased vaccinated individuals
Canada’s Freedom Convoy invokes waves
of protests against Canada’s COVID
mandates
Treasonous Pentagon now FLOODING its
own medical database with fabricated
injuries for 2016-2020 in order to make
explosive covid jab injuries of 2021 look
“normal”
Former Canadian RCMP Corporal Daniel
Buford’s Powerful Stance Against
Authoritarianism
NZ prime minister Jacinda Ardern says
vaccine side effects are PROOF the
vaccine is working: Does this include
heart attacks and death?
Roadway checkpoints for killer covid
“vaccine” compliance rolling out in
Austria… purebloods to be HUNTED by
police

D is for a Dictatorship Disguised as a
Democracy
Our losses are mounting with every
passing day.

Covid-19 Vaccines caused 1048% increase
in Diseases of the Nervous System
among the Military in 2021

breeds corruption where the few decides
what is best for the many. And forge a
system of self-government where the
masses decide what is best for the
masses.
Please do your part and assist the truth
movement. Email links to articles, share
directly from the article. Tell others about
Truth11.com and sites like Truth11 so
they can find out what is really going on.
The Truth Will Set Us Free.
Empowered With The Truth, United We
Stand For Peace, Freedom, Health And
Happiness For All
Dylan Eleven
Journalist
Truth11 Editor
Truth11.com
Truth11 Films
dylan.eleven@gmail.com
___________

Truth11.com Site Navigation
The information on Truth11 is easily
accessible. Here is how to navigate the
site:
On every page: the main menu is listed
below the article you have selected.
On the top right: you have a search field
to search by key words.
In the centre: of the main menu section
there are the latest articles and archives
by month, Translate, Follow and get every
new article by WordPress or Email, and all
of Truth11 Films
To the right: is 400+ categories. This list of
categories alone is an excellent way to
see the big picture in the world. This is a
comprehensive list of subjects that
control our planet. There is also a link in
the Category section to all articles.
On the Left: There are Focus Articles,
allow you to simply read down and get a
wide cross section of the events that have
and that are, shaping our world.

‘I Feel Guilty’ – Dad Feels Guilty After 10Year-Old Son Died Following COVID-19
Vac cination

Telegram:
https://t.me/Truth11com

Sweden Declares the Pandemic to be
“Over”

RSS Feed: www.truth11.com/feed
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Free speech, the right to protest, the right
to challenge government wrongdoing,
due process, a presumption of
innocence, the right to self-defense,
accountability and transparency in
government, privacy, press, sovereignty,
assembly, bodily integrity, representative
government: all of these and more have
become casualties in the government’s
war on the American people.
The American people have been treated
like enemy combatants, to be spied on,
tracked, scanned, frisked, searched,
subjected to all manner of intrusions,
intimidated, invaded, raided,
manhandled, censored, silenced, shot at,
locked up, and denied due process.

China Has Not Administered a Single
mRNA Vaccine to Any of Its 1.45 Billion
Citizens
Video: CBC Cameramen in Ottawa Being
Told the truth
Proceedings on Flu/Covid Crimes Against
Humanity
Health-Destroying J & J Jabs Exposed
Terrorist Threat to the US Homeland?
The Biden Regime Wants Forever War
Along Russia’s Borders

__________________________________
Articles By Month
Select Month

None of these dangers have dissipated.

__________________________________

They have merely disappeared from our
televised news streams.

Join 15,630 other subscribers

The new boss has proven to be the same
as the old boss, and the American people,
the permanent underclass in America,
has allowed itself to be so distracted and
divided that they have failed to notice the
building blocks of tyranny being laid
down right under their noses by the
architects of the Deep State. Read article
here

To make a comment please go to the
comments category

Email Address

Receive new articles by email

__________________________________
Translate Truth11.com To Any
Language
Select Language
Powered by

Translate

__________________________________

5G Depopulation Agenda
Current multiple threats to humanity,
from chemtrails to fluoridation to
vaccines to glyphosphates to 5G. These
attacks are a coordinated attempt to
depopulate 90% of humanity.
Their accelerating program towards the
culling of billions of human beings from
this planet, SERCO is the lynch pin which
implicates the Crown as perpetrator of
this well-planned genocide. 5G is key to
their plan and must be stopped. Read
Article Here

Truth11.com film production company
Truth11 Films produces films that brings
the truth to the masses.

Our films have all recently been moved to
Bitchute
Truth11 Films On Bitchute
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5G Apocalypse “The Extinction Event”

Truth11 Films

9/11/01
The Rothschild Khazarian Mafia
Chieftains decide that it is time to use
America to complete their final takedown and occupation of the Whole World
by instituting a major False-Flag attack
inside America to blame on the Islamics
whom they want America to wrongly
attack on their behalf:
So the Khazarian Mafia Chieftains use
their top Israeli-American “Israeli-first”
dual citizens living in America (aka, the
PNACers and top NeoCon Cutouts) to
plan a major nuclear attack on America
on 9-11-01.
Bibi Netanyahu, the operational head of
the KM, deployed the Mossad and these
Dual Citizens to set up and institute this
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attack on America which was to be
blamed by the CMMM on Muslims.
They informed their top Rabbis and
“Friends of World Zionism” not to fly on
that day and to stay out of NYC, as did
“Larry Silverfish”, one of the primary men
involved in the operation.
They used their main cutout in the DOD
to lure the Able Danger investigators to
the Pentagon Naval Intel meeting room,
where they would be assassinated by a
Tomahawk cruise missile that was fired
from an Israeli Dolphin class Diesel
submarine bought from Germany.
Thirty-five of the Able Danger
investigators who were investigating and
tracking the Israeli theft of 350
decommissioned W-54 Davy Crockett
nuclear pits out of the backdoor at
Pantex in Texas were murdered by this
Tomahawk hit, which was timed with the
detonation of bombs pre-planted in the
Naval Intel wing, which was newly
hardened to no avail. This footage shows
the the Pentagon being hit by a missile,
that was never shown to public.

911 Entire Pentagon Footag

The Israeli Mossad front company, Urban
Moving Systems, was used to transport
the mini-nukes made from the stolen W54 nuclear pits from Pantex (and
originally made at the Hanford
processing plant), where they were
stored in the Israeli Embassy in NYC and
transported to the Twin Towers for
detonation on 9-11-01. Read more here
9/11 + The CIA
A former US government intelligence
agent who worked for the CIA
during attacks on September 11th, 2001,
has given a sworn affidavit stating
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that 9/11 was an inside job. The ex-CIA
agent, who’s also an
experienced commercial airline pilot, has
blown the whistle on the destruction of
the World Trade Center buildings,
claiming that the three towers were
actually brought down by controlled
demolitions, and not by passenger planes
that were flown by amateur pilots.
Former CIA agent John Lear has not only
given a sworn statement as an
expert witness, but he has also produced
conclusive evidence that disproves
the official narrative that the towers were
destroyed by airplanes that
were highjacked and flown by terrorists.
Read more here
No Planes on 9/11
We are as a planet mostly all aware that
9/11 was a controlled demolition that
resulted in 3 buildings collapse. We
understand that this was planned and
carried out by the US government as a
false flag event to enable the police state
and fake perpetual war on terror. We
know that no plane hit the Pentagon or
building 7, but what about the planes
that we have all seen footage of hitting
the twin towers. After closer inspection
you can see that no planes were present
in those towers either. Read more here
This footage shows an non edited
timeline showing the second explosion
without a plane.

(RARE) - 911 - The Entire NB
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Our latest film TRUTH11 FILMS |
WIRELESS GENOCIDE | Microwave
Radiation Part of the Depopulation
agenda, will be released soon.
This film is 2 hours and 45 mins long, and
explains the big picture of microwave
radiation. From who invented it, how it
has developed, and the big picture view
of exactly what its doing to us all, by
whom, why they are doing it and how
they are getting away with it, and what
we can do about it.
We are releasing the film transcript.
Simply because its ready now and can be
read by many to inform them of the
dangers so they can do something about
it. The film will be released soon, date to
be announced. Read the transcript HERE

World Health Organization
Setting The Standard For A Wireless
World Of Harm
Radiofrequency/microwave radiation is
everywhere—constantly and increasingly
emanating from cell phones, WiFi routers,
cell towers and telecommunications
satellites. It is proliferating unchecked
and people are suffering and dying
because of it. Via its International EMF
Project, WHO is supposed to be
protecting us from the harmful effects of
this radiation—radiation that we cannot
see, smell or taste, even though it
penetrates and affects every cell of our
electromagnetic bodies.
WHO is failing to protect its global citizens
from this pervasive pollutant in four key
ways:
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1. industry infiltration
2. intentional ignorance
3. denial of the science
4. disregard for humanity.
This document provides details of these
inexcusable failures and what urgently
needs to be done to address them. It also
outlines what WHO must do to reverse
this destructive course—for itself and for
the global citizens it is supposed to
protect. Read article and download
document here. Download document
here

Microwave Weapons Designed To Kill
Us
= Cell Phones, WiFi, Cell Towers, Smart
Meters… All Part of the Depopulation
Agenda
Physicist Blows Whistle on Microwave
Weaponry
Exposes Assaults on Populations
Everywhere
“We are irreparably damaging the very
fabric of life”
The age of wireless technology,
ubiquitous microwave transmissions and
countless cellphone towers
have transformed the planet in profound
and fundamental ways. Especially where
it concerns human health and
environmental integrity, the effects of
these various frequency assaults
have been nothing short of catastrophic.
If the people of the world truly
understood the deleterious effects of
these unseen and unfelt frequencies,
they would have abandoned their cell
phones and bluetooths decades ago. It
has been proven beyond any doubt by
the best science available that certain
types of electromagnetic radiation can
have highly damaging effects on the
human body. Likewise, when animals and
plants are exposed to these fields of
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harmful EMR, they too suffer great
consequences. Read Article here

FACTS
There is now 10 billion times more
radiation in our environment than
there was in the 1960s.
If current trends continue, 50% of the
population in Austria, California,
England, Ireland, Germany and
Sweden will be feeling the effects of
electromagnetic radiation by 2017.
Canada will be no different.
Swisscom, the Swiss
telecommunications company, says
non-thermal wireless radiation “has a
genotoxic effect”, causing “clear
damage to hereditary material [DNA]”
and an “increased cancer risk”.
EMR adversely affects the blood cells
of ALL individuals, whether they feel
the effects or not.
EMR damages cell membranes,
causing them to leak calcium and
create many health issues, such as
altered brain function, autism,
infertility, EHS, hypocalcaemia, DNA
damage, thyroid problems,
osteoporosis, endocrine imbalances,
early dementia, asthma, neurological
disorders and multiple chemical
sensitivities.
Autism in children is doubling every
five years, paralleling the rise of EMR,
and there is now a 1-in-50 chance of a
child developing or being born with
autism in North America.
Almost every grade in every
elementary school in North America
has at least one child with autism—a
disorder that was nearly unheard of a
generation ago.
Electromagnetic radiation breaks
down the all-important blood–brain
barrier, causing the death of neurons,
which can result in early dementia
and Alzheimer’s disease.
Just 5 minutes of Wi-Fi exposure can
cause cell mutation, oxidation and
rouleaux— all of which are associated
with illness and disease.
The average cumulative whole-body
exposure from a Smart meter at 3 feet
is about 100 times more than that
from a cell phone.
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How The CIA Made Google
As our governments push to increase
their powers, Insurge Intelligence can now
reveal the vast extent to which the US
intelligence community is implicated in
nurturing the web platforms we know
today, for the precise purpose of utilizing
the technology as a mechanism to fight
global ‘information war’ — a war to
legitimize the power of the few over the
rest of us. The lynchpin of this story is the
corporation that in many ways defines
the 21st century with its unobtrusive
omnipresence: Google.
Google styles itself as a friendly, funky,
user-friendly tech firm that rose to
prominence through a combination of
skill, luck, and genuine innovation. This is
true. But it is a mere fragment of the
story. In reality, Google is a smokescreen
behind which lurks the US militaryindustrial complex.
The inside story of Google’s rise, revealed
here for the first time, opens a can of
worms that goes far beyond Google,
unexpectedly shining a light on the
existence of a parasitical network driving
the evolution of the US national security
apparatus, and profiting obscenely from
its operation. Read Article Here

We Are Right In The Middle Of A
Fucking Reptile Zoo
Raoul Duke:
I was right in the middle of a fucking
reptile zoo, and somebody was giving
booze to these goddamn things. Won’t be
long now before they tear us to shreds.
Hunter S Thompson
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Blue blood lines, vampires, lizard people,
consuming blood daily to keep their
shape shifting appearance in the public
eye. Red Cross has been there on the
front lines collecting blood from war
carnage, and we donate to them openly,
the Queen and the rest of the reptile
blood line that have been running our
world for thousands of years must be
exposed and stopped. Time and time
again children have gone missing in many
countries and the public are aware of the
sinister blood bath ring that surrounds
these lizard people. The truth is being
realized and with the help of so many
cameras and video they can’t seem to
keep up the shape shifting 100% of the
time and we are seeing proof of their true
identities. Read Article Here
Putin Announces The Worlds Ruling
Class Are Reptilians
The Russian president said that “95% of
the world’s ruling class are not even
human,” but are “cold-blooded hybrids”
who are “members of an ancient cult.”
Read article here

#ReptilianQueen
From the Royal Website “Earlier this week
the Queen was seen by thousands of
people in a form they are not acquainted
with. We seek to reassure the public that
the Queen is still the Queen, and remains
the respected and loved figure they have
always known. While she may not be
human, she is a devoted leader and
Monarch and she believes her subjects
will grow to accept her and her family for
what they are.” Read article here
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Russia Today Declares 9/11 Was An
Inside Job
Possibly the biggest and most public 9/11
story to date.

The Top Of The Pyramid
The United States Is A Corporation
Human Status Of A Corporation =
Enfranchisement Vs Natural Person
Living in todays nazi fascist police state,
understanding the corrupt system they
use to control us cattle is of great
importance. Read article here

Everything Is Fake | 40 Things You May
Have Thought Were Real
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The good thing though is that once you
awaken to the deception, you can use it
as a tool for raising your consciousness.
The idea that virtually everything is fake
can be empowering rather than
depressing. Fake News, Fake Journalism,
Fake Entertainment, Fake PR and
Advertising, Fake Medicine, Fake Scientific
Research, Fake Acquired Immunity, Fake
Food, Fake Water, Fake Choice, Fake
Money, Fake Economy, Fake Free
Markets, Fake Free Trade Agreements,
Fake Accounting, Fake Welfare, Fake
Government, Fake Republic, Fake
Democracy, Fake Elections, Fake National
Security, Fake Defence, Fake Education,
Fake Law, Fake Rights, Fake Consent,
Fake Morality, Fake Spirituality, Fake
Clouds, Fake Lone Nutter Killers, Fake
Boogeymen, Fake False Flag Attacks, Fake
Crisis Actors, Fake Pandemics, Fake Moon
Landing, Fake International Space Station,
Fake Space Walks, Fake History, Fake
Authority and Fake Universe. Read Article
here.

Why Are There No Real Photos Of The
Complete Earth? = NASA Has Never
Been Into Space
In nearly 60 years of alleged space
exploration NASA has never been able to
offer us a single genuine photograph of
the Earth from space—NOT ONE! Even
though we’ve had good, high-resolution
cameras for nearly 100 years, NASA has
never taken a true photograph of the
Earth
By their own admission, all of the pictures
we see are composites, paintings or
computer-generated images. Why is this?
Could the answer be, horror of horrors,
that NASA has never been into space—or
at least, not far enough from the Earth to
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get the whole planet in the frame? Read
Article Here

War Is A Global Economic and Control
Phenomenon
Definition: Phenomenon: |fəˈnämə
ˌnän, -nən| noun (pl. phenomena |nə| ) Fact or situation that is observed to
exist or happen, especially one whose
cause or explanation is in question.
War is a global economic and
control phenomenon that exists in our
reality not as a constant of human
behaviour, but a
manufactured situation that is forced
upon us by bankers, the royal family and
the other Bilderberg NWO Nazi cronies.
Bankers and elite globally without
borders have control of apposing
countries and forces and they play a
game of risk, the board game of global
domination. They don’t care who wins,
because they win on both sides. They
supply the money for the arms and sell
the arms to both sides. They control the
population by creating a world wide
situation that no one can avoid. All are
called to duty, all forget the current
reality and focus on the new world war
reality. 120 Countries now in war games.
..Peaceful global revolution can avoid
WW3 | No More Business As Usual. Read
article here

Weaponized Cell Towers
A microwave oven’s internal magnetron,
which is virtually the same as that of a
radar- or cell phone tower, transforms
that electrical energy into microwaves.
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The magnetron inside a microwave oven
an be easily adapted into a very lethal ray
gun – A typical cell phone tower, “A giant
microwave oven on a stick,” capable of
releasing 3,000,000 watts (3 megawatts)
of output power to the tower’s
magnetron – or even more megawatts, if
there is an amplifier at the top.
To put this into perspective, one (1) watt
from your cell phone can go 25 miles to
the nearest cell phone tower, to relay
your call’s signal to the person on the
other end of the line. The US Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) limits
the amount of energy that a cell phone
tower can release to 400 watts.
These megawatts of extra power are NOT
for data transfer – nothing close to that
amount of energy is required for data
transfer – which is an important point,
because this suggests that cell phone
towers are easily capable of being
switched to Weaponized Mode.
That cell phone towers are wired with the
capability to release millions of watts of
microwave radiation makes them
veritable of “towers of death”, the perfect
weapons against an “invasion” – or the
mega-slaughter of the domestic
population.
Virtually all towns, all over the world have
the amount of towers necessary to fry
the populations in their vicinity. Read
Article Here

No Planes Were Used To Bring Down
Any Towers On 911
We are as a planet mostly all aware that
9/11 was a controlled demolition that
resulted in 3 buildings collapse. We
understand that this was planned and
carried out by the US government as a
false flag event to enable the police state
and fake perpetual war on terror. We
know that no plane hit the Pentagon or
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building 7, but what about the planes
that we have all seen footage of hitting
the twin towers. After closer inspection
you can see that no planes were present
in those towers either.
This footage shows an non edited
timeline showing the second explosion
without a plane.

(RARE) - 911 - The Entire NB

“Official” 9/11 story destroyed! Irrefutable
un-doctored photographic and scientific
evidence, whistleblower videos, expert
testimony and undeniable truths. Read
full article here
UFO Clear Footage
Secret UFO Footage Released and several
other clear videos showing UFO’s
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View article with all videos here

Welcome To The Global Revolution
▽ Self Government System ▽

UNITY11
▽

Global daily tyranny of the few must end,
this we all know. Replacing one lizard
bastard with another is not the answer.
The top down pyramid control system of
the few, favours those at the top. The few
can make decisions for the many for the
benefit of the few. This control system
needs to be inverted. Invert the pyramid
and have the control be given to the
many. The many will choose whats best
for the many, not the few. We cannot
implement this structure within the
current system. We cannot continue to
support the current system with our
taxes, time and effort as it fuels the few,
war, starvation, poverty, and despair.
The Solution:
No More Business As Usual
Stop what you are contributing to the
system and spend your time focused on
breaking up their control grid, becoming
self sufficient and unifying with fellow
humans.
+
Replace the corrupt government of the
few with a global system
where the many decide what is good for
the many.
Invert the control pyramid
=
United We Stand ▽ United We Decide
▽ United We Thrive
Self Government System
UNITY11
▽

Join the Global Self Government
Revolution
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UNITY11 is a division of Truth11.com
UNITY11 goal is to organize and empower
the truth movement. Informed, organized
and connected using a system of self
government with the goals of world
peace and prosperity for everyone. Read
more here
___________

111 Articles On Wireless Pollution
190 scientists from 38 nations have
submitted the International EMF Scientist
Appeal to the United Nations, UN
member states and the World Health
Organization (WHO) requesting they
adopt more protective exposure
guidelines for electromagnetic fields
(EMF) and wireless technology in the face
of increasing evidence of risk from this
rapidly increasing environmental
pollutant. The scientists who have signed
the Appeal have collectively published
over 2,000 peer-reviewed papers on the
biological or health effects of non-ionizing
radiation. It was submitted on 11 may
2015 to His Excellency Ban Ki-moon,
Secretary-General of the United Nations,
to Dr. Margaret Chan, MD, Director
General of the World Health
Organization, and to the United Nations
Member States. Read article here
___________

Facebook = CIA
Mark Zuckerberg is David Rockefellers
grandson. Fucking Nazi lizard bastards.
___________
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Harnessing Black Holes:
The Large Hadron Collider, Ultimate
Weapon Of Mass Destruction
The stakes are the highest they have ever
been. The Large Hadron Collider is a
dangerous instrument wielded by men
and women seeking ultimate knowledge
and power. The start-up April 5 has
initiated a more reckless use of LHC’s
capabilities, endangering all life including
our universe.
Spouses and family members of the
CERN scientists, energy companies
supplying electricity to this facility,
environmental and spiritual
organizations, and citizens in every
country – we must shut this project down
now. Read article here
CERN To Attempt ‘Big Bang’, Stephen
Hawking Issues Warning; ‘God particle’
found by CERN “could destroy the
universe”

___________

Fukushima Radiation Is Part Of The
Depopulation Agenda
Leuren Moret, MA, PhD ABD, confirms
that Vladimir Putin, President of the
Russian Federation, is employing Russian
HAARP to lay an electromagnetic fence
around Russia to keep out plumes filled
with Fukushima radiation, thereby
protecting the Russian people from
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depopulation. Putin is also constructing
BRICS, a banking model to protect against
collapse of world financial system, built
on U$dollar Rothschild-dominated
private debt-based fiat-currency as a
prison for humanity.
The U.S. Government and Jesuit
controlled sections of the HAARP
environmental weapons system, under
President Barack Obama in coordination
with monarchies and Zionist banking
networks, are creating polar vortex and
nuclear typhoons filled with Fukushima
radiation that is then dropped on the
northern hemisphere populations,
especially targeting the United States
people with depopulating radiation. Read
article here
___________

The Fall of the Nazizionists
7 Articles from Benjamin Fulford
G20 meeting was a total defeat for the
cabal, Bush and Cohen crime families on
the run | Pentagon ready to take action
as US Nazionist rogue regime now totally
isolated | Over 20 national governments
to be overthrown as cabal take-down
begins, CIA sources say | First the evil
Pope, then the dumb Secretary
of Defense, now Netanyahu, next the
Bush clan | Torture Report Paves Way For
Arrest Of Top Nazionists | US regime
under unprecedented attack, black swan
event imminent| Read articles here
___________

Top 5 Special Interest Groups Lobbying
To Keep Marijuana Illegal:
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1. Police Unions, 2. Private Pensions, 3.
Alcohol and Beer Companies, 4.
Pharmaceutical Corporations, and 5.
Prison Guard Unions. Read Article here
___________

Truth11 Films
WARNING: Global Extermination In Full
Effect
Our 12th film is called; WARNING: Global
Extermination In Full Effect. This film is a
big picture understanding of the plans
that are being carried out around the
world to cull the population. The global
elite, nazi, sabbetean mafia who have
been running our world for thousands of
years, are currently carrying out plans to
exterminate 95% of the worlds
population. When you look at each way
they are killing us daily, many feel there is
no larger agenda. This film ties in all
areas of attack and shows if you look at
the big picture for what it is; a global
extermination plan, you will see the truth.
The film also provides solutions to this
problem and explains what is necessary
to stop this extermination process, Total
Global Revolution. Watch film here

#Trending?, why not spark a
revolution: #NoMoreBusinessAsUsual =
The Revolution Solution.
Read article here
___________
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Ebola: Biological Warfare By US
Government, The Master Criminal Of
Our Time
Experts have brought to the public’s
attention that ebola is a genetically
modified organism developed in US
biowarfare laboratories in Africa.
Read article here
___________

Nuclear Experimentation | Year 69 Of
A 100,000 Year Wast Cycle
On 16th July 1945, 69 years ago, the
United States Army set off
the Trinity detonation in New Mexico, the
beginning of the infamous Manhattan
Project.
69 years later, nuclear experimentation
has proven to be a failed experiment at
every step, and the inextricable nuclear
fuel and nuclear war cycles to be a deadly
chain of meltdowns, bombings and
denials. And still nuclear experimentation
industrialists tout the ‘safety’ and
‘cleanliness’ of nuclear energy, when the
facts of its commercial and wartime
destruction tell us nothing could be
farther from the truth.
In reality, the same destructive energy
that powers one, powers the
other. Nothing on our planet is more
deadly and volatile than nuclear. The
entropy caused by nuclear
experimentation of both kinds permeates
the elements and rattles all life at
an atomic level, negatively altering our
biological heritage, our land, and our
health – everything we value.
Meanwhile, alternative energy
technologies are systematically
suppressed while the threat of nuclear
warfare continues to escalate – both for
the benefit of the oligarchy. Read article
here
___________
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Tokyo Contaminated From Fukushima;
Not Fit for Habitation
The policies of the WHO, the IAEA or the
Japanese government cannot be trusted.”
and “if the power to save our citizens and
future generations exists somewhere, it
does not lie within the government or any
academic association.
Dr. Mita states that all 23 districts of
Tokyo are contaminated, with the eastern
area worst affected — up to 4 000 Bq/kg.
(The becquerel is a unit of radioactivity.
One Bq is the activity of a quantity of
radioactive material in which one nucleus
decays per second.) These findings
confirm what the nuclear physicist Arnie
Gundersen of Fairewinds Nuclear
Education found in 2012, when he picked
up five random soil samples in Tokyo
from between paving stones, in parks
and playgrounds. The levels of
contamination were up to 7 000 Bq/kg; in
the US, anything registering these levels
would be considered nuclear waste.
Independent science & independent
reporting in Japan outlawed
In December 2013, the Japanese
parliament passed a bill whereby public
officials and private citizens could face
ten years in prison for divulging “special
state secrets”, and journalists, five years,
for seeking to obtain classified
information. The bill is widely interpreted
as a way of preventing sensitive
information about Fukushima (among
other topics) reaching the Japanese public
and by extension the rest of the world.
Read article here
___________
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What is going on, has been going on
and the power within us all
The purpose of this video is to expose the
secrets, lies, suppressed information and
illicit facts that most of the people in
positions of authority would much rather
keep you ignorant of and most everyone
else doesn’t even know exists. It’s about
challenging the comfortable world of
official versions and established thinking
by giving you access to the knowledge
and information that will make the most
powerful people, whether they are in
government, business, academia,
military, the judiciary, media, or the
established church uncomfortable at the
very least.
It is designed for those seeking “The
TRUTH” in this world of lies. This includes
the truth about our unbelievably amazing
ancient history, the truth about who/what
has been behind most all of the atrocities
committed against mankind and
everything else on this planet as well as
the truth about what
God/spirituality/enlightenment actually is
and our intimate connection to the field.
Watch film here
___________

Thrive Documentary
THRIVE is an documentary that lifts the
veil on what’s REALLY going on in our
world by following the money upstream
— uncovering the global consolidation of
power in nearly every aspect of our lives.
Watch film here.
___________
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Army Preparing To Use Lethal Force
Against Unarmed American Civilians
A document released by the U.S. Army
details preparations for “full scale riots”
within the United States during which
troops may be forced to engage in a
“lethal response” to deal with unruly
crowds of demonstrators. The 132-page
document, titled U.S. Army Techniques
Publication 3-39.33: Civil
Disturbances (PDF), was written in April
2014 and recently obtained by Public
Intelligence. The document makes it clear
that the techniques detailed therein are
to be applied both outside and inside the
“continental United States (CONUS)” in
the event of “unruly and violent crowds”
where it is “necessary to quell riots and
restore public order.” The most shocking
aspect of the document is the fact that it
describes the deployment of a “lethal
response” directed against “unarmed
civilians,” including “sniper response” and
“small arms direct fire.” Under the
heading “sniper response,” the document
states, “Ensure that target leaders or
troublemakers are targeted,” in addition
to a passage which states, “Exploit the
psychological effect of an attack.” Read
article here
__________

GMO Golden Rice | The Scourge Of Asia
Asia’s dependency on rice cultivation for
both subsidence and income is intuitively
understood. The Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
estimates the agricultural population of
lowland rice cultivation in Asia to be over
470 million – larger than the entire
population of the United States.
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Improvements in rice cultivation would
stand to lift hundreds of millions from
debt and poverty. Conversely, the
disruption of rice cultivation would
threaten to mire hundreds of millions in
deeper debt, inescapable destitution, and
all of the negative socioeconomic
implications that follow. Read article
here
___________

Transhumanism | The Road To
Singularity
Scientists from all over the world are
warning that robots and artificial
intelligence could eliminate humanity
A haunting sculpture of a humanoid
robotic figure crawling through water
is featured at the Grove Hotel in Watford,
UK.
The site of the secretive 2013 Bilderberg
meeting. The Grove hotel hosted Google’s
annual Zeitgeist conference just a few
short days prior to Bilderberg’s gathering.
Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt, who currently
employs top transhumanist Ray
Kurzweil as director of engineering, must
have felt a kindred spirit at the Grove and
its metallic humanoid sculptures.
Transhumanists embrace the idea of
radical human evolution aided by
technology. Some see an entirely new
species emerging when revolutionary
technologies begin to be applied to the
human race. Technologies for the
improvement of human performance are
at the center of transhumanist thought.
Most of these technologies begin with
military applications, and only after a
period of use by the military or black
operations are they unveiled to the
general public. Read article here
___________
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Truth11 Films | Goodbye Blue Sky
Chemtrails, Ignored Genocide From
Above
Truth11 Films 13th film release; s a look
at the global problem we all face in
Chemtrails or geoengineering.
The film explains the difference between
contrails and chemtrails, who is spraying
us and why. What it is doing to our health
and what you can do to prevent the
planned global genocide that the elite is
attempting.
Chemtrails are part of the global culling
of the masses. Yet this obvious pollutant
from above is largely ignored.
Hidden in plain sight, most don’t
understand the dangers that are falling
from the sky.
The film enables us to understand what is
going on and what to do about it. See film
here
____________

Documentary: The Great Culling
The Great Culling of the human race
already has begun. Covertly, insidiously,
mercilessly, a global depopulation
agenda has been launched. It is being
done through chemicals added to our
drinking water, food, medicines, and the
air we breathe – chemicals that have the
known effect of reducing fertility and
shortening lifespan. See film here
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Water Control: Another Part Of The
Culling Of The Human Herd
The globalist agenda – thinning the
human herd down from near seven
billion currently to as low as just half a
billion. That means 13 out of 14 of us
alive today according to their diabolical
oligarch plan simply must die within the
next few years. And what better way to
rapidly kill off the human population than
taking full ownership and control over the
earth’s limited diminishing water supply.
Read article here
___________

NDAA Indefinite Detention
The National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA), Sections 1021 and 1022,
authorizes the indefinite military
detention, without charge or trial, of any
person, including an American citizen,
and applies the “Law of War,” to U.S. soil,
making the United States legally a
battlefield. Read article here.
___________

Cannabis Cures Cancer | High Potency
Hemp Oil
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The Holy Grail of Natural Medicine has
been found. It is High Potency Hemp Oil™
grown from selected varieties
of Cannabis Sativa (the same species that
produces marijuana) specifically selected
and bred (through natural, not GMO
methods) to have very low THCs (the getyou-high compounds) and very high CBDs
(the get-you-well compounds).
Hemp has been illegal to grow in the US
since 1933, creating a sort of
legislative Reefer Madness, despite the
fact that it has been cultivated for at last
9,000 years for fiber, food and remedy.
And although legislation has recently
been proposed to amend the hemphostile laws, growing it remains legal in
several states but illegal at the Federal
level.
Hemp oil as a treatment for cancer and a
host of other diseases and conditions
was largely popularized by the efforts of
Canadian Rick Simpson who cured his
own cancer and tried to share the
wonders of his discovery without seeking
a patent or other compensation.
Although hemp can legally be grown in
Canada under strict controls (e.g.,
farmers must obtain only permitted low
THC seed), hemp oil is not a legal
substance and Simpson found himself
eye-to-eye with the might of the Canadian
government. He migrated to Europe
where he could pursue his miracle. Read
article here

See also
97% Of The Time Chemotherapy Does
not Work
Doctors and pharmaceutical companies
make money from it. That’s the only
reason chemotherapy is still used. Not
because it’s effective, decreases
morbidity, mortality or diminishes any
specific cancer rates. In fact, it does the
opposite. Chemotherapy boosts cancer
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growth and long-term mortality rates.
Most chemotherapy patients either die or
are plagued with illness within 10-15
years after treatment. It destroys their
immune system, increases neurocognitive decline, disrupts endocrine
functioning and causes organ and
metabolic toxicities. Patients basically live
in a permanent state of disease until their
death. The cancer industry marginalizes
safe and effective cures while promoting
their patented, expensive, and toxic
remedies whose risks far exceed any
benefit. This is what they do best, and
they do it because it makes money, plain
and simple. Read article here
___________

Sorr
This video does

Truth11 Films | Fukushima 3/11
HAARP and Nuclear Attack on the
World
Truth11 Films 12th Film release: Looks at
the Events of 3/11/2011 and how it
changed the world forever.
The Japan earthquake and “accidents” at
the Fukushima’s 6 nuclear power plant
units starting March 11, 2011 Were
deliberate acts of tectonic nuclear
warfare, carried out against the
populations ecology of Japan, and the
nations of the Northern Hemisphere,
including the U.S., Canada, and Mexico.
This short film is a synopsis of the entire
situation, who, why, how, when, and what
it means to you. This essential short film
informs you of the dangers that are
present to you and your family and
provides solutions and recommendations
for you and your family. The film
condenses articles and research from
three days prior to the event to present
day. It also has information from
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interviews by Alfred Lambremont Webre
released May 9, 2011, with independent
scientist Leuren Moret.
This situation affects us all. Please share
this film. See film here
___________

Sorr
This video does

Truth11 Films | The Cost Of WiFi and
Cellular Technology
Truth11 Films 11th film discusses EHS
ElectroHyper-Sensitivity and the growing
issue of wireless pollution from WiFi and
Cellular sources. Something that affects
us all and poses a serious threat to our
health and sanity. The film also looks at
the role wireless technology plays in our
privacy and freedom. Watch the short
film here or above.
___________

Typhoon Haiyan | An Act Of Weather
Warfare
The strongest typhoon ever to hit land,
leaving destruction and death in its path,
is conveniently attributed to climate
change by the mainstream media but
that is not the case. In the past week,
independent weatherman ‘Dutchsinse’
shot several YouTube videos dissecting
the typhoon system passing through the
Philippines, believing it to be produced
by weather manipulation, specifically
microwave pulse technology. This is an
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act of weather warfare using HAARP.
Read article here
HAARP
‘In a United States Department of
Defense transcript from April, 28th 1997,
then Secretary of Defense William S.
Cohen, shocked the public by admitting
that weaponized weather has been
created through the use of
“electromagnetic waves.” The Weather
Modification Association has admitted
that governments have been altering the
weather since at least 1950.
The HAARP project (High Altitude Auroral
Research Project) is an integral part of the
attempt to “own the weather” HAARP has
the potential to jam global
communication systems, change weather
patterns over large areas, interfere with
wildlife migration patterns and negatively
affect human health. It is also capable of
triggering targeted floods, droughts,
hurricanes and earthquakes. Read more
articles on HAARP in its category on
Truth11 or here

___________

EHS Electro-Hypersensitivity
Electro-Hypersensitivity (EHS) is a
condition that has been known about
since 1932 and has been called various
names in different countries around the
world (particularly in Europe, Canada and
the former Soviet Union). The labels
include Microwave Sickness, Radio Wave
Syndrome, EMF Intolerance Syndrome
and Rapid Aging Syndrome. Whatever
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you call it, the condition is real and has
been known to exist for over 80 years.
The typical EHS symptoms are headaches
(tension along the sides of the head),
heart palpitations/pressure in the chest,
ringing in the ears (tinnitus), fatigue, skin
rashes (particularly on the face), memory
& concentration difficulties, irritability
and sleep disturbance. Approximately
300,000 people in Sweden (a country that
officially acknowledges EHS as a
functional impairment) are affected.
Millions of people throughout the world
are likely affected, yet most do not realize
that microwave radiation and electrical
pollution are the cause of their
symptoms.
EHS is analogous to an allergy and once
the body becomes sensitized to sources
of EMF pollution, the only
known treatment is to significantly
reduce exposure. This can have a
dramatic impact on one’s life, with some
electro-sensitive people giving up their
career, their home, social networks and
sometimes even their family because it is
difficult to live in
our modern environment that is now
filled with electrical pollution and
microwave radiation. There have been
multiple suicides around the world
related to severe cases of EHS. Thus, the
condition can have devastating effects on
individuals and families. Read article; 11
Articles On EHS | Living With
Electrohypersensitivity | A Survival
Guide here

___________

SHADE the Motion Picture
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SHADE the Motion Picture exposes the true
power structure embedded in our global
reality, showing the true controllers their
plans to Geo-engineer our planet and
control the populace. Watch full movie
here
___________

The Fed Is The Biggest Ponzi Scheme In
The History Of The World
The value of the U.S. dollar has declined
by more than 95 percent since the
Federal Reserve was created nearly 100
years ago. As we approach the 100 year
anniversary of the creation of the Fed, it
is absolutely imperative that we get the
American people to understand that the
Fed is at the very heart of our economic
problems. It is a system of money that
was created by the bankers and that
operates for the benefit of the bankers.
The Fed is the biggest Ponzi scheme in
the history of the world, and if the
American people truly understood how it
really works, they would be screaming for
it to be abolished immediately. Read
article here
___________

Police Are More Dangerous To The
Public Than Are Criminals
The worse threat every American faces
comes from his/her own government.
At the federal level the threat is a seventh
war (Syria) in 12 years, leading on to the
eighth and ninth (Iran and Lebanon) and
then on to nuclear war with Russia and
China. The criminal psychopaths in
Washington have squandered trillions of
dollars on their wars, killing and
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dispossessing millions of Muslims while
millions of American citizens have been
dispossessed of their homes and careers.
Now the entire social safety net is on the
chopping bloc so that Washington can
finance more wars.
At the state and local level every
American faces brutal, armed
psychopaths known as the police. The
“law and order” conservatives and the
“compassionate” liberals stand silent
while police psychopaths brutalize
children and grandmothers, murder
double amputees in wheel chairs, break
into the wrong homes, murder the family
dogs, and terrify the occupants, pointing
their automatic assault weapons in the
faces of small children.
The American police perform no positive
function. They pose a much larger threat
to citizens than do the criminals who
operate without a police badge.
Americans would be safer if the police
forces were abolished.
The police have been militarized and
largely federalized by the Pentagon and
the gestapo Homeland Security. The role
of the federal government in equipping
state and local police with military
weapons, including tanks, and training in
their use has essentially removed the
police from state and local control. No
matter how brutal any police officer, it is
rare that any suffer more than a few
months suspension, usually with full pay,
while a report is concocted that clears
them of any wrong doing.
In America today, police murder with
impunity. All the psychopaths have to say
is, “I thought his wallet was a gun,” or “we
had to taser the unconscious guy we
found lying on the ground, because he
wouldn’t obey our commands to get up.”
Read article here
___________
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War Is A Racket
In the 1930s, an outstanding Major
General of the Marine Corps, Smedley
Butler, went public with information that
he was approached by powerful
industrialists to be involved in a plot to
overthrow the United States government.
Led by powerful business magnates with
the intention of ousting President
Roosevelt and installing a Fascist
dictatorship ruled by business magnates
and a private army of half a million US
soldiers, this coup was disrupted by
Butler’s integrity and willingness to be
one of the military industrial complex’s
first whistleblowers.
These events led Butler to publish a short
book that today still gives us a realistic
and truthful picture of the forces keeping
this nation in a perpetual state of
emergency, involving us in war after war
against other nations, and diverting so
much of our wealth and resources to
military buildup. War Is A Racket. Read
article here.
___________

With All The Extreme Government
Corruption, Why Are People Still
Supporting The System With Money?
Freedom Is Possible |Extreme
Government Corruption Does Not
Have To Be Our Reality | We Need To
Look At Iceland’s Example
The Benghazi murders. TSA groping at
the airport. NSA spying on innocent
Americans. Unlabeled geneticallymodified organisms (GMOs). Illegal wars
in the Middle East. Unlimited printing of
fiat currency by the privately-owned
Federal Reserve Bank. Everywhere you
look these days, the federal occupying
powers are flagrantly displaying their
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authoritarian intentions against us all
while simultaneously trampling the U.S.
Constitution without shame. And yet this
tyranny is all being made possible by a
compliant populace that continues to
dutifully pay federal income taxes.
We the People, who are supposed to be
represented by a government structure
designed to protect our liberties, have
become enslaved to ruthless tyrants that
have infiltrated the system’s highest
ranks. From local officials all the way up
to the office of the presidency, corruption
has encroached virtually every crevice of
the civil structure, and yet there is no
conjoined or unified effort by the
populace at large to do anything about
this travesty.
In places like Iceland, the people have
shown their willingness to rise up and rid
their government structures of all the
scoundrels, which is precisely what
occurred during the most recent and
ongoing global economic crisis. According
to a Forbes.com article from earlier this
year, the systemic failure of Iceland’s
banking system back in 2008, which was
the direct result of the same globalist
takeover that has already taken place in
the U.S. and throughout much of Europe,
led to an eventual revolt where
Icelanders indicted those responsible and
basically kicked them out of all levels of
power.
Today, Iceland is one of the freest nations
on earth, thanks in large part to the
solidarity of its people, who have proven
that they value freedom and
independence over blind complacency.
Read article here and see the Icelandic
President discuss choosing democracy
and human rights over the banks here
___________
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The Genocide Of The American People
| Food As A Weapon
We’ve reached the point that any person
with critical thinking skills can no longer
deny that we are being deliberately
poisoned. Nearly everything that is
reasonably priced to eat or drink is
actually toxic. The glowing health claims
and the stamps of approval from the EPA,
the FDA, and USDA, are fraudulent smoke
and mirrors – people are actually being
deceived into spending money to
purchase the substances that will lead to
disease and demise.
A chemical warfare has been declared on
us. The battlefields are our homes, the
grocery stores, the pharmacies. This is
genocide, and we are the intended
victims. As early as 1974 food became the
top weapon of the United Nations in a
stealthy war waged on the citizens of the
world. Read article here.
___________

Obama Threatens Humanity
He represents the worst of rogue
governance. He does so lawlessly. He
serves monied interests. They own him.
Whatever they want they get. He violates
core rule of law principles. He mocks
democratic rule. He’s waging multiple
imperial wars. He’s doing so on humanity.
He plans others. He looted the nation’s
wealth. He handed it to Wall Street, war
profiteers, and other corporate
crooks. He wrecked the economy. He lets
popular needs go begging. He ignores
growing poverty, unemployment, hunger,
homelessness and despair. He governs
by diktat. He permits lawless torture.
Global renditions persist on his
watch. He institutionalized tyranny. He
authorized indefinitely detaining anyone
called a national security threat without
charge or trial (including US citizens). He
heads America’s Murder, Inc. agenda. He
prioritizes targeted assassinations
anywhere. He authorized killing US
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citizens abroad. He deployed special
forces death squads globally. They
operate covertly in 120 or more
countries. He destroyed hard won labor
rights. He’s commodifying education. He
wants it made another business profit
center. He’s waging war on freedom. He
wants it destroyed on his watch. He
targets Muslims, Latinos, African
Americans, environmental activists,
animal rights defenders, truth-tellers and
whistleblowers. He pronounced Bradley
Manning guilty by accusation. Doing so
assures conviction. Read article here
____________

Truth11 Films | Drones, Assassination
WIthout Trial, Nazis In Power
Truth11’s latest short film discusses the
purpose of the drone program and the
actions of the US Government. Obamas
drone program is CIA murder of innocent
people and drones must be abolished.
Here or Watch Below

Sorr
This video does

___________

Agenda 21 + The Gulf Oil Spill
Depopulation Event
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The US government and the Chinese
government are engaged in an motivated
plot to relocate rural and suburban
residents to more densely populated
urban centers to live in overcrowded
conditions where a person’s every
movement and every activity is
monitored. The previously described
policies are proving effective in moving
populations into densely populated
urban centers in accordance with Agenda
21 policy. However, the process is not as
speedy as the globalists had hoped. The
global elite needed a game-changing
event in the United States. In order to
speed things up, the elite bankers at
Goldman Sachs masterminded the Gulf
oil spill to this end. The Gulf Oil Spill Is a
Depopulation Event of Epic Proportions.
Read article here
___________

Solving World Hunger With 8 Days Of
Peace
It has been calculated that it would cost
$30 billion per year to eradicate world
hunger. To put that into perspective for
you, the US military spent $737 billion on
‘military defense’ in 2012, $30 billion of
which is about 8 days of such an
expenditure. 8 days of peace per year
could fund the analyzation of world
hunger. Imagine what 365 days per year
of peace could do. Read article here
___________
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Canada Being Assimilated into a US
Dominated North American Security
Perimeter
Canada’s prime minister recently
addressed the CFR. The U.S. and Canada
are now further advancing this agenda
through the Beyond the Border
agreement. Both countries are increasing
bilateral border transportation and
infrastructure coordination. The
perimeter security deal is being sold as
vital to improving the flow of trade and
travel across the border. In order to
appease U.S. fears, Canada has made
numerous concessions with no
guarantees that it will lessen border
restrictions. As part of a North American
security perimeter, Canada will always be
at the mercy of any new U.S. security
measures, regardless of the dangers they
may pose to privacy and civil liberties.
Read article here
____________

The Purpose of Geoengineering and
Chemtrails is Death
In earlier times it was easier to control a
million people than physically to kill a
million people. Today it is infinitely easier
to kill a million people then to control a
million people. – Zbigniew
Brzezinski (National Security Advisor,
Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral
Commission, Bilderberg Group).
The evidence demonstrates that the
primary purpose of the public nuisance of
Geoengineering is to cause bodily injury
and premature death with malice
aforethought. The Geoengineers are well
aware of the consequences of spraying
tiny particles aluminum, barium, and
other dangerous toxins into the
atmosphere. Secondary purposes of
Geoengineering include controlling the
climate/weather for warfare and profits,
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and destroying the natural world while
furthering the transhumanist/synthetic
biology agenda.
The evidence indicates that
Geoengineering is an essential element of
the elite’s Endgame move to depopulate
the planet. The pubic must be educated
and the stratospheric spraying stopped
immediately. Read article here.
___________

Main Core: 8 Million+ Americans On
The List
Are you on the list? Are you one of the
millions of Americans that have been
designated a threat to national security
by the U.S. government? Will you be
subject to detention when martial law is
imposed during a major national
emergency? There is a list that contains
the names of at least 8 million Americans
known as Main Core that the U.S.
intelligence community has been
compiling since the 1980s. If you have
ever been publicly critical of the
government, there is a very good chance
that you are on that list. Read article
here
Truth11 Films lastest film The Enemy
Within. The camps are built, the drills
have been run. The police state is
secured. Its time to wake up. Don’t get on
the bus to the camps, if your on the Main
Core list get off the grid. View on Vimeo

Sorr
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___________

Bradley Manning Court-Martial:
Secrecy and Injustice on Trial
America honors its worst. It persecutes its
best. Manning is heroic. He risked great
personal harm. He did so to reveal vital
truths. People have a right to know.
Washington has no right to conceal
them. Secrecy, lawlessness, and
contempt for humanity define US policy.
Evidence vital to Manning’s defense is
prohibited. Information refuting charges
of “aiding the enemy” is barred from trial
proceedings. Claiming it’s not relevant or
harmful to national security doesn’t wash.
Excluding it reflects police state
justice. On June 3, United States v.
Bradley Manning court-martial
proceedings began. Pre-trial, Obama
pronounced him guilty by accusation.
Doing so denies any possibility of judicial
fairness. His word is final. ”We are a
nation of laws,” he claimed. “We don’t let
individuals make decisions about how the
law operates. (Manning) broke the
law.” No nation spurns inviolable laws
more egregiously than America. Obama
reflects the worst of US governance. He
rules by diktat authority. He does so
secretly. He’s waging war on humanity.
He does so at home and abroad. With a
stroke of his pen he could free Manning.
Pronouncing guilt by accusation assures
his conviction. Doing so publicly leaves no
doubt. So do secret trial proceedings.
They violate constitutional law. Read 11
Articles on Bradley Manning here
____________
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US Suspends Constitution In
Permanent World War On Terror
Two disturbing developments have
occurred in the last couple of days that
have gone relatively unnoticed. First, the
senate is debating an expansion of the
already broad powers of the 2001
Authorization to Use Military Force
(AUMF) so the U.S. can essentially engage
any area in the world in the war on terror,
including America. Which brings us to the
second development: the Pentagon has
recently granted itself police powers on
American soil.
‘It is hard to resist the conclusion
that this war has no purpose other
than its own eternal perpetuation.
This war is not a means to any end
but rather is the end in itself. Not
only is it the end itself, but it is also
its own fuel: it is precisely this
endless war – justified in the name of
stopping the threat of terrorism –
that is the single greatest cause of
that threat.’
A self-perpetuating permanent war
against a shadowy undefinable enemy
appears to be the future of American
foreign policy. How convenient for the
war machine and tyrants who claim
surveillance is safety.
But perhaps most disturbing of all of this
is the military’s authority to police
American streets as if it was in civil war.
For all those still in denial that America is
a militarized police state, this should be
the ultimate cure to your delusion. Read
Article Here
Truth11 Films Perpetual War

Sorr
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We have been tricked into fighting
perpetual wars of mass genocide for
pointless profit. There is no enemy. The
enemy is within the US government. All
exterior enemies are created to justify
the advancing military industrial complex.
There is only one way war will end. The
masses must rise up, unite, and demand
world peace.
____________

____________

Chemtrail Budget Exceeds Billions
A select group of diabolic oligarch
globalists and their puppet cronies
embedded within the United
States government are heavily involved in
crimes against humanity. These tyrants
will stop at nothing to usher their hush,
hush global aerosol agenda into full
swing.According to a report prepared for
the Air Force titled “Weather as a Force
Multiplier: Owning the WeatherBy
2025 the U.S. Air Force wants to fully
control the weather on earth by the year
2025.Far surpassing even the most
horrific act of terror (real or staged),
posing as literal gods, these globalists will
stop at nothing to control the world by
not only controlling the fraudulent
banking systems but by owning the
weather through a process (blanket term)
called Geoengineering. It looks as if
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members of the government’s upper
echelon and even members of the Senate
will go to extreme lengths to suppress
this vital information from reaching the
American people. In regards to aerosol
spraying into the earth’s atmosphere, a
recent update to data assembled by The
Carnicom Institute reveals the chemicals
used and their respective levels of
concentration. The toxic levels that are
being used in these aerosols goes beyond
shocking – it would appear that these
levels are indeed criminal by EPA
Standards; These figures indicate how
many times they are over the allowable
toxic limit:
Aluminum: 15.8
Antimony: 63.3
Arsenic: 418
Barium: 5.3
Cadmium: 6.0
Chromium: 6.4
Copper: 9.0
Iron: 43.5
Lead: 15.7
Manganese: 513.8
Nickel: 10.7
Zinc: 7.5
Read article here
___________

Google – Bilderberg Merger = PlannedOpolis
This years agenda: Domestic Spying,
Diffusing Social Protests, War On Syria
and Iran + Lots More…
Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt is a regular
Bilderberg attendee. his company is
“merging” with Bilderberg. Google’s
annual Zeitgeist conference, which has
been based at the Grove since 2007,
immediately precedes the Bilderberg
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Group conference by a matter of days.”
Bilderberg’s “being recast as ‘Google-Berg’
– partly because of efforts on behalf of
activists to tear away the veil of
Bilderberg’s much cherished secrecy, and
partly as a means of re-branding
authoritarian, undemocratic secret
gatherings of elites as trendy, liberal, feelgood philanthropic-style forums like
Google Zeitgeist and TED. Eric Schmidt
thinks “privacy is a relic of the past,” He
“plans to turn Google into the ultimate
Big Brother.” He and Bilderberg members
share a common agenda. In part, it
reflects a “collectivist, permanently
networked world (without) individuality
and privacy.” Bilderberg’s grand design is
one-world government comprised of
rulers and serfs. It wants total
unchallenged global control. June issues
for discussion:
destroying Iran’s nuclear facilities
within three years;
prolonging war on Syria by arming
anti-Assad elements;
the threat of a global pandemic;
controlling 3D printing;
Internet control through “cyber
resilience;”
smart cities for mass surveillance;
diffusing austerity induced social
protests;
preventing Britain from leaving the
EU;
propping up the euro to keep the
Eurozone intact;
minimal 2013 economic growth;
increasing central bank power;
transferring more wealth from
ordinary people to corporations and
super-rich elites
establishing a ministry of truth; Orwell
explained its mission and more,
saying:
“The Ministry of Peace concerns itself
with war, the Ministry of Truth with lies,
the Ministry of Love with torture and the
Ministry of Plenty with starvation.”“These
contradictions are not accidental, nor do
they result from from ordinary hypocrisy:
they are deliberate exercises in
doublethink.”
In joining with Bilderberg, Google is
preparing to enter this “Hybrid Age” of
advancing technology and rapidly
changing geopolitical landscapes with its
hands gripped tightly on the reigns of
power. With this merger, the world is set
to be shaped into a highly surveilled and
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planned system at the direction of
unelected elitists. This is the backdrop to
the Google-Berg merger. Governments
are going broke. Globalist influences have
broken down national borders. Tax
exempt foundations and mega
corporations are filling the gap. These
groups are essentially hijacking national
government’s policies and advancing a
top down, authoritarian system of
control. Read article here
____________

The Vaccine Hoax Is Over!
Freedom of Information Act in the UK
filed by a doctor there has revealed 30
years of secret official documents
showing that government experts have
1. Known the vaccines don’t work
2. Known they cause the diseases they
are supposed to prevent
3. Known they are a hazard to children
4. Colluded to lie to the public
5. Worked to prevent safety studies
Those are the same vaccines that are
mandated to children in the US. Read
article here
____________
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Israel and US Lawless Aggression
Israel and America are longstanding
imperial partners. They spurn
international laws. They do so repeatedly.
They ignore their own. They jointly plan
and wage wars. Israel’s attack on Syria
was a joint US/Israeli provocation.
Lawless Aggression | Peace is Law Not
War
In August 1928, America, Germany
France, Britain, Italy, Japan, and nine
other nations signed on and promised
wars would no longer resolve “disputes
or conflicts of whatever nature or of
whatever origin they may be, which may
arise among them.” Violators “should be
denied the benefits furnished by this
treaty.” Article 8 of the 1933 Montevideo
Convention of Rights and Duties says “No
state has the right to intervene in the
internal or external affairs of
another.” Under Article 10, differences
between states “should be settled by
recognized pacific methods.” Article 11
calls sovereign state territory
“inviolable….” The 1950 Nuremberg
Principles defined crimes against peace
to include: ”(i) Planning, preparation,
initiation or waging of a war of aggression
or a war in violation of international
treaties, agreements or assurances;
(and) (ii) Participation in a common plan
or conspiracy for the accomplishment of
any of the acts mentioned under (i).” On
June 26, 1945, the UN Charter was signed.
On October 24, it became effective. It
failed “to save succeeding generations
from the scourge of war….” Fundamental
principles have been ignored. They
require all Members to “settle their
international disputes by peaceful means
in such a manner that international peace
and security, and justice, are not
endangered.” ”All Members shall refrain
in their international relations from the
threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political
independence of any state, or in any
other manner inconsistent with the
Purposes of the United Nations.” Article
51 permits armed force only in selfdefense against externally generated
aggression until the Security Council acts.
It has final say. Under no circumstances
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may one nation, or combination thereof,
intervene against another without lawful
Security Council authorization. Doing so
is lawless aggression.
Belligerents like America and Israel put
their own priorities above international
laws. They ignore their own as it suits
them. Wars rage without end. New ones
are planned. Washington wages
permanent ones. Peace is a four-letter
word. Israel’s a longstanding imperial
partner. Attacking Syria is their latest
provocation. They acted without
justification. Doing so reflects naked
aggression. Expect Washington, rogue
NATO allies, and regional partners to take
full advantage. Read article here.
____________

Obama’s SS Is Here Now
The name which struck terror into the
German people who still believed in
freedom and wanted their nation to
remain a peaceful, respectable member
within the international community. Nazi
Germany’s SS was a force for terror and
intimidation, creating an aura of fear
within the citizenry and horror for the
remainder of the world watching the
spectacle of a police state far more brutal
than any in human history up to that
time.Apparently this lesson has not been
lost on the dictators of the world since
that era as the communist leaders and
rulers around the world learned that
building an effective domestic spying and
military police apparatus was the key to
remaining in power. Welcome to modern
America my friends, as Obama’s SS is
here now. Read article here
___________
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Cell Phone Tower Hell On Apartment
Roofs Springing Up Everywhere
Corrupt cell phone companies cowardly
hiding their towers of hell on the roof of
rental units. Corrupt property companies
cashing in by selling out the health of
their unit holders with no disclosure.
Corrupt fascist government ignoring
countless health studies and reports
claiming their levels are safe, which are
6000 times less stringent than European
standards. Thousands sick, and the
number is growing. A massive nation
wide scam that is affecting us all. Clinics
are set up to treat the symptoms of
exposure, medical industry acknowledges
the health issues, while Canadian and US
governments are ignoring them. Read
article here | New Study Links Over
7000 Cancer Deaths To Cell Phone
Towers. Read article here | Also read 11
Articles On RF Exposure here
___________

Liberty Was Attacked In Boston By the
Nazis In Control
Ron Paul – Forced lockdown of a city.
Militarized police riding tanks in the
streets. Door-to-door armed
searches without warrant. Families
thrown out of their homes at gunpoint to
be searched without probable cause.
Businesses forced to close. Transport
shut down.
These were not the scenes from a military
coup in a far off banana republic, but
rather the scenes just over a week ago in
Boston as the United States got a taste of
martial law. The ostensible reason for the
military-style takeover of parts of Boston
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was that the accused perpetrator of a
horrific crime was on the loose. The
Boston bombing provided the
opportunity for the government to turn
what should have been a police
investigation into a military-style
occupation of an American city. This
unprecedented move should frighten us
as much or more than the attack itself.
Sadly, we have been conditioned to
believe that the job of the government is
to keep us safe, but in reality the job of
the government is to protect our liberties.
Once the government decides that its
role is to keep us safe, whether
economically or physically, they can only
do so by taking away our liberties. That is
what happened in Boston.
This is unprecedented and is very
dangerous. We must educate ourselves
and others about our precious civil
liberties to ensure that we never accept
demands that we give up our
Constitution so that the government can
pretend to protect us. Read article here
___________

America is being absolutely consumed
by fear, stress, anger and depression;
by design
Most Americans live lives of “quiet
desperation” that are punctuated by
moments of great crisis. We spend our
prime years working for others (making
them rich) in order to pay off debts that
we have foolishly accumulated (thus
making the banks even wealthier). When
most Americans reach the end of their
lives, they look back and wonder what
they actually accomplished. …. Jobs are
modern-day slavery. We are paid just
enough to live and not more. You are
punished if you ask for more… The
government gets up to 50% of your
paycheck and then 10-20% of that goes to
kill people on other parts of the planet….
Read article here
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___________

Controlled Economic Slavery
Throughout human history, most slavery
has been enforced physically — with
whips and chains. You either did what
you were told or they beat you into
submission.
Most modern people mistakenly believe
slavery has been largely eradicated
across our world. They don’t see people
shackled in chains or being ordered what
to do by their owners. Modern culture no
longer accepts overt slavery, right? …Or
does it?
As it turns out, slavery is alive and
well on our planet, and its shackles are
made of numbers, not steel. Read article
here
____________

11 Years of US Illegal Wars Of
Aggression Against Muslim People
Our government told us for eleven years
that we blew trillions of dollars on wars to
protect Americans from al-Qaeda,
endangering Social Security, Medicare,
the social safety net, the dollar’s
exchange value, the credit rating of the
US Treasury, and our civil liberties in
order to save America from al-Qaeda
terrorists. So why is Washington now
supporting al-Qaeda’s overthrow of the
secular, non-Islamist government in Syria
which has never ever done anything
whatsoever to Americans!? Read article
here
___________
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False flag attack, kill one patsy, nab
another patsy, ship him off to
Guantanamo and have a martial law
training exercise
= Textbook Nazi Bullshit
Martial law has been declared in Boston
to hunt for another patsy. One suspect
dead, another kid has been nabbed and
is being treated as a terrorist so no trial,
straight to Guantanamo with him.
Fucking bullshit it was this kid and not
the trained mercenaries photographed
with back packs with skulls depicting a
stupid motto justifying in their pathetic
minds the carnage they were about to
ensue. False flag with cover up, resulting
in martial law exercise. Textbook Nazi
Bullshit.! read article here

___________

Fukushima | A Continuing Nuclear
Disaster
Massive radiation releases continue to
spread in Japan and globally via the
atmosphere, ocean, precipitation,
contaminated food & manufactured
goods. Calling for a global understanding
of how to protect yourself and detoxify
yourself from the harmful radiation that
now affects us all. Life is not going to be
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the same, we must learn to fix any
problems due to this nuclear fall out.
Read article here
_______________

Chemtrials: Daily Global
Geoengineering
Even as the mainstream media and a
television-obsessed American public
refuse to admit the existence of
chemtrails and government sponsored
weather modification programs, the
evidence continues to mount with everincresaing speed that not only do these
programs exist, but they are also effective
and wide spread. Daily global efforts with
an aim to dominate the weather
completely while dumping disease
causing chemicals on us daily. In addition
to the recent study published in
Environmental Research Letters entitled,
Cost Analysis of Stratospheric Albedo
Modification Delivery Systems, a 2010
study undertaken on behalf of the Belfort
Group, a Belgian “environmental
watchdog” organization, also
corroborates much of the information
compiled by citizens and activists the
world over regarding the existence of
chemtrails and stratospheric weather
modification programs.
The study entitled, “Contrail Science, Its
Impact On Climate and Weather
Manipulation Programs Conducted By the
United States and Its Allies”, seeks to
highlight the specific problems associated
with contrails emitted by aircraft, the
manipulation for defence purposes of
some of these by the United States
government and the subsequent effect
on quality of life. Read article here
___________
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In Amerika Law No Longer Exists
In the 21st century Americans have
experienced an extraordinary collapse in
the rule of law and in their constitutional
protections. Today American citizens,
once a free people protected by law, can
be assassinated and detained in prison
indefinitely without any evidence being
presented to a court of their guilt, and
they can be sentenced to prison on the
basis of secret testimony by anonymous
witnesses not subject to cross
examination. The US “justice system” has
been transformed by the Bush/Obama
regime into the ”justice system” of
Gestapo Germany and Stalinist Russia.
There is no difference. Read article here
____________

Fluoridegate
Have you ever wondered why most major
municipal water utilities across America
continue to artificially fluoridate public
water supplies when inexpensive fluoride
toothpastes are readily available for
those who choose to use them? Or why
governments and medical groups
continue to force fluoridated tap water
on the public in spite of the fact that it
has many known and proven health
risks? These and many other pertinent
questions find their answers in the hardhitting documentary Fluoridegate: An
American Tragedy, one of the most
powerful documentaries ever made
about the fluoride fraud.
A sordid narrative that recaps the dirty
history of fluoride and how it came to be
an officially recommended water
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additive, Fluoridegate delves deep into the
completely unscientific and blatantly
corrupt process by which the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
forced fluoride onto the public via the
National Program for Water Fluoridation.
The film also exposes how Dr. William
Marcus, a now-retired senior scientist at
the EPA, was targeted and fired for
leaking critical information back in the
1990s about the many dangers of
fluoride, none of which were being
publicly shared in accordance with the
EPA’s mission and purpose. Watch movie
here
____________

11 Years 0f Torture
January 11, 2013, marked the 11th year
that the infamous Guantanamo prison
has been in operation by the United
States. President Obama ensured the
continued operation of Guantanamo for
another year by signing the National
Defense Authorization Act of 2013, and
refused to challenge the Congressional
mandated ban on transfers from
Guantánamo to the federal court and
prison system in the United States. Read
article here
____________

The Gun Control Issue = Freedom From
Government Tyranny
It would be nice to think that the reason
behind the gun control debate was the
safety of the population. Although great
lengths are taken to ensure the
population are swayed by the news of
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horrible events, mass shootings, real,
staged or provoked it is not the reason
the guns are wanted out of our hands. It
is simply the ease of martial law take
over. In reality they are after our guns so
we are defenceless against them. Even if
they get a large chunk of law abiding
citizens to hand in their guns it would be
that many people that would not rise up
against them armed when the hammer
falls.
The definition of the Second Amendment:
A well regulated Militia, being necessary
to the security of a free State, the right of
the people to keep and bear Arms, shall
not be infringed. Read article here
____________

BAN GMO | Stop The Elites Global
Domination Of The Food Supply
Hidden agendas, divide and conquer,
controlling the narrative, and problemreaction-solution. These are certainly
time-honored and effective strategies for
the political elites. To get simpler, we
could just say lie-cheat-steal-kill.
A powerful elite group first forms a goal,
an objective. It clarifies that goal. For
example: domination of the global food
supply.
With that goal in mind, and with the
technology to genetically modify food
crops, huge corporations like Monsanto,
along with their politicians firmly in their
pockets, decide to patent every kind of
food seed possible.
Soon, they own food. They license/sell
food seeds. They expand the number of
GMO food crops.
But they also realize they have to deal
with opposition. Read article here.
___________
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2013 NDAA Expands Power of Military
to Detain Citizens
In response to widespread outrage over
the National Defense Authorization Act
passed last year, Congress is said to be
working on a more Constitution friendly
version of the legislation. The latest
version was overwhelmingly approved by
the House Armed Services Committee on
May 8 and introduced the following week.
The new statute actually states that
persons lawfully in the U.S. can be
detained under the Authorization for the
Use of Military Force [AUMF]. The original
(the statute we are fighting in court)
never went that far. “Therefore, under
the guise of supposedly adding
protection to Americans, the new statute
actually expands the AUMF to civilians in
the U.S.” Read article here
__________

The Gates Of Wrath And Sorrow Open
Wide Again In Gaza
Hell is coming. Hell is near. Thousands
upon thousands of troops are
massing for the ground invasion of a
small patch of land crammed full with
human beings trapped without any
defense against the steel that will destroy
them. Several children have already died
in the preliminaries. Many, many more
will die when the real feast of death
begins. Read article here
____________
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The Reality Of The Lesser Of Two Evils
Obama has won reelection, and his
supporters think that somehow things
are going to be different. Fat chance.
While evil continues to envelop America,
the public is focused on CIA director
General Petraeus’ resignation. The FBI
spied on him and found that he was
having an affair with his biographer, a
woman 20 years younger than his 60
years.
What is it with Americans and sex? Why is
an illicit affair the ONLY reason for
removing someone from political office?
Why is it that government officials,
presidents and vice presidents included,
can violate US statutory law and torture
people, spy on Americans without the
necessary warrants, murder US citizens
without due process, confine US citizens
to dungeons for life without evidence and
due process of law, start multi-trillion
dollar wars on the basis of contrived
allegations that have no basis in fact,
murder civilians in seven countries,
overthrow legitimate governments, and
all of these massive crimes against
humanity can be accepted as long as no
one in Washington gets any sex out of it?
Why does Washington want hegemony
over the world? Why does Washington
want this hegemony so badly that
Washington is willing to murder women,
children, aid workers, husbands and
fathers, village elders, anyone on earth
including its own American heroes?
What is the evil that drives
Washington? How can the evil that drives
Washington be contained, stamped out,
prevented from destroying the human
race? What does the world do when it
confronts unbridled evil, which is what
Washington is? Read article here
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____________

Real history: Vaccines not responsible
for halting infectious diseases of 20th
century
A common misconception about vaccines
purports that they are the primary reason
why infectious disease rates saw a rapid
and steady decline throughout the earlyto-mid 20th century. But an honest look
at the figures reveals that diseases like
polio, typhoid, measles, and tuberculosis
were already in significant decline long
before vaccines were ever even invented,
this being the result of improved hygiene
and diet. Read article here
____________

New Euphemism For State Murder:
“Disposition”
Obama Administration’s ongoing effort to
expand, entrench and “codify” the
practice of murder and terrorism by the
United States government. The avowed,
deliberate intent of these sinister
machinations is to embed the use of
death squads and drone terror attacks
into the policy apparatus of future
administrations, so that the killing of
human beings outside all pretense of
legal process will go on, year after year
after year, even when the Nobel Peace
Laureate has left office.
The new “counterterrorism matrix” is
“designed to go beyond existing kill lists,
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mapping plans for the ‘disposition’ of
suspects beyond the reach of American
drones,”
The sickening nature of this perpetualmotion death-machine — and the husklike inhumanity of those who operate it
and the sycophants who applaud it — are
all too plain. These butchers — our
bipartisan elites, our whole respectable,
self-righteous establishment — have
trapped us all in an Age of Hell. Read
article here
___________

11th Anniversary of 9/11
Fascism and the Fake War On Terror
Remain Due To The Masses Living In
Denial
We arrive at the 11th anniversary of the
false flag attack that changed the world
as we know it. The tactic was nothing
new. The purpose clear: The false
enemy, fake war on terror, enables the
establishment to reign fascist terror upon
the planet, and it has gone 11 years with
no justice or main stream acceptance of
the truth.
Many ask me why I still crusade for 9/11
truth. 11 years is no reason to stop
fighting fascist propaganda. We must
continue to educate and awaken the
masses. For those still living in an 11 year
bubble of denial.. WAKE THE FUCK UP!
Perpetual war, genocide, and fascist rule
continue because the masses live with
the assumption that if they ignore the
fact that their government is against
them, that it will not affect them. Well it
does and it affects millions around the
world. You cannot sit in denial any more.
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We have great strength in numbers and
we must all rise up and resist this fascist
government. A time comes when
silence is betrayal. — Martin Luther King
Jr. Read article here
___________

What In The World Are They Spraying?
The Chemtrail/Geo-Engineering CoverUp Revealed
This is a groundbreaking documentary
discusses the reality behind the
crisscrossing streaks of white clouds
trailing behind jet aircraft, stretching
from horizon to horizon, eventually
turning the sky into a murky haze. The
documentary discusses the developing
industry called geo-engineering, driven by
scientists, corporations and governments
intent on changing global climate,
controlling the weather, and altering the
chemical composition of soil and water.
See documentary here
____________

Propaganda… In The Grocery Store?!
Food Rating Systems Discourage
Consumer Empowerment
We have been hearing a lot about
genetically modified food lately. Stories
are coming out about their
environmental impacts and the role they
play in a war waged on our health and
the health of our children. We have also
been hearing a lot of other stories about
our food – antibiotics and growth
hormones in meat or radiation and
chemicals in fish from the sea. From the
news sources to which I subscribe the
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truth is clear and simple: we need to
consume nutritious, whole foods that are
grown organically. Our future and our
family is worth it. It is a choice between
weakness and strength for our bodies
and our minds, an issue of black vs.
white. We do not get the newspaper at
my house, but I have been known to snag
the occasional grocery store flyer from
the recycling and have a look. The other
day something was in there that made
me think. Join me as I pick apart this
PROPAGANDA TRASH which has been
designed to make us blindly ingest
without using our brains. Read article
here
___________

V Is For Victory When We Stand United
Against The New World Order
The film V for Vendetta is a shining
example of what we are facing and how
we can overcome a fight against a corrupt
fascist government.
For many this seems such a daunting task
they would rather live in denial at the
cost of their own health, freedom and
economic situation.
Living in denial allows a perpetual state of
war. Genocide that fuels the military
industrial complex and advances the
fascist government that plagues the US,
Canada, The UK and Australia and so on..
The first rule of the elite was and is; to
‘Divide and Concur’. As the film V is For
Vendetta illustrates we have great
strength in unity. We must simply
organize ourselves. The film shows a
symbolic organization and unification of
the populous to rise up at once to take
control. This is what is required. But we
cant stop there.
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The same problem can occur when the
new ones in control become corrupt. So
the solution therefore is in unity we must
stay. Not just for one event but to act in
unison as a collective making decisions
for the collective. Not anarchy, that is
where individuals rule themselves
without concern for others. I am talking
about the individual making a decision
that will benefit themselves and in turn
everyone else. Read article here
___________

HAARP
The significance of this qualitative
leap could be compared to the
transition from cold steel to firearms,
or from conventional weapons to
nuclear weapons.
Located on an United States Air Force site
near Gakona, Alaska, the High-frequency
Active Auroral Research Project (HAARP)
is the world’s largest and most functional
ionospheric heater.

Construction began in 1993. Today,
HAARP can generate super high powered
beams of directed energy. HAARP is
designed to shoot these energy beams
200 kilometers up into the sky; affecting
an area known as earth’s ionosphere. In
doing this, HAARP can perform a number
of functions. The known uses of HAARP
are: weather modification, power
beaming, earth tomography (mapping of
our planet’s interior), Star Wars-type
defense capabilities, enhanced
communications, communication
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disruptions, creating earthquakes and
mind control. This mobile HAARP ship
was used to trigger the March 2011
magnitude 9.0 Japan earthquake. Read
article here

___________

CFR + Google (This can’t be good)
Google will meet this Wednesday with the
Council on Foreign Relations to discuss
ways that they can use their dominant
search engine to penetrate and disrupt
international crime. Under the cloak of
doing good by fighting international
crime, Google will likely be given full reign
to not only monitor but infiltrate people
and organizations that the DoD, DEA, CFR
and other alphabet agencies
desire. Furthermore, many refer to the
CFR as an international criminal gang due
to their support for violent regime
change, among other questionable
behavior. If history is any indicator, the
agents of the CFR will use Google as a
tool to eliminate competition to their
interests. Read article here
___________

Truth11 Films The Enemy Within
Truth11 Films lastest film The Enemy
Within discusses the fascist police state
that surrounds us and is a wake up call
for some to realize we are controlled by
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the same people who funded Hitler. The
camps are built, the drills have been run.
The police state is secured. Its time to
wake up. Don’t get on the bus to the
camps, resist Nazi Fascist control. We
have great strength in numbers. We must
unite and organize ourselves with self
government through internet
automation. See film Here
____________

War Pigs
As Americans mindlessly celebrate
another Memorial Day with cookouts,
beer and burgers, the U.S. war machine
keeps churning. As we brutally enforce
our will on foreign countries, we create
more people that hate us. They don’t
hate us for our freedom. They hate us
because we have invaded and occupied
their countries. They hate us because we
kill innocent people with predator
drones. They hate us for our hypocrisy
regarding democracy and freedom. Just
when we had the opportunity to make a
sensible decision by leaving Iraq and
exiting the Middle East quagmire, Obama
made the abysmal choice to casually
sacrifice more troops in the Afghan
shithole. We have thrown over $1.3
trillion down Middle East rat holes over
the last 11 years with no discernible
benefit to the citizens of the United
States. George Bush and Barack Obama
did this to prove they were true
statesmen. The Soviet Union killed over 1
million Afghans, while driving another 5
million out of the country and retreated
as a bankrupted and defeated shell after
ten years. Young Americans continue to
die, for whom and for what? Our foreign
policy during the last eleven years can be
summed up in one military term, SNAFU –
Situation Normal All Fucked Up. These
endless foreign interventions under the
guise of a War on Terror are a smoke
screen for what is really going on in this
country. When a government has
unsolvable domestic problems, they try
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to distract the willfully ignorant masses
by proactively creating foreign conflicts
based upon false pretenses. General
Douglas MacArthur understood this
danger to our liberty. “I am concerned for
the security of our great Nation; not so
much because of any threat from without,
but because of the insidious forces working
from within.” Read article here
___________

Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld convicted of
war crimes by international Tribunal
In the first verdict of its kind since former
President George W. Bush left office, he
and several members of
his administration have been successfully
convicted in absentia of war crimes in
Malaysia.
A five panel tribunal delivered a
unanimous guilty verdict after a week
long trial that, unsurprisingly, was not
covered by American media. The
witnesses included several exGuantanamo detainees that gave
testimony on the conditions and human
rights violations that were systematically
carried out under orders of the Bush
administration.
Former President Bush, Former VicePresident Dick Cheney, Former Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and the
legal advisers Alberto Gonzales, David
Addington, William Haynes, Jay Bybee and
John Yoo that crafted the legal
‘justification’ for torture that basically
said, ‘we can if we want to even if it’s
illegal’ were the defendants. None were
present, of course, but international war
crime trials do not require the presence
of the accused. The trial was run
according to the standards set by the
Nuremberg Trials to convict war criminals
after World War II. Read article here
___________
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Leaked U.S Army Document Outlines
Plan For Re-Education Camps In
America
A leaked U.S. Army document prepared
for the Department of Defense contains
shocking plans for “political activists” to
be pacified by “PSYOP officers” into
developing an “appreciation of U.S.
policies” while detained in prison camps
inside the United States. Read article
here.
___________

Stellar Wind
A project of immense secrecy, it is the
final piece in a complex puzzle assembled
over the past decade. Its purpose: to
intercept, decipher, analyze, and store
vast swaths of the world’s
communications as they zap down from
satellites and zip through the
underground and undersea cables of
international, foreign, and domestic
networks….Flowing through its servers
and routers and stored in nearbottomless databases will be all forms of
communication, including the complete
contents of private emails, cell phone
calls, and Google searches, as well as all
sorts of personal data trails—parking
receipts, travel itineraries, bookstore
purchases, and other digital “pocket
litter.”… The heavily fortified $2 billion
center should be up and running in
September 2013.” In other words, in just
over 1 year, virtually anything one
communicatesthrough any traceable
medium, or any record of one’s existence in
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the electronic medium, which these days is
everything, will unofficially be property of
the US government to deal with as it sees
fit. The codename of the project: Stellar
Wind. Read article here
___________

Radioactive Water One Year After The
3/11 Fukushima Attack
A few days after the one year anniversary
of the Fukushima 3/11 attacks on Japan.
The worlds largest man made ecological
disaster continues to unfold. From ASR, a
global coastal and marine consulting
firm, The Radioactive Seawater Impact
Map. Read article here
___________

New World Order: Blueprint Of
Madmen
A new documentary from Alex Jones
definitively declares war against the
attempts to control the population
through a fear of false dangers. The facts
are in– terrorism as a mass threat is a
hoax. It is government, and the elite who
control it, that pose the real threat to
humanity. This new film will serve as
evidence to the fact that government is
history’s greatest killer– with various
regimes claiming more than 262,000,000
unnatural deaths in the 20th Century
alone. Now, a 21st century technocratic
global corporate tyranny seeks to kill not
mere millions but billions– through their
superweapons, central banking warfare
model and eugenics mindset. See movie
here.
___________
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Nazification Of America Is Almost
Complete
The United States of America is becoming
more like Nazi Germany every single day.
In fact, the Nazification of America is
almost complete. The parallels between
Nazi Germany and the United States of
today are going to absolutely shock many
of you. Most Americans simply have
never learned what life was really like
back in Nazi Germany. Under Adolf
Hitler, Germany was a Big Brother
totalitarian police state that ruthlessly
repressed freedom and individual liberty.
Read article showing 25 signs that
Americas Nazification is almost
complete here.
___________

The Copyright Office Is A Corrupt
Raceteering Operation For Censorship
It is a known fact that the Copyright
Office has been a fraud, does nothing to
protect the original content creators, and
has deprived America of it’s true
creativity. When facts and informational
material in newspapers can be
copyrighted and lead to copyright
infringement lawsuits the copyright office
is a known corrupt fascist front for the
giant mega corporations and mega
banks. Copyrights are suppose to only
apply to creative material in nature as
Judge Philip Pro believes posting an
entire article is Fair Use for non
commercial entities online since
copyright should only apply to content
creative in nature and facts cannot be
copyrighted. …The copyright office wants
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alternative media websites to disappear
into a black hole. They are the biotch of
the large Mega Corporations that put out
propaganda for the Council of 300, the
Bilderberg Group, and global power
brokers. They know piracy is not the real
reason for newspapers losing traffic and
losing advertisement money. It is because
they lie, distort, and omit the facts. The
newspapers lie for the U.S. Government
and banksters that really rule America
and the rest of the world. Read article
here
___________

A Noble Lie: A New Film Exposing The
Truth Of The 1995 Oklahoma City
Bombing
Noble Lie: A myth or untruth knowingly
told by the elite to maintain social
harmony, or the social position of the
elite. – The Republic, Plato The 1995
bombing in Oklahoma City was a direct
blow to the heart of America. One
hundred sixty-eight people were killed,
including nineteen children. For those
watching the nightly news, terrorism had
come home. For years following the
bombing, countless victims’ family
members, survivors, rescuers and
ordinary Americans have questioned the
official accounts about that fateful day.
Hoping to shed light on answers long
ignored and censored, both by prominent
media outlets and the U.S. government, A
Noble Lie peels back what we thought we
knew about the bombing and its
perpetrators. This film exposes
information never before examined or
brought to the attention of the American
public. See here
__________
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Model For Colonizing Nations
(National Destruction) Banksters
Handbook
Steps 1-8 from the handbook of the evil
corrupt few that are running the planet.
Their model; Force and Hypocrisy, used
to destroy whole countries in the name of
“freedom”, “democracy”, “human rights”
and “free trade”. They use utmost force
and violence to achieve their ends. “What
did you say…? That you don’t want to be
liberated and democratized?” “Then take
this Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Hanoi, Berlin,
Dresden, Bagdad, and Basra…” “Take that
Vietnam, Tokyo, Gaza, Kabul, Pakistan,
Tripoli, Belgrade, Egypt, El Salvador and
Grenada…” “And that, Panama, Argentina,
Chile, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Somalia,
Africa…” Always bombing people to
smithereens… Of course, always in the
name of “freedom”, “democracy”, “human
rights” and “free trade”. Read article and
watch video from ex-IMF Economic hit
man John Perkins here
__________

Truth11 Films | Armed WithThe Truth,
United We Stand
Truth11 Films latest release documents
the reasons the 99% have risen. It
outlines the subjects that need to be
discussed, the areas of corruption and
areas of government tyranny. Set to
Famine, by Opeth. See the film here
___________
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11/11/11 Unite For World Peace
November 11 1918 was supposed to be
the end of all war. Instead the
propaganda machine continued and with
its perseverance the concept of peace
was lost as being normal. Perpetual war
was created immediately as war was
outlawed. By refusing to enforce the ban
of the concept of war, perpetual war was
born. All war is illegal murder. …
November 11th was not made a holiday
in order to celebrate war, support troops,
or cheer in the 11th year of occupying
Afghanistan. This day was made a
holiday in order to celebrate an armistice
that ended what was up until that point,
in 1918, on of the worst things our
species had thus far done to itself,
namely World War I. ….. This November
11th 2011 is one where the truth is
known by more people than ever before,
1500 plus cities are in protest and the
world is awaking to the reality that we
can choose world peace. We can choose
prosperity. 11/11/11 Unite for world
peace. Read article here
____________

Rex 84 Vs. Globalist Shutdown
For many years the globalists, through
the federal agencies they control, have
treasonously planned to use devastating
orchestrated events to suspend
constitutional rights and implement
martial law. The best-known plan for
martial law/continuity of government is
called REX 84. Despite their planning
efforts, technology, and billions of dollars
spent on martial law training, a handful of
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activists can utilize simple yet powerful
tools to ensure martial law is never
implemented. This plan is known as
Globalist Shutdown. Read article here
__________

UNGRIP
From the creators of Esoteric Agenda and
Kymatica , UNGRIP penetrates the
illusions and delusions of the legal
system with direct relation to the
psychology of humanity. See movie here
__________

The Pole Shift In Global Financial
Power Is Almost Complete
The process of removing the cabal that
has controlled most of the world for the
past 300 years is almost complete,
according to sources directly involved in
the takedown. The takedown is being
done by the world’s military, police and
intelligence agencies. The group being
taken down is the Thule Society,
Skull&Bones Nazi conglomerate headed
by George Bush Senior. This group was
trying to start world war 3 in order to
reduce the world’s population by 85%
and start a fascist world government.
Instead, they will be bankrupted and put
in jail. Evidence of the takedown is now
becoming visible for all to see. For
example the IMF, supposedly the world’s
lender of last resort, is saying they have
no money to help the Euro. This is
publicly available evidence that the post
war power structure is ending. Read
article here
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___________

The Rise Of The 9/11 Truth Movement
and The Second Western
Enlightenment
The growth of the 9/11 truth and justice
movement throughout the world is
unstoppable. The psychopathic elite and
their moronic puppets in governments
and media institutions cannot prevent
the natural progress of freedom, peace,
knowledge, truth, and love… All the
establishment sources of information
and news, whether television or print, are
losing credibility and public trust by the
day. They are beyond redemption. Their
complicity in war crimes and crimes
against democracy will never be
forgotten. If they are not in the gutter of
history already, they soon will be when
9/11 truth reaches critical mass. …9/11
truthers and conspiracy theorists are the
vanguard of freedom of speech in the
West and represent the intellectual
resistance to the global totalitarian
corporate state that got its big boost after
the false flag 9/11 attacks. Read article
here
___________

Ten Years After 9/11
10 years after 9/11 the masses are still
living in denial and their action of inaction
continues to enable mass murder. This
must end. We can not allow the masses
to stay in their false reality bubble at the
cost of millions of lives. We must all act
upon the truth. Ten years ago to the day
we were attacked by our own
government. On September 11, 2001
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meditated mass murder were carried out
on its own people. With the intent to
enlist the population into perpetual wars
of mass murder. And to further enslave
the human population deeper into the
fascist police state. An ever controlled life
of servitude, enslaved to the same people
who put Hitler in power. The same
people put Bush and Obama into office
and thus the Nazi rule still persists to this
day. Read article here
___________

Gandhi On Ending Injustice
US injustice in major policies will end
when enough Americans speak the truth.
The injustice is literal: US government
policies with war and economics are in
Orwellian violation of basic laws. The
annual costs are millions of human lives,
billions damned to suffer, and trillions of
dollars looted. Anyone with intellectual
integrity and moral courage can see and
say these facts. Read article here
___________

Open proposal for US revolution:
End unlawful wars, parasitic/criminal
economics and expose corporate
media as propaganda
Revolution is from the Latin, revolutio, a
“turn around” of political power. The US
public would revolt and end unlawful US
wars and banksters’ rigged-casino fraud if
they understood and embraced the
central facts of these issues. This fourhttps://truth11.com/2022/02/21/pick-up-the-baton-the-fight-to-restore-freedom-in-canada-has-only-just-begun/
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part series of articles provides the central
facts, invites passionate public response,
and proposes specific revolutionary
public action. Read article here

The King family’s civil trial found the
US government guilty of Dr. King’s
assassination
US Corporate media refused to cover the
trial or interview Dr. King’s wife. His
family’s opinion is that the US
government murdered Dr. King to end his
protests against unlawful US wars and his
call to end poverty. Read article here

Over 250 million human beings
slaughtered by governments in war
The century within which we were all
born witnessed over 250 million human
beings slaughtered by governments in
war and atrocities. War is used as a
continuous “foreign policy,” with the US in
present egregious and unlawful abuse of
their superpower status. History will
judge when Americans developed the
education competence to evolve beyond
endless wars. Read article here
___________

Controlled Economic Collapse
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Over 1 Million Deaths Annually, 62
Million People With Zero Net Worth, As
The Economic Elite Make Off WIth $46
Trillion
The American public has sustained
intensive economic attacks across broad
segments of the population. While the
attacks have been increasingly severe in
scale over the past four years, they have
been implemented with technocratic
precision. They have been incrementally
applied thus far, successfully keeping the
population passive and avoiding any
large-scale civilian unrest, while
effectively reducing living standards for
the majority of the population. Read
article here

___________

The Riots Of England Are Exactly What
The Establishment Want = Don’t Play
Into Their Hands = Riots Are Not The
Solution
It then comes to a point in time when it is
in the best interests of the powers that
are in control to let the ponzi scheme
they have created collapse. The math
makes no sense any more, they need it to
fail so they can start the next one
hundred year pyramid scheme of
fractional reserve banking. We are at
100% of GDP to service the debt. Income
tax would have to be raised to 80% to
cover the debt. Baby boomers are retiring
in mass with nothing to show for their
years in the slave system. The elite know
its going down and they respond by
furiously further robbing us blind,
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transferring even more wealth back to
them in fast forward. Foreclosing on
houses and taking vast land ownership,
crashing markets and daily gouging the
lemmings in the stock market corrupt
trading system. When it all collapses you
will not even have your house to hold up
in… and thats their plan. Its not enough
they want to enslave us and kill and rob
us blind, they want to control us with a
tight police state. So they instil riots and
the masses cry for martial law and beg
for a police state. We must not fall for
this. Read article here.
___________

9/11 International Hearings To Be Held
In Toronto
A decade after the events of September
11, 2001, which resulted in the immediate
deaths of nearly 3,000 people on
American soil, countless victims from
toxic dust, and hundreds of thousands of
deaths in Afghanistan and Iraq,
international hearings on this pivotal
event will begin in Toronto in September.
The events of September 11 provided a
pretext for a War on Terror that has led to
military invasions and occupations, and
attacks upon civil and human rights
throughout the world. The credibility of
the official investigation into the events of
September 11, 2001, carried out by the
U.S. Government between 2003 and
2005, has been questioned by millions of
citizens in the United States and abroad,
including victim family members, expert
witnesses and international legal experts.
Read article here
___________
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There is no freedom, no democracy,
and no government accountability in
Amerika, a fascist state
Americans are a doomed people for
many reasons. One reason is that they
are disunited and at one another’s
throats and, thus, cannot stand up the
tyranny issuing from Washington. Read
Article here.
___________

A World Overwhelmed By Western
Hypocrisy
As the second decade of the 21st century
opens, those who oppose US hegemony
and the evil that emanates from
Washington risk being declared to be
“terrorists” If they are American citizens,
they can be assassinated. If they are
foreign leaders, their country can be
invaded. … And the American sheeple
think that they have “freedom and
democracy.” …. There is nothing left of
the American character. Only a people
who have lost their soul could tolerate
the evil that emanates from Washington.
Read article here
___________
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The Government Has Ordered The
Media Not To Cover 9/11
The Pentagon Papers have finally been
released by the government. Yet the
statements from Pentagon Papers
whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg about 9/11
have not been covered by the corporate
media; what else is new. Read article here
___________

Truth11 Films | Perpetual War
We have been tricked into fighting
perpetual wars of mass genocide for
pointless profit. There is no enemy. The
enemy is within the US government. All
exterior enemies are created to justify
the advancing military industrial complex.
There is only one way war will end. The
masses must rise up, unite, and demand
world peace. Here is Truth11 Films latest
short film set to The Lotus Eater by
Opeth. Perpetual War; See film here
__________

Plans For A Permanent War Against
Terror | A War Against A Fake Terror
Al-CIA-da
By declaring a global war against
nameless individuals, organizations and
nations ‘associated’ with the Taliban and
al Qaeda, as well as those playing a
supporting role in their efforts, the
Detainee Security Act would appear to
grant the president near unfettered
authority to initiate military action around
the world without further congressional
approval. Read articles here and here
___________
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Manufactured Reality + A Politically
Constructed History
The American people are prisoners of
state terror and victims of totalitarian
propaganda. The American mind has
been under a government and media
siege ever since September 11, 2001
when the Bush administration committed
the deadliest terrorist attack against
America in U.S. history. But there are no
cages, or military guards on the streets to
signify that America is imprisoned. Guns
are not needed to secure an illegitimate
reign when people self-police their
thoughts and police others by calling
them conspiracy theorists if they
champion a view of reality that is in stark
contrast to the one that the men in
power profess and the official ministers
of propaganda publicize day and night.
Read article here
___________

Al Qaeda: A CIA Database | Not A
Terrorist Group
Shortly before his untimely death, former
British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook told
the House of Commons that “Al Qaeda” is
not really a terrorist group but a
database of international mujaheddin
and arms smugglers used by the CIA and
Saudis to funnel guerrillas, arms, and
money into Soviet-occupied Afghanistan.
Read article here
___________
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Bilderberg Meeting 2011 – Swiss
National Councillors Letter About This
Corrupt Group
This Group unites a kind of European and
global elite of Bankers, Industrialists,
Diplomats, US and European NATO Brass,
crowned heads, Media groups, their
Moguls and Editors, as well as Heads of
States, whether retired or not, which
coordinates, exchanges, organizes and
structures, out of all democratic control,
the major guidelines towards economic
globalization. Considering that the
notions of sovereignty and independence
are obsolete, if not hindrances to an open
Market, this discreet Group develops an
ultra-liberal, Free Trade society model,
with a (unique) world currency and the
IMF as Treasurer. Read article here
__________

New Madrid fault line attack
underway, 15 nuclear reactors
targeted
The “once in 500 year” flooding of the
Mississippi river over the New Madrid
fault line is part of a campaign directed
against the American people, according
to multiple intelligence agency (MI6, CIA,
FSB, Japan Security police) sources. The
HAARP caused flooding is expected to be
followed by an earthquake and then a
“nuclear emergency” involving the 15
nuclear reactors located in the region.
This will be a pretext for mass
evacuations into FEMA camps, the
sources say. The best way to derail this
plan, apart from arresting the criminal
cabal in Washington D.C., is to widely
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announce and denounce these plans in
advance. Read article here
____________

Fake Death Of Bin Laden + The War On
Terror False Flag Operation
By now, you are probably worn out from
all the speculation about the actual
events in Pakistan that claim the death of
the public enemy No 1. No photos of a
dead Osama bin Laden, burial at sea,
instant DNA results and changing
versions with every new news report gets
old quickly. Capturing him alive for
interrogation would maximize the
intelligence quest, if that were the real
goal. If any significance should be
assigned to this account, now is the time
to re-evaluate the entire nature of the
War on Terror that has destroyed
America more in the last ten years than
any attack on home soil. Read article here
___________

The Collapse Of Our Modern World +
The Birth Of A Better One
The root cause of most these problems
that are bringing down our world right
now is bad government. It is bad
government (Big Government) that
approved the GMOs. Bad government
enforced the medical monopoly and
allowed the pesticides to kill the
honeybees. Bad government drove us
into inescapable debt and costly foreign
wars. Bad government outlawed health
freedom and protected the monopolistic
practices of the food companies, drug
companies and chemical companies. The
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downfall of modern human civilization is,
as you probably guessed, also the
downfall of the very idea that Big
Government creates a better society.
Because if there’s one idea that needs to
stay dead after the collapse, it’s the idea
that We the People somehow need
another group of people (government
workers) to live off our hard work while
hounding us with their false authority,
directing every little detail of our lives.
What we need in our world isn’t more
government, but more freedom. If we
had freedom, integrity and personal
responsibility, we wouldn’t even be facing
the global collapse that has already
begun. Read article here.
___________

The Global Economy’s Corporate Crime
Wave
The world is drowning in corporate fraud,
and the problems are probably greatest
in rich countries – those with supposedly
“good governance.” Poor-country
governments probably accept more
bribes and commit more offenses, but it
is rich countries that host the global
companies that carry out the largest
offenses. Money talks, and it is corrupting
politics and markets all over the world.
Read article here
___________

Sociapitalism: How the Government
Became the Next Bubble | When This
Bubble Bursts America Will Be
Changed Forever
In the last thirteen years, a new financial
order replaced capitalism in America.
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With cat-like tread, this transformation
has caught most Americans unaware, let
alone some of country’s best financial
minds (many of them fascist
anyway). This new order constitutes the
socializing of risk. Read article here
___________

Quantum Physics + Mind Over Matter
Quantum physics has proven that all
matter at the subatomic level exists in
wave form, and that matter only appears
solid when we, as the observer, use our
senses to decode and perceive the wave
patterns in space and time. Significantly,
thoughts, especially concentrated
thoughts, also form measurable wave
patterns. And thought waves have
proven to affect observable matter in the
physical world. Read article here
___________

5 Words Used To Control + Enslave Us
These 5 words are the keys to casting the
spell in the attorneys’ legal jargon
trickery. All commercial transactions /
contracts have been designed to remove
the men and women from the equation
and replace with a legal fictional entity in
the matrix system. Read article here
___________
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Centralized government identity
program dismissed as being too
draconian for Communist China
Gets go ahead in United States
A new program being touted by the
Obama administration as a solution to
online identity theft actually increases the
risk of identity theft while providing the
government with a national ID system
through the backdoor, paving the way for
a world wide web in which users will need
government permission to access the
Internet. Read article here
___________

Destroy The Globalists, One Fat Cat
Corporations At A Time
Many may ask, “How exactly can we
boycott the globalists when they control
everything?” The answer is by
systematically boycotting and replacing
them with local alternatives. You can
actually start today, by boycotting
corporations you may not have even
considered part of this nefarious agenda
and corporations you not only can
certainly live without, but would be better
off for it. It requires absolutely no money
at all, in fact, it will save you money in the
long run and if you decide to replace
them, you may learn a valuable skill-set in
the process. Read article here
___________
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Suppressing Truth and Promoting War:
A New York Times Tradition
During and since WW II alone, America
killed millions of mostly civilian Japanese,
Germans, Italians, Koreans, Southeast
Asians, Central Americans, Africans,
Iraqis, Afghans, Pakistanis, and now
Libyans. Read how the New York Times is
party to genocide. Just like the rest of the
mass media circus. Here
___________

Flying Saucer Technology Released
Nuclear Engineer, Mehran Tavakoli
Keshe, has come forward as being the
developer of the technology being used
in Iran’s new “flying saucer.” His
technology is claimed to harness
magnetism and gravity to allow travel
throughout the solar system and beyond.
Read article here
___________

Legalizing War With Secret Memos
Justice Department memos“legalizing” the
crime of aggressive war were secret. Now
they’re published quickly, and there’s a
new one out on Libya (PDF). It begins:“The
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President had the constitutional authority
to direct the use of military force in Libya
because he could reasonably determine
that such use of force was in the national
interest. Prior congressional approval
was not constitutionally required to use
military force in the limited operations
under consideration. April 1, 2011.” read
article here
___________

Obama’s Position On Assassinations
The Democrat in office has taken a
position on unilateral murder so extreme
as to be “profoundly troubling” in its legal
reach and potential for future use. Read
article here
___________

9/11 Stand Down Orders
The 9/11 attacks have directly led to a
dangerous interventionist US foreign
policy based on preemptive military
action that has transcended
administrations and political
paradigms. The key to understanding
how 9/11 was possible can be found in a
single government document, presented
in context by Ventura in stunning
detail. Just two short months prior to
9/11, then Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld oversaw a significant change to
DoD procedures for dealing with hijacked
aircraft, making it the personal
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responsibility of the Defense Secretary to
issue intercept orders. Of course, on 9/11
no such intercept orders were issued to
NORAD, and three of four hijacked
airliners were able to hit their targets
with precision accuracy, paving the way
for literal modern military crusade into
the middle east, and now into Africa.
Read article here
Jesse Ventura’s New book, 63 Documents
The Government Doesn’t Want You To
Read, blows the lid off top secret black
ops

___________

Libya: Another War, Another Pack of
Lies
The United States, Britain and NATO don’t
care about bombing civilians to contain
rebellion. Their militaries bomb civilians
every day without mercy. They have
destroyed most of the community
infrastructure of Iraq and Afghanistan
before turning their sights on Libya. Read
11 Articles on Libya in 1 here
___________

“Support The Troops” Is One Of The
Most Cruel Hoaxes In History
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Support the troops” is a clever PR slogan
that causes Americans to turn a blind eye
to the brutal exploitation of our soldiers
and military families for profit and for an
evil ideology. Our soldiers and military
families are paying for the
Bush/Cheney/Obama/neocon wars with
lives, limbs, post-traumatic stress,
suicides, broken marriages, children
without fathers, wives without husbands,
and parents without sons and daughters.
Read article here.
____________

Japan Earthquake + Tsunami Caused
By HAARP and Nukes In the Seabed
The horrific earthquake weapon attack
on Japan, resulting in 10 meter tsunamis
along much of Japan’s coast line came
from rogue elements of the U.S.
government located in underground
bases in New Mexico and Nevada,
according to pentagon and CIA sources.
Read articles here and here and a video
explanation here
___________

Rothschild Bankers Looting Nations
Through World Bank/IMF
The World Bank/IMF is owned and
controlled by NM Rothschild & Sons plus
30 to 40 of the wealthiest people in the
world. For over 150 years they have
planned to take over the planet through
money. The former chief economist of
the World Bank, Joe Stiglitz, was fired in
2000. He pointed out to top executives
that every country the IMF/World Bank
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forced their way into ended up with a
crashed economy, a destroyed
government, and some even broke out in
riots. Read article here
___________

The Connection Between Military
Dominance + Planned Economic Crisis
The book Global Economic Crisis carefully
ties militarization with the planned
economic meltdown.The New World
Order’s systematic destruction of the
planet’s middle classes so as to
concentrate wealth in the hands of fewer
and fewer families. While global uprisings
now threaten global governance under a
single currency, scheming rulers have
long anticipated this reaction. In The
Global Economic Crisis, we learn exactly
how a planet-wide military dictatorship
plans to enforce its feudal vision. Read
article here
___________

Truth11 Films | Techno Revolution +
Self-Government System
Truth11 films latest short film is a call to
action for peaceful instant global techno
revolution, followed by a system that is
already in place for global selfgovernment. We are highly connected,
we are highly equipped to unite. United
we stand for self-government over new
world order tyranny. Watch here
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__________

__________

Eliminating The Entire Federal
Government Structure Is The Answer
The entire rationalization for the War of
Terror against the American people rests
upon the willful surrender of our most
precious natural rights to a corrupt
government. The Geheime Staatspolizei
secret state police spawn the Homeland
Security society. The criminal acts of the
TSA are an affront to every citizen. In
this new century, irrevocably harmed is
caused by the phony domestic terror
phobia. America is a mere shell of herself.
Pile on the forced tax to fund socialized
medicine over the intense opposition of
regular people and you have a perfect
storm. How can reform be a practical
option when faced with such a perverse
political system? The only sensible path
for sincere and courageous souls is to
work towards a replacement of the
central government model of
governance. Eliminating the entire
Federal Government structure may seem
to be impossible. However, aided in this
task are the very actions of an evil
system! All empires collapse. The United
States is no more a monolithic union than
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the nations of the world are a global
brotherhood. The myth that citizens owe
an allegiance to a failed federation is
absurd. Read Article here
___________

Revolution Without Violence
The American power structure has been
set reeling by something that is simply
outside the boundaries of their mental
universe: a non-violent, non-sectarian,
non-ideological, leaderless revolution by
ordinary people. Read article here
___________

Self Sufficiency | Food Production
There are many gardening techniques
that can produce an abundance of food
for you and your family without requiring
a lot of space, money or equipment. Read
article here.
Self-Sufficiency: a universal solution to
the globalist problem
Self-sufficiency and the harassing of
technology in the hands of the people are
the greatest fears of the global oligarchy –
fears that oligarchs throughout the
centuries have harbored. Simply
boycotting the globalists’ corporations
and replacing them with local solutions is
something everyone can afford to do
starting today. Read article here
___________
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Techno Revolution
United We Stand, Connected,
Organized + Armed With The Truth
The ability of the social networks to
organize a protest almost overnight,
because people of similar beliefs and
commitments are in close
communication with others, has
completely changed the nature of
political resistance and revolution. This
system of revolution toppled a middle
eastern dictatorship in less than a month.
It threatens to topple two more before
the end of February: Yemen and Egypt.
We have entered into a new period
political resistance. Read Article Here
___________

Thirty Little Known Facts About
America
IRS, IMF, UN, US Treasury, FCC, CIA, FBI,
NSA and Executive Orders… Read article
here
___________

Deconstructing The Sovereign United
States
We the people are viewed as the greatest
threat to a malevolent government and
its partnering corporations and the
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expansion of what is becoming a full
blown police state. The security the
government desires is not from foreign
terrorists, but rather, from us. Read
Article Here
___________

V
“[T]he occupier, by seeing this sign (V),
always the same, infinitely repeated,
[would] understand that he is
surrounded, encircled by an immense
crowd of citizens eagerly awaiting his first
moment of weakness, watching for his
first failure.” Read Article Here
___________

The CFR
The Council of Foreign Relations figured
out how many news stations, radio
stations and publications it would take to
control the majority of opinion. They
purchased them and put an editor in
place in every one. See movie explaining
how this elite group has controlled the
big picture with propaganda from so
many angles it has brainwashed a
nation here.
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____________

The Collective Evolution
‘The Collective Evolution’ is a
documentary aimed at showing the
current state of the world, why it needs to
be changed, and how each and every one
of us can play a role in changing it. Watch
Movie Here
___________

Zeitgeist Moving Forward
“The world is going bankrupt, (whatever
the hell that means), because of this idea
called debt, which doesn’t even exist in
the physical reality. Its only part of a
game we have invented, yet the wellbeing of billions of people is now being
compromised. Extreme lay-offs, tent
cities, accelerating poverty, austerity
measures imposted, schools shutting
down, child hunger,and other levels
familiar deprivation all because of this
elaborate fiction…what are we fucking
stupid” See the first 3 movies here, Read
Truth11’s review of the movie: there are
some mixed reviews of this movie, and
for good reason. Don’t let the message
get lost due to corruption of even the
purest ideas and watch the New movie
Zeitgeist Moving Forward here
__________

Obama Is CIA
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After eight brutal years of George W.
Bush and Dick Cheney, the nation was
ready for any change. Unfortunately, the
CIA, through LOOKING GLASS, MK-ULTRA,
ARTICHOKE, PANDORA, and other
behavioral science programs were ready
to answer the call. The CIA answered the
call with Obama and most of us bought
him and his “Hope and Change”
propaganda fecundity “nurtured” by CIA
programs going back some sixty years.
Read article here
___________

Lets Reclaim History
This is not an American government at
all. It is a gang.
The deceitful and manipulative leaders in
the CIA, the Federal Reserve, the White
House, the State Department, and the
Pentagon are the most destructive force
in the world, and pose the greatest
existential threat to human civilization,
and world peace. Read article here
___________

10 New Year’s Re-Solutions For NonViolent Rebellion
Because our representative democracy
has become a fraud, and the media and
courts are clearly shills for the oligarchs,
our only action appears to be non-violent
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rebellion; one person and community at
a time. We can expose the crimes and
immorality of the corporate state through
civil disobedience and conscientious
objection. We can punish multinational
companies who commit flagrant fouls on
humanity and the environment by
boycotting them. Additionally, we can
peacefully regain our liberty by becoming
less dependent on the system for our
basic needs. Read article here
___________

9/11 Billboards | We Need More Of
These
If you are going to donate any money to
truth organizations, may we suggest
putting money into billboards. We need
more of these. In what may be the first
of it’s kind in the nation, a group of 9/11
Truth activists organized, designed and
paid for a commercial billboard in which
1,200 Architects and Engineers for 9/11
Truth invite the public to “Examine the
Evidence.” Read article here
___________

Big Brother Watches You But You Are
Not Allowed To Know Its Secrets
One of the hallmarks of an authoritarian
government is its fixation on hiding
everything it does behind a wall of
secrecy while simultaneously monitoring,
invading and collecting files on everything
its citizenry does. Based on the Francis
Bacon aphorism that “knowledge is
power,” this is the extreme imbalance
that renders the ruling class omnipotent
and citizens powerless. Read article here
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___________

Secret Underground Shelters | Denver
International Airport
Built by the Masonic New World Airport
Commission. The Denver International
Airport covers the US largest secret
underground shelter. It is adorned with
disturbing graphic images of burning
bushes, people in coffins, children crying,
and a soldier with an AK47 and sword
killing the dove of peace. Images you
would not expect to find in an airport.
Put there to illustrate the purpose of the
facility. Read article and watch
documentaries here
___________

Jesse Ventura | Conspiracy Theory |
Seasons 1 and 2
Episodes covering; 2012, Secret Societies,
HAARP, Big Brother, Plum Island, Area 51,
Wall St, FEMA Camp | Police State, JFK
Assassination, 911 / Pentagon,
Manchurian Candidate, World Wide
Water Conspiracy, Gulf Oil Spill, Global
Warming and the Great Lakes. Watch the
episodes here
___________

The Rand Corporation: A top secret
think tank has been pulling the strings
of American government for at least
60 years
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“We’re all the bastard children of RAND
and we don’t even know it,” RAND started
off as an organization centered around
building new weapons for the military but
ultimately expanded into politics, science,
history and economics and was closely
allied with the Ford, Rockefeller and
Carnegie foundations. RAND was
instrumental in developing the strategy
behind the use of nuclear weapons, and
how they actively promoting nuking the
entirety of Eastern Europe as well as
China in case of problems in Western
Europe, a policy that could easily have
sparked off a catastrophic nuclear
holocaust. RAND researchers believed
that as long as 10 million Americans
survived a nuclear war, the war was won.
Read article here
___________

To Question The Official 9/11 Story Is
Simply And Fundamentally
Revolutionary
To question the government story about
9/11 is to question the very foundations
of our entire modern belief system
regarding our government, our country
and our way of life…Bring on the
revolution | Pentagon whistleblowers
call for a new 9/11 investigation Read
article here
__________

The Deliberate Dumbing Down Of
America
This is a very good film showing the
systematic approach the government has
taken to dumb down America. Covering
the education system, poisoning of
citizens, fluoridation, and over
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medication of the population. See movie
here
___________

Let The Banks Collapse and Free Us All
From Slavery
The peoples of Ireland, Portugal, Spain
etc. are looking at Iceland and realizing its
is better for a country to allow banks to
collapse that it is to take on generations
of debt slavery. Ireland is now expected
to be the first country to leave the Euro.
They will not be the last. Read
article here
___________

Fly The US Governments True Flag and
Judge Their Actions Accordingly
Look at the actions of the US government
over the past 70+ years, and judge each
action with the governments true flag
flying. You will see the forest for the
trees. Read Article Here
___________

In America today, there are
approximately five unemployed
workers for every single job opening
The truth is that there are not nearly
enough jobs out there for everyone that
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wants one. In fact, it isn’t even close.
Read article here
___________

Is WikiLeaks Going To Help The
Government Kill The First Amendment
and The Bill Of Rights?
Is This The Excuse They Need To Shut
Down The Internet?
In order to convert the United States into
a third world slave gulag with a high-tech
police state overlay, the ruling elite will
target and attempt to liquidate
alternative media. Eventually extraditing
and prosecuting Julian Assange as an
enemy of the state is an important
element in the effort to kill the First
Amendment and the Bill of Rights. Read
articles here and here and here.
__________

The Chemtrail Cover-Up
Clandestine NASA-military programs are
poisoning the environment. Read article
here
___________

___________
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___________

The Big Picture Truth About The Global
Warming Scam
Enough is enough of this complete
bullshit
Several years ago, the sun was unusually
active and all the planets in our solar
system experienced a time of “global
warming”. That is a fact which many
global warming alarmists just
conveniently ignore. If man was the
primary cause of “global warming” then
why were all of the other planets in our
solar system experiencing increased
temperatures as well? The green agenda
is becoming increasingly linked to the
population control agenda. Today there
are literally millions of people who
actually believe that we need to
dramatically reduce the number of
humans on the planet for the good of the
earth. Read article here
___________

Nazis, Eugenics, Floride and The
Rockefeller Foundation
Depopulation programs forged by the
Rockefeller foundation in association with
the Nazis were the basis of modern day
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incarnations of eugenics like fluoride
poisoning and vaccinations.
Blaylock explains how the eugenics
movement began in America through
Rockefeller, Ford and Carnegie funding
and what originated as The Science of
Man project, which was an effort to
socially engineer humanity to weed out
those deemed “undesirable” to the elite.
“Fluoridation is the greatest case of
scientific fraud of this century.”- Robert
Carlton, Ph.D, former EPA scientist, 1992
The history of forcing fluoride on humans
through the fluoridation of drinking water
is wrought with lies, greed and deception.
Governments that add fluoride to
drinking water supplies insist that it is
safe, beneficial and necessary, however,
scientific evidence shows that fluoride is
not safe to ingest and areas that
fluoridate their drinking water supplies
have higher rates of cavities, cancer,
dental fluorosis, osteoporosis and other
health problems. Read
articles Here + Here
___________

Manufacturing Consent
Here is an excellent movie by Noam
Chomsky on the subject of using media to
control the population. See movie here

Pol Pot Genocide of 2 Million
Cambodian People in 1975
This movie also covers atrocities such as
Pol Pot masacre of Cambodian people in
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1975. Something the US Government and
global media was complicit in.
___________

The Game Is Simple | All Economies
Will Fail + The IMF Will Enslave Us All
The current economic control system is a
pyramid scheme that is coming to the
end of its cycle globally. No surprises, just
built to fail from inception. The false
solution is to roll into a new pyramid
scheme by the IMF. As each country falls
the IMF steps in and when they do the
country suffers to no end. Natural
resources are sold off and the country
works eternally to pay the debt. Read
article on the latest countries for the
math to fail here.

__________

The Big Picture When It Comes To
Naked Body + Behavior Scanners
Homeland Security chief Janet Napolitano
admitted yesterday that body scanners
would eventually find their way into U.S.
public transportation, trains and boats,
but Big Sis is already beta-testing
technology that goes even further, by
forcing Americans to undergo a
behavioral interrogation before they are
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allowed to enter sports events, rock
concerts and shopping malls. … The use
of such technology is not only a complete
violation of the Fourth Amendment, it
also eviscerates the notion of innocent
until proven guilty, and therefore totally
undermines everything America stands
for. Read article here
___________

Revolution Baby
Voting … is a poor substitute for
democracy, which requires direct
action by concerned citizens
The past has shown us when faced with
tyranny and corruption, there is only one
way for the masses to regain freedom :
Rise up, resist, revolt, strike, defy and do
it in mass. We have great strength in
unity. United we stand. Read article here.
See also this article on Europe rising
up here

___________

Marijuana Prohibition Is The
Cornerstone Of The Police State
The simple truth about America’s
marijuana prohibition: any law that
allows the easy incarceration of any
citizen any time those in power want to
do it is the ultimate enemy of democracy.
With 800,000 annual arrests over an herb
used by tens of millions of Americans, it is
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the cornerstone of a police state. Read
article here
__________

Pearl Harbor Was An Inside Job
Robert Stinnett published his book “Day
Of Deceit: The Truth About FDR and Pearl
Harbor”in 1999. Stinnett, a decorated
WWII veteran and author, requested files
about the attack, and the events
preceding it, through the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). He discovered
that FDR not only knew about the attack
in advance, but that his administration
did everything it could to cause a
Japanese attack on America. Read
article here
__________

Words Of Truth From System Of A
Down
The percentage of Americans in the
prison system prison system, has
doubled since 1985 | Why don’t
presidents fight the war? Why do they
always send the poor? | Modern
globalization, Coupled with
condemnations, Unnecessary death,
Matador corporations, Puppeting your
frustrations, With the blinded flag,
Manufacturing consent, Is the name of
the game, The bottom line is money,
Nobody gives a fuck. 4000 hungry
children die per hour, from starvation,
while billions spent on bombs, creating
death showers. | Read article here
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___________

Governments are the great massmurderers of our world
Throughout human history, more human
beings have been maimed, tortured and
murdered by governments than by any
other type of organization on the planet.
And virtually all of that activity has been
justified under the excuse that they were
working to “make the world a better
place.” Read article here
___________

___________

9/11 Truth Report in “Focus Money”
On 2010-09-08 Focus Money, an weekly
mainly economic magazine, did a special
take on 9/11 truth. This is a major
breaktrough, as Focus Money is the
second in the market for ecomomic
magazines by numbers, edition about
140.000, views probably 50% more. This
is the second time Focus Money printed
an article about 9/11 truth, after a 5-page
article back in January. The old one was
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titled “We don’t believe you” Read
article here

9/11 Pictures
The 911 pictures article has also been
recently updated with new photos. Here
____________

Eisenhower’s Warned Us Of The
Military Industrial Complex
We annually spend on military security
more than the net income of all United
States corporations. We must not fail to
comprehend its grave implications. Our
toil, resources and livelihood are all
involved; so is the very structure of our
society. In the councils of government, we
must guard against the acquisition of
unwarranted influence, whether sought
or unsought, by the military industrial
complex. The potential for the disastrous
rise of misplaced power exists and will
persist. We must never let the weight of
this combination endanger our liberties
or democratic processes. We should take
nothing for granted. Only an alert and
knowledgeable citizenry can compel the
proper meshing of the huge industrial
and military machinery of defense with
our peaceful methods and goals, so that
security and liberty may prosper
together. See speech and read
article here
__________
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De-classified Vietnam-era Transcripts
Show Senators Knew Gulf Of Tonkin
Was A Staged False Flag Event
Aug. 4, 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident,
where US warships were apparently
attacked by North Vietnamese PT Boats –
an incident that kicked off US
involvement in the Vietnam war – was a
staged event that never actually took
place. Read article here.
___________

Fluoridation is straight from the Nazi
handbook | It must be stopped
Despite damning evidence on fluoride
toxicity, bureaucracies and multinationals
continue to pollute our drinking water
and mess with our physical and mental
health. Read article here | Also more
articles in the Fluoridation category (right)
___________

Toronto G20
20 corrupt leaders planning global taxes,
austerity, global government and
expansion of government tyranny. Nazi
police tactics, martial law, police in
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disguise and paid provocateurs = the
black block; hijacking the peaceful
protests, that were suspiciously left alone
by police. Bait cars, illegal searches,
torture and beating peaceful protestors
and journalists. Welcome to the Toronto
G20. New world order in full effect in
police state Toronto. Read article and see
photos and videos here. Update
article here

Black Bloc… Paid Provocateurs And
Police In Disguise
To justify the spending, a false flag attack
by police and paid vandals aid the new
world order agenda. See article and
watch video here

A Right Is Not A Right If They Can Take
It Away
Suspension of rights in Toronto for the
G2o, If they get away with this, they will
do it again. See call to action article here

Toronto G20 Update
Police violating rights, lying, beating,
abducting, raping and torturing
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protestors. Fascist Police State. Multiple
update articles in one here.

Truth11 Films
Toronto G20 Video By Truth11 Films |
Fuck Everything You Stand For |
Watch here
___________

New Bill Gives Obama Kill Switch To
Shut Down the Internet
The federal government is desperate to
seize control of the Internet because the
establishment is petrified at the fact that
alternative and independent media
outlets are now eclipsing corporate
media outlets in terms of audience share,
trust, and influence. Read article here.
Bill Approved | Obama can shut down
the internet for 4 months under new
emergency powers.. Read article here
___________

Food and Depopulation
Since the Rockefeller family came to
power (especially after gaining a
monopoly with Standard Oil) they have
manipulated our government into ruining
our financial system by way of the
Federal Reserve, energy through oil
dependency and food with GMOs
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(Genetically Engineered Organisms). The
intention is to rob us blind and kill us. It’s
time to wake up. Read article here
___________

Austerity fascism is the realization of
the global elite’s agenda for a “postindustrial revolution”
Top historians, social and financial
analysts are warning that the draconian
austerity measures currently being
prepared by governments in the west will
cause riots and even revolutions as
people react with fury in response to
their jobs, savings, basic public services,
pensions and welfare money being seized
by the financial terrorists who caused the
economic collapse in the first place. Read
article here
___________

Bilderbergers Have Failed and now are
trying to activate plan B
The participants at the just ended
Bilderberger meeting in Spain are scared
they are going to be identified and
eventually hunted down, according to an
inside source at the meeting. For now
Clinton, Bush, Baker and the other
Bilderberg Nazi’s are trying to cut a deal
with China that will allow them access to
large amounts of funds which they plan
to hide and use to re-assert their power
after the current political storm blows
over, the source says. Unfortunately for
them, this is one storm that is not going
to blow over to and allow them to resume
their plans for world fascist dictatorship.
Article, 2010 agenda, list of attendees and
coverage videos here
___________
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The Truth About Alternative Energy
and The Real Reason For the Iraq
War… Oil
One of the world’s leading experts on
trend forecasting says that producing our
own energy for our homes and cars
(called “micro generation”) will become
ahuge trend in the next couple of
decades.
…Alan Greenspan, John McCain, George
W. Bush, Sarah Palin, ahigh-level National
Security Council officer and others all say
that the Iraq war was really about oil.
Read article here
_________

The writing is on the wall for the new
world order
…The solution is really quite simple to
reach now that the nightmarish Satanic
plan to enslave humanity is coming to an
end: live and let live. If you look at the
situation objectively you will see there is
no reason for conflict between these
groups, all the fighting and strife between
them has been artificially engineered.
Read article here
___________
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Continuity Of Government |
Suspension Of The US Constitution
The National Emergencies Act, one of the
post-Watergate reforms that VicePresident Cheney so abhorred, specifies
that: “Not later than six months after a
national emergency is declared, and not
later than the end of each six-month
period thereafter that such emergency
continues, each House of Congress shall
meet to consider a vote on a joint
resolution to determine whether that
emergency shall be terminated” (50 U.S.C.
1622, 2002). Yet in nine years Congress
has not once met to discuss the State of
Emergency declared by George W. Bush
in response to 9/11, a State of Emergency
that remains in effect today. Read
article here
___________

Hunter S. Thompson | Multiple Quotes
Of Truth: Life, Corrupt Politicians and
Stupid Wars
“We are turning into a nation of
whimpering slaves to Fear—fear of war,
fear of poverty, fear of random terrorism,
fear of getting down-sized or fired
because of the plunging economy, fear of
getting evicted for bad debts or suddenly
getting locked up in a military detention
camp on vague charges of being a
Terrorist sympathizer.” Hunter S.
Thompson. Article Here.
___________

Satanists On The Run | Revolution Is
Coming
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Satanists who have participated in the
plot to enslave humanity are worried and
are starting to run. With 40% of Greece’s
population revolting, the satanists are
realizing we have great strength in unity.
The masses are becoming aware and
revolution is coming. Their plan was to kill
at least 4 billion people and permanently
enslave the rest of humanity. There is so
much evidence for this now that only the
fools still relying on Satanic corporate
propaganda do not realize it yet. The plan
involved a fake alien invasion, germ
warfare, starvation, atomic war and
artificially generated disasters like
tsunamis and earthquakes. Read
Article Here
___________

Overpopulation Is A Myth
As these videos demonstrate,
overpopulation is a myth. Globalists and
their eugenic minions have
misrepresented population statistics for
decades in order to justify their agenda to
wipe out large portions of the population.
See article here
___________

Police State Toronto and The G20
Summit
Events such as the G20 have become a
testing ground for new police state
measures and a trial run for a military
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style occupation. In June Toronto will be
on lockdown with rights and liberties
severely restricted. Article Here See
Video Here
___________

Understanding Deep Politics
Definition of deep politics: It refers to
government in which two dimensions of
action always coexist: Overt and covert,
or benign and utterly ruthless. Ten
distinguished speakers headlining the
“Understanding Deep Politics”
Conference in Santa Cruz this May 14-16
—trace the era of deep politics to JFK’s
assassination; to the aftermath of World
War II, Hitler, Lenin, Weishaupt, or
Machiavelli, from there to ancient secret
societies, and even back to the dawn of
human governance itself. We can trace it
forward too; the ways of deceptive
government did not end with the ascent
of Obama. Quite the opposite. Read
article here
___________

Regime Change By Plane Crash
Nearly a month ago amateur footage was
released ostensibly showing a Russian
clean-up crew at the crash site killing off
the few survivors of the Polish
presidential plane crash. See video and
read article here
___________
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Two Words Brought Down Building 7;
“Pull It”
World Trade Center leaseholder Larry
Silverstein, who collected nearly $500
million dollars in insurance on the basis
that the collapse of building 7 was
accidental, a 47-story structure that was
not hit by a plane but collapsed within
seven seconds on September 11; Was on
the phone to his insurance carrier
attempting to convince them that the
building should be brought down via
controlled demolition. How did Silverstein
expect to demolish the building safely when
such a process takes weeks or even months
to properly set up. How could explosives
have been correctly placed on such short
notice inside a burning building that had
already been evacuated – unless the
explosives were already in place? Read
article here.
___________

Police State 4 | The Rise Of FEMA |
Alex Jones
Another excellent documentary by Alex
Jones. Extensively covering FEMA, and
FEMA camps, executive orders and the
growing police state. Watch
movie Here or download at infowars.com
__________

Jason Burmas New Movie | Invisible
Empire | A New World Order Defined
This is a comprehensive guide to the new
world order and should be watched by
everyone. If anyone doubted the truth
movement, after watching this movie I
think the only skeptics that will remain
are the liars who run or benefit from the
system and those choosing to live in
denial. This is the final frontier, take the
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truth pill. Watch The Full Movie Here Or
download it from InfoWars.com
_________

What The 9/11 Commission l Really
Think
If you still don’t know what to believe
about 9/11 or doubt the 9/11 truth
movement and believe the official story,
then please listen to the people that were
on the 9/11 commission. This article
should spark a doubt in the official story.
Enough to have you look into it further,
and when you do, you will find great
truth. Read here
__________

The Digital Economy Bill
A draconian Internet censorship bill that
has been long looming on the horizon
finally passed the house of commons in
the UK yesterday, legislating for
government powers to restrict and filter
any website that is deemed to be
undesirable for public consumption. Read
article here.
_________

Top Nazis Planned EU-Sytle Fourth
Reich
US Military Intelligence report EW-Pa 128,
also known as The Red House Report,
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which details how top Nazis secretly met
at the Maison Rouge Hotel in Strasbourg
on August 10, 1944 and, knowing
Germany was on the brink of military
defeat, conspired to create a Fourth Reich
– a pan-European economic empire
based around a European common
market. Read Article here
_________

Benjamin Fulford Articles
AIDS and SARS are bio-engineered
weapons designed to reduce the
African (“Black”) and Asian
populations.
The 9/11 terrorist attacks were an “inside
job” carried out by the US government as
a false flag attack to bring about new
imperial mobilization.
The Pentagon, the oil industry,
banking elite, and the pharmaceutical
industry suppress inventions including
free-energy and anti-gravity
technology to maintain power.
The US government, using a secret
military program HAARP (High
Frequency Active Auroral Research
Program) has been altering the
climate, and using high power
microwave energy inducing
earthquakes including the Asian
Tsunami (2004) and earthquakes in
Japan (1995), China (2008), Haiti (2010),
Chile (2010).
Haiti Video here | Articles by Benjamin
Fulford here, | Articles on HAARP +
Induced Earthquakes here
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HAARP US Military Weapon That Can
Cause Earthquakes and Alter The
Climate
13 reasons to suspect HAARP caused the
Haiti earthquake here
_________

The Truth Has Fallen And Taken
Liberty With It
Today Americans are ruled by
propaganda. Americans have little regard
for truth, little access to it, and little
ability to recognize it. Truth is an
unwelcome entity. It is disturbing. It is off
limits. Those who speak it run the risk of
being branded “anti-American,” “antisemite” or “conspiracy theorist.” Truth is
an inconvenience for government and for
the interest groups whose campaign
contributions control government. Truth
is an inconvenience for prosecutors who
want convictions, not the discovery of
innocence or guilt. Read article here
__________
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Pictures Worth A Thousand Words
They say a picture is worth a thousand
words. When it comes to the truth, these
pictures speak volumes. From 9/11 truth,
to the new world order police state. Each
picture says it all. They show your fellow
citizens voicing the truth. Evidence of the
Truth and graphical representations of
examples of truth. See all the
pictures Here

__________

Bill Gates, Rockefeller Foundation,
Neo-Eugenics, Vaccines and GMO for
Population Reduction
In plain English, one of the most powerful
men in the world states clearly that he
expects vaccines to be used to reduce
population growth.
The vaccine industry has been repeatedly
caught dumping dangerous unsafe,
untested or proven harmful—vaccines
onto unwitting Third World populations
when they cannot get rid of the vaccines
in the West. The true aim of the
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vaccinations is to make people sicker and
even more susceptible to disease and
premature death. Read article here
__________

Alex Jones Sticking it to the
Propaganda Machine
The last time Alex Jones challenged
Heraldo on 9/11 heraldos response was
to give him the finger, twice. This time he
has to respond to Alex Jones on TV . Alex
rips into him and the establishments
bullshit.. See video here

________

Wall Streets Bailout Hustle
The biggest robbery in history. The wall
street bailout con jobs, outlined in detail
in this Rolling Stone article. 1. The Swoop
and Squat, 2. The Dollar Store, 3. The Pig
in the Poke, 4. The Rumanian Box, 5. The
Big Mitt, 6. The Wire, 7. The Reaload.
Read article here.
_________
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Executive Orders: The Hallmarks Of
Fascistic Tryanny

When a president tries to effect one of his
Executive Orders into being a national
law, he is attempting to circumvent
congress, and contravene our
Constitution, and move us closer to being
a country ruled by men rather than a
nation ruled by laws…. …In order to
maintain the illusion of a democracy, we
are still allowed a presidential election
every four years; and no one president
can serve more than two four year terms.
But, it’s not any one president who has
become a dictator, it is the Office of the
Presidency, and those faceless autocrats
who control the presidency that has
become dictatorial, without many of us
ever knowing it. No, we are hardly a
democracy. Our beloved United States of
America has become a fascist
dictatorship, and will remain so, until the
majority of Americans come to realize the
sad state of our ship of state. Read
article here.
________

US Government Abdicates
On February 3 2010, Dennis Blair,
director of National Intelligence told the
House Intelligence Committee that it was
now “defined policy” that the U.S.
government can murder its own citizens
on the sole basis of someone in the
government’s judgment that an American
is a threat. No arrest, no trial, no
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conviction, just execution on suspicion of
being a threat. Read article here.
_________

Obama Declares He Will Rule By
Authoritarian Decree
The Obama administration has
announced it will now rule by fascist
decree and ignore Congress and the
American people. Read article here
_________

Refuse To Pay Government Debt
Incurred For Unlawful And Oppressive
Purposes
In international law, odious debt is a legal
theory which holds that the national debt
incurred by a regime for purposes that do
not serve the best interests of the nation,
such as wars of aggression, should not be
enforceable. Such debts are thus
considered by this doctrine to be
personal debts of the regime that
incurred them and not debts of the state.
Read article here
_________

Conspiracy Theory VS Conspiracy Fact
Those who conspire for war, profit, and
evil, cry conspiracy theory when their
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actions are questioned; The masses hear
conspiracy theory and regurgitate it upon
cue. Its time the masses stopped spewing
the term conspiracy theorist and actually
looked into the facts, if they did they
would find conspiracy fact. Article here
_________

Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth
Have now reached 1000 professional
members, further legitimizing calls for a
new investigation into the September
11th attacks based upon physical
evidence and analysis that is completely
inconsistent with the official story.
Article here
_________

New Arial Photos Released From 9/11
These clouds of dust were the result of
pulverized concrete and thermite
explosives. The bogus official pancake
story would not do this. Take a look at
these photos and see if you think this was
a collapse layer by layer, on top of the
other, compressing the damage, or
buildings literally blown to particles of
dust. See photos here

_________
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Fake wars, fake war on drugs, drugs
peddled by hypocritical government,
the military industrial complex set to
kill and invasions continue
Whether it’s under Nixon, Carter, Reagan,
Bush Sr, Clinton, Bush Jr, or Obama, the
policies have remained the same and the
damage to our bottom line has been
mountainous. It’s time to ditch the
policies we have come to tolerate for
decades before they consume what is left
of our moral core. Read article here

120 Years Of US Invasions here

Common themes of US Invasions here

13 Lies: An Abbreviated History Of U.S.
Presidents Leading Us To War
Those of you who long ago figured out
that George Bush lied about, and twisted,
9-11, the role of Al-Qaeda, the Taliban,
and Osama, and WMDs to justify the
invasions of Afghanistan, and Iraq, and to
create the War on Terror, will not be
surprised to learn that our prior
Presidents, and their complicit
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henchmen, have lied us into every war
since our Revolution. Read article here
_________

Obama Administration Orders World
Bank To Keep Third World In Poverty
By preventing poor nations from
becoming self-sufficient in blocking them
from producing their own energy, the
Obama administration is ensuring that
millions more will die from starvation and
lack of access to hospitals and medical
treatment. Read article here
_________

9/11 Truth From Mos Def and Immortal
Technique
Man, you hear this bullshit they be talkin’,
Every day, man, It’s like these
motherfuckers is just like professional
liars…YouknowwhatI’msayin? It’s wild…
Listen…. | Lyrics and song Here
_________

William Melvin Hicks Speaking Pure
Truth
“Its just a ride, and we can change it any
time we want, its only a choice, no effort,
no work no job, job, no savings of money,
a choice right now between fear and love.
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The eyes of fear want you to put bigger
locks on your doors, and buy guns, close
yourself off. The eyes of love instead see
all of us as one. Heres what we can do to
change the world right now to a better
ride; Take all that money we spend on
weapons and defence each year and
instead spend it on feeding clothing and
educating the poor of the world which it
would many times over, not one human
being excluded and we can explore
space, together, both inner and outer,
forever, in peace.”
Video of the quote Here | Bill Hicks on
The Global Elite Here | and more quotes
and vidoes of Bills here
_________

Fuck You I Wont Do What You Tell Me!…..
It hast to start somwhere, it has to start
somehow, what better place than here,
what better time than now? All hell can’t
stop us now!,,,,
Rage Against The Machine Quotes of
truth here
_________

Truth11 Films | Propaganda vs Truth
In Advertising
watch video here
_________
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1. The Hyperreality of a Failing
Corporate Media System | 2. Inside the
Military Media Industrial Complex and
3. Hope Fades for End of the American
Empire under Obama
1. Hyperreality is the inability to
distinguish between what is real and
what is not.Corporate media, Fox in
particular, offers news that creates a
hyperreality of real world problems and
issues. Consumers of corporate television
news–especially those whose
understandings are framed primarily
from that medium alone–are embedded
in a state of excited delirium and
knowinglessness…..
2. Among the most important corporate
media censored news stories of the past
decade, one must be that over one
million people have died because of the
United States military invasion and
occupation of Iraq.
3. There are still a large number of
Obama supporters who are basing their
opinion of him solely from his campaign
promises. Others simply hear what he
says and base their opininon on that. In
order to properly asses Obama you must
look at his actions. There are numerous
articles on Truth11 discussing his actions.
In two speeches at the close of the
decade, the Nobel Peace Prize winner
affirmed that peace was no longer peace,
but rather a permanent war that
extends well beyond Afghanistan and
Pakistan to disorderly regions and
diffuse enemies. He called this global
security and invited our gratitude. Read
all three articles here
_________
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________

False flag attack to usher in less rights
The general consensus from the
corporate media is, if we want to travel,
we have to just put up with our rights
being violated. The government puts a
man on a plane with no passport and a
fire cracker in his shorts and we are
supposed to put up with nazi style
interrogation. Just another addition to the
long list of diminishing human rights.
Evidence clearly indicates staged attack
on Detroit flight. Article here
lluminati Vowed in 1969: “Travel Will
Be More Difficult”
Like sheep, humanity had better adjust to
constant harassment as long as it
tolerates Illuminati control of all
important government and social
institutions. Read article here

Project Hostile Intent
Mind Scanners the next step if we accept
naked body scanners. Under project
hostile intent, everyone is remotely
screened by passive scanners that pick
up brain waves in order to to determine
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whether they intend to commit violent or
terroristic acts. Article here
_________

Environment, Eugenics and Quotes
“A reasonable estimate for an
industrialized world society at the present
North American material standard of
living would be 1 billion. At the more
frugal European standard of living, 2 to 3
billion would be possible.” – United
Nations, Global Biodiversity Assessment
“A total population of 250-300 million
people, a 95% decline from present
levels, would be ideal.” – Ted Turner,
founder of CNN and major UN donor
Everyday I encounter people who doubt
the plain truth that stares them in the
face. The problems is they either can’t see
the forest for the tress or they do not
want to see. Many automatically doubt
that big organizations like the Federal
Reserve or United Nations could be
involved in corruption or conspiracy, and
they do it without looking into it at all.
They blindly belive they are doing good
things. Well for those people this article is
for you. It is quotes from the people
running those organizations, words from
their own mouths, telling you the evil
they are planning to do and are doing to
you right now. Article here. See also
bilderberg quotes here. See also the
quote category here.
_________

War Is Over | If you want it
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John Lennon forwarded the peace
movement by paying for billboards that
spread a message of truth. ”War Is Over!,
if you want it”. The government did not
like the truth being told to the masses.
The add campaign was really starting to
cause problems, so they killed him. Read
article and watch the movie The US vs
John Lennon here
_________

President John F Kennedy Secret
Society Speech
…we are apposed around the world, by a
monolithic and ruthless conspiracy,
…I am asking for your help in the
tremendous task of informing and
alerting the American people. Confident
with your help man will be what he was
born to be, free and independent. Speech
recording and transcript here
_________

ClimateGate
For years many scientists have been
challenging the numbers put out by the
Gore climate propaganda machine.
Recently emails have been released
outlining the deceit, conspiriacy and
corruption. See the Climateate
category here
________
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Copenhagen, fake global warming
propaganda, the Trilateral
Commission, CFR and one world
government
…“The philosophical underpinnings of the
Trilateral Commission are pro-Marxist
and pro-socialist. They are solidly set
against the concept of the nation-state
and in particular, the Constitution of the
United States.
…“If the Council on Foreign Relations
could be said to be a spawning ground
for the concepts of one-world idealism,
then the Trilateral Commission was the
‘task force’ assembled to assault the
beachheads. Already the Commission
had placed its members in the top posts
the U.S. had to offer,”
…“A former science adviser to British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher [Lord
Christopher Monckton] says the real
purpose of the United Nations Climate
Change Conference in Copenhagen on
Dec. 7-18 is to use global warming hype
as a pretext to lay the foundation for a
one-world government,” Read
article here | See also this article
_________

The Fed Is Running Scared
Bernanke’s Fed has meticulously
sabotaged the economy in order to
create a crisis in classic Hegelian fashion.
The corporate media tells us the crisis is
the result of ineptitude and
mismanagement at the Federal Reserve.
Au contraire. Like the Great Depression,
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the even Greater Depression now on the
horizon was scientifically created.
The Fed is the primary instrument the
bankers are now using to destroy the
middle class, hand over all public assets
and resources to them, implement a
crushing austerity, usher in a new era of
global corporatist feudalism and build a
sprawling planet-wide slave plantation
based on China’s totalitarian model.
It is the ultimate dream of the banking
cartel. It will be used as the foundation to
build world government. Destroying the
dollar as the world’s reserve currency is
only the beginning. Read article here
_________

A brief history lesson and the
economic crisis
The United States does not control its
own destiny. Rather it is controlled by an
international financial elite, of which the
American branch works out of big New
York banks like J.P. Morgan Chase, Wall
Street investment firms such as Goldman
Sachs, and the Federal Reserve System.
They in turn control the White House,
Congress, the military, the mass media,
the intelligence agencies, both political
parties, the universities, etc. No one can
rise to the top in any of these institutions
without the elite’s stamp of approval.
Read article here |
_________
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A real solution to the financial crisis
Truth11′s suggested solution to the
financial crisis 100% Guaranteed to work,
first time. here
_________

Evidence that George W. Bush had
prior knowledge of 911
He states in these two videos that he
watched the first plane hit on TV. There
was no live coverage of the first plane
hitting, there was no coverage on TV of
the first plane until a video surfaced that
evening. He had a private live video feed.
The only way for that to be possible is
prior knowledge. Read article and watch
the video clips here.
_________

_________
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Microbiologist speaks out:H1NI
vaccine is actually a bio-weapon
Joseph Moshe is a microbiologist who
had called a radio station, and stated that
the H1NI vaccine is actually a bio-weapon,
and is the DEPLOYMENT OF A PLAGUE.
The official propaganda line is that he
had threatened the President, although
there is no evidence that this is true. The
following day his car was disabled with a
magnetic pulse and surrounded by tanks,
robots, and a virtual army of Secret
Service and FBI agents. Then bombarded
with massive amounts of gas. Read article
and watch here.

_________

Media as enablers of Government Lies
If Americans wish to retain the remnants
of their liberty, they cannot trust the
media to warn them about government
tyranny. In order to recognize
government deceit, there is no substitute
for more citizens to make more effort to
find the truth for themselves. Read
article here
_________
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George Bush Telling The Truth For A
Change
This speech is created from clips of
several speeches to tell us all what bush
really thinks. Thanks to creators for
allowing us to hear the truth for a change
from this guy. Click here for the video
________

William Patrick Corgan | The Smashing
Pumpkins
Flu Pandemic is Propaganda
If you follow some of the links I have been
supplying as of late, you’ll notice many
are focused on the propaganda build up
to our day of reckoning with the Swine
Flu virus. I say ‘propaganda’ because, in
my heart, there is something mighty
suspicious about declaring an emergency
for something that has yet to show itself
to be a grand pandemic. Our American
President Obama has declared a national
emergency about this virus, which he in
his own words said was, at this point, a
preventative measure. So, why declare an
emergency if there isn’t one? Read
article here
________

Truth Advertising Campaign
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Truth11 photography exhibit here

__________

Change… What Change?
The combined US troop deployments in
Iraq and Afghanistan have now reached a
higher level than existed at any time
under the presidency of George W. Bush.
This surge past the record set by its
predecessor marks another grim
milestone in the Obama administration’s
escalation of American militarism. Read
Article here
________

What Is Money?
Article here
________
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Truth11 Films | 911 Truth to Ticks and
Leeches by Tool
Watch here
________

Government Propaganda To Infest
Network TV Shows
An insidious brainwashing program set to
be launched next week will “organically”
weave the government’s political
propaganda into prime time network
television shows, with positive talking
points about Obama’s environmental,
bailout, health care and “servitude”
agenda being seamlessly integrated into
the content of dramas, reality shows and
comedies. Read article here
________

One Mainframe to Rule Them All
One Mainframe To Rule Them All is a
breathtaking rundown of the human
microchipping agenda. Concise and
effective, it breaks down the coming
global information control grid in all its
horrifying detail. Watch the movie here
________
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End the Fed… The IMF and the rest!
We cannot let the End of the Fed victory
be a false one. We can not let the efforts
of Ron Paul and many others go to waste,
by simply replacing evil with the same evil
and a different logo. We cannot allow the
IMF to take the place of the Fed. They are
the same thing. The same people in
control, the same effect on the human
population. Read article 300 members of
the house support audit the fedhere
___________

___________

Martial Law
A private security force whose biggest
role is helping the U.S. government to
“combat terrorism” is now patrolling the
streets of a town in Montana, acting as
law enforcement but accountable to
nobody and operating completely outside
the limitations of the U.S. constitution in
a chilling throwback to the brownshirts of
Nazi Germany. Read article here See also
these articles here and here
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_________

National Guard, police, and other military
units attacked American citizens with tear
gas and deployed sound cannons today
in response to an “unpermitted protest”
as bedlam hit the streets on the first day
of the G20 summit in downtown
Pittsburgh. Read article here

The First Amendment is officially dead in
the United States. If this isn’t martial law
then we don’t know what is.
__________

United We Stand
2 million march on ending government
tyranny | The largest protest in US
history | Downplayed by the
propaganda machine
The last thing the government wants is
for the masses to rise up together and
realize their power of strength in
numbers. Thats why the corporate media
reported the latest T.E.A. Party only had
tens of thousands of participants. The
actual number was the largest in US
history, over 2 million. If the corporate
media was really on the side of the
people they would have reported the
significance of the largest protest ever.
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Read article here | Watch time lapse
video here
_________

Charlie Sheen’s Video Message To
Obama here

Charlie Sheen has confronted the
president on public record about 9/11
truth and for going back on his campaign
promises.
The transcript of that conversation
is here
_________

Stop The 9/11 Cover up
On the anniversary of the false flag
attacks by our own government, the truth
movement is stronger than ever. Polls,
petitions and protests show that people
know the truth and do not accept the
governments ridiculous cover up story.
Read article here
Lots of articles and movies on 9/11
truth here or in the categories section
>right>
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Documentary on the controlled
demolition of the world trade centre on
9/11. Watch it here

Pancake theory? Would leave a steel
core…

Lots more 9/11 pictures and links to
articles below… scroll down
And tons of 9/11 articles here
_______

Obama, Fairey and Propaganda
The Obama “Hope” campaign successfully
detached the reality of who Obama is and
what he stands for and bundled him up
as a neat little answer to our problems;
what most people hoped would be the
deliverance from the countries empirical
aims.
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….As is taught in Buddhism; Suffering is
ended by the light of awareness. So too is
the influencing effects of propaganda…
After all, what is propaganda; but a ploy
to persuade through sensationalism and
emotional triggers rather than logic and
contextual insight? Read article here
_________

Global Currency
The United Nations has called for the
establishment of a new global reserve
currency to be overseen by a bank of the
world in an effort to reduce the role of
the Dollar in international trade. Read
article here.
_________

Fall of the Republic: The Presidency of
Barack Obama
Alex Jones latest documentary lays out in
precise detail the long-running plot by a
cabal of global elitists to take over the
world and deliver humanity into grinding
slavery and usher in a new Dark Age. It
spells out how the elite have worked
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tirelessly to bankrupt a once proud,
industrious, and self-reliant nation
through financial terrorism. Fall of the
Republic warns what is in store for us if
we do not wake up and take back our
country and restore its once cherished
tradition of liberty and limited
government. Read article here Watch
movie here or download or order a copy
at infowars.com, or prisonplanet.com

__________

Click here for a large version
_________

Big Brother Is Watching
UK has more CCTV cameras than China.
Read article here
UK Government to install surveillance
cameras in private homes. Read
article here
__________
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THINK DIFFERENT
Resist the New World Order
Click here to watch the Apple Commercial
that aired only twice
________

New World Order Organizational Chart
and the Pyramid of Power HERE

________
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Global Power and Global Government
Part 1 | Evolution and revolution of the
central banking system
Part 2 | Origins of the American empire:
Revolution, World wars and World Order
Part 3 | Controlling the global economy:
Bilderberg, the Trilateral Commission and
the Federal Reserve
________

________

Scams and Bailouts Are The Cause Of
World Depression
This is a great article summarizing all that
has and is causing our current global
economic crisis. Read article here
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________

Law
Understanding Law and the lies they tell
us we must follow | Know your true
rights | Article here
________

Taxation
31 Questions and answers the IRS does
not want you to know | Article here
________
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North American Union
President Obama will attend the
controversial Security and Prosperity
Partnership meeting with Mexican
President Felipe Calderon and Canadian
Prime Minister Stephen Harper next
month, it has been revealed. Read
article here.
_______

Resisting the new world order
9/11 activists at a July 4th parade. Read
article here
________

One Global Currency
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev
illustrated his call for a supranational
currency to replace the dollar by pulling
from his pocket a sample coin of a
“united future world currency.” Read
article here
________
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NAFTA Superhighway and the North
American Union
The Trans-Texas Corridor, part of the
NAFTA Superhighway projected to link
the United States with Canada and
Mexico as an integral cog of the North
American Union, is back on the agenda
after Texas Governor Rick Perry lied in
claiming that the proposal was dead
earlier this year. Read article Here
________

Journalist Files Charges against WHO and
UN for Bioterrorism and Intent to Commit
Mass Murder
Read article here

Do Not Get The Swine Flu Vaccine
Lots of articles on this subject in the
biological false flag attack category here
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Congressman: Obama Could Use
Pandemic To Declare Martial Law
Georgia Congressman Paul Broun
warned attendees of a town hall event
Tuesday that the Obama administration
was planning to use a pandemic or a
natural disaster to implement martial law
in the United States. Read article here
_______

D-Day, Obama and Hitler
Without the financial support of Bush, the
Wall Street bankers, and multinational
corporations Hitler would have remained
an obscure former Gefreiter in the
German army and hyperventilating
leader of the National Socialist German
Workers Party that would have fizzled
out, as did so many other parties in the
tumultuous years of the Wiemar
Republic. Minus Hitler and his bankster
and industrialist backers, 160,000 troops
would not have landed on the beaches of
Normandy and 10,000 American, British,
and Canadian troops would not have
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died. Bush, Ford, General Electric, IBM,
and the Wall Street bankers are
responsible for more than 70 million
people slaughtered during the Second
World War, including about 12 million
war-related famine deaths in China,
Indonesia, French Indochina and India.
Read whole article here

Also see the article Bush and Nazis here
See also
The Anatomy of Blue State Fascism
| Explaing the link of Hitler, Bush and
Obama. Nazi Rule has been in place since
ww2 | Read article here
___________

For lots of excellent Truth Documentaries
click here
_________
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_________

Co-operation vs. competition /
Competition is enslaving us all /
Economics, slavery and the financial
crisis
The human spirit will thrive with cooperation: far more than with
competition. So why is our society based
upon competition and not co-operation?
The current economic system is based
upon the masses competing with eachother for limited resources. For one
reason, to keep them enslaved to the
system. … The current economic crisis is
being caused by the end of a pyramid
scheme by the Federal Reserve Bank
called the Fractional Reserve Banking
System. Read article here
_______

_______
9/11 was an inside job
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The top 40 reasons to doubt then
challenge the governments official story
of the events of September 11th 2001
Read article and watch Truth11 short
film: “Ticks and leaches” here

Molten steel and thermite that burns
much hotter than airplane fuel can burn
being extracted weeks after 9-11

Cut columns are not caused by planes
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9/11 was a Nazi false flag attack by our
own Nazi government

Some excellent pictures from the Movie
Loose change watch here
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Plane hitting the pentagon?
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________
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IFC New World Order 2009 Documentary
From the Kennedy assassination, to waco
and 911. Documentary covering the New
World Order, The Bilderberg group and
the truth movement and its crusaders.
See movie here
___________

I am as mad as hell, and I’m not going to
take this any more!
This speech and several others in the
movie Network (1976) holds as true today
as it did back then. See the article, clips
and the full movie here
___________

2012 | Pole Shifts | Planet X

Lots of articles and books on this subject
that may or may not face us all. The key is
if you believe it or not, it doesn’t hurt to
be very prepared for anything.
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2012 Survival Guide here
Survival Guides here
Pole Shift Information here
2012 Information here
Books and further resources here
Articles that feel 2012 will not bring any
changes to our planet here
My thoughts on the subject here
__________

Cybersecurity Is Framework For Total
Government Regulation & Control Of Our
Lives
The Obama administration’s new
Cybersecurity system will only make the
Internet more vulnerable to attack, while
creating the framework for a massively
upgraded government surveillance grid
that will control and regulate every aspect
of our daily lives through the
implementation of “smart” technology.
Read Whole Article Here
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Projects to “master the internet” in full
swing on both sides of the pond
The legislation would allow the federal
government to tap into any digital aspect
of every citizen’s information without a
warrant. Banking, business and medical
records would be wide open to
inspection, as well as personal instant
message and e mail communications.
Read Whole Article Here
________

New World Order Definition and the US
Dollar Explained here
________

One Giant Leap For Mankind | The Moon
Explained
Read article here
________
Bail Out Pictures
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_________

G20 Protestor
Protesting the New World Order
_________
G20 Protestors

Abolish Money
Abolish Economics
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Abolish Slavery
________

Today we are all prisoners in the USA
As of today, June 1, 2009, even U.S.
citizens are officially prisoners in the USA,
or exiles barred from entering our own
country without the government’s
permission. Read More Here
_________

John F. Kennedy | Shadow
Government Speech
JFK addressing the American people
about the shadow government that
operates behind the scenes. He asks for
the help of every citizen to expose the
truth. This was his last speech before
being assassinated by the CIA. Specifically
ordered by George H. W. Bush.
Read speech here
Read about the George H.W. Bush
connection to Kennedy’s
assassination here
_________
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